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Manley H. Lancaster died July 8th at his
ho ne, 30 Winter street, Bangor, aged 49 years.
He was born in Searsport and moved to Bangor 25 years ago and was employed with the
late Charles B. Brown, then one of the leading
carpenters of that city. Fourteen years ago

Curtis of

chuich

his

officiating.

large

farm for

a

number of years, after

which

Henry E.

and Elizabeth Peck

Carter,

and

when young went with her parents to Pembroke. She married Mr, Babcock Nov. 17»
1863. in Pembroke and they came to Belfast to
make their home in 1875, She was a member
of Seaside Chautauqua Circle, of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union and of the Baptist church, where she was a constant attendant. In 1884 Mr. and Mrs. Babcock went to
Lowell, Mass., remaining there until about
eight years ago when they returned to Belfast
and made their home with Mrs. Helen A. Carter, Mrs. Babcock’s sister. While in Lowell

was

3

a

Tuesday

and Fred Waldo Brown.

Her age was 75 years, 8 months and 16 days.
She was horn in Belfast, the daughter of the !

Sibley for his efficiency in collectirg the total
11

at her late home

Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of the Unitarian church
officiating. The bearers were Messrs. D. F. |
Stephenson, Selwyn Thompson, C. F. Swift

they moved to the village, where they
have since resided.
He was a worthy member
Martha S., wife of Henry E. Babcock, died
of Old Hickory lodge ot Odd Fellows and the
Monday noon at the Waldo County hospi- i N. E. O. P.
Mr. Furbush was honorable in his
tal, where she had been for about three weeks.
dealing, kind and courteous to all, a loving
Death was caused by arteria sclerosis, with
husband and father, and will be missed by a
large circle of friends.
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1867,
John and Margaret Furbush. His
Camden; one I
mother died several years ago. His father,
Lynn, Mass; three
brothers and one sister, Baxter Curtis of Vina!- his wife and two sons, Earl and Carl, survive
him
Mr. Furbush came to Newport more
haven, W illard Curtis of Easton, Frank Curtis
than 25 years ago and went to work for the
of Perham and Mrs Sarah
Story of Washburn.
His wife and his son arrived Tuesday. The late John Stuart, where he met Miss Ida M.
Stuart and 22 years ago last May they were
remains were taken to Camden Wednesday
married. About that time Mr. Stuart’s health
night by ooat and the funeral will be held a* 1
to fail and Mr. Furbush took charge of
his late home Saturday, Rev S E Frohock of began

nomination of candidate

assessment

....

at

I O O F of
Camden, and about 10 years ago
William M. Furbush died July 4th at his
joined Amity Lodge, F ana A M of Camden,
j home in Newport, after an illness of many
tie is survived by his wife,
formerly Miss !
Evie Achorn of West Rockport; by one daugh- i months. He was born in Jackson. May ]l,
son of

law and

due for sprink-

Senator, July 24th and

days prior

ami Custer G.

ing support. He fanned
:iters, which is better luck
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William H. Gray was elected night police to
succeed Fred A. Sanborn, deceased.
Fred O. J. Horne resigned as city electrician

Eastern pitcher, appeared
wrked hard, notwithstand-

|

July 11th,
in East
Belfast, where he had been visiting
since Sunday. His death was
caused by acute
indigestion. He had been in good health and
had planned to visit in Bar Harbor for
a time,
return to Camden to look
after his garden,
ai d then
go to Lynn, Mass, for an extended
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Curtis of Camden died at 7 p
the home of Eugene S Achorn

Mr. Lancaster became the proprietor of the
Brown shop, which he had run ever since. He
was a man of absolute honesty, fine characteristics and was well liked by all who had deal79 31
perienctd navigator, having the confidence of ings with him. He had hosts of friends who
426 24
will miss him greatly. He left a wife, Mrs.
City building.
his employers and of the
travelling public,
General school purposes.
126 37
who also appreciated his genial ways. He Carrie Lancaster; one daughter, Helen, and a
Miscellaneous.
362 50
three brothers, Sewall and Edwas the; last of tlie old
steamboatmen. In the son, Walter;
Total.$5,933 28 home circle Capt. Curtis was always the de- ward of Searsport and John of Stockton, and
one sister, Mrs. Ella Staples of Dixmont.
He
A list of those who had failed to pay the cost ! voted husnand and father, and was a kind
was a member of Benobscot Lodge, I. O. 0.
F.,
to the city of removing brown tail moths on neighbor and a
loyal friend. He was a
Battie Lodge, No. 102, Katahdin Camp, Canton Bangor, Norumbega
their property was submitted to the Assessors member of Mt.
O.
and Anchor Lodge. A.
U. W.
and of Mfgunticook
with instructions to give it to the tax colEncampment, No 11, Lodge
Sewers.
Sidewalks.
Cemeteries.
Fire department.
Police department.
City team.

Funeral Service..
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and

470 36
67
113 00; visit. Capt Curtis was born in Rockland and
610 45
was 77 years of
He had been a seafarer
age.
118 62 i from
eariy youth; first in the merchant ser402 86 ;
80 33 vice and then on the Boston and Bangor
66 25 steamers, serving for some years as
pilot,
6 74 then as
commander, and for some time before
1 24
his retirement three years ago he was commo2 25
d >re of the fleet of this division of the Eastern
73 87
279 05
Steamship corporation and had commanded in
68 00 turn when
they were new the steamers Cam595 28
157 90 den and Belfast. He was an able and ex-
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useful life in the home circle. She is the
last of her father's family of nine children.
Two daughters survive her—Mrs. Laura B.
Fletcher of West Somerville, Mass., and Mrs.
Cora E. Carter of Belfast. The funeral took

OBITUARY.

The adj >urned meeting of the City Government was held Friday evening. July 7th,
Mayor William K. Keene presiding.

Belfast. ..The
,:^res8. ...East
Country Club.,.Personal.
as

Governmtnt.

to

Frank O. Eliingwood died
port at the home of bis son,
wood, aged 66 yearB. He
health for several months

July 1st in WinterDr. William Ellinghad been in poor
but kept about as

long as be was able. Mr. Eliingwood was particularly devoted to his son and family and had
friends who will regret to hear of his deHe was a good neighbor and friend, a~.d
will be remembered for his kindness and gentle,
j pleasing manner. Beside his son, he is surI vived
by a brother, Fred Eliingwood of BanJ gor. The funeral was held July 3d, Rev. A. J.
!
Lockhart officiating,
many
mise.

;

The

Northport Country

Club,
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B. O. Norton was in Boston the
The auspicious opening of the Northport
past week on
Mrs. Augusta J. Triggs is
visiting relatives
Country Club, July 4th, was reported last basiness.
in Bucksport and Orlend.
week. The attractive club house and its arDr. Herbert A. Harmon of Philadelphia, Pa.,
Ralph Vviggin returned to Newport Monday
tistic furnishings are enthusiastically praised is visiting Belfast friends.
after a short visit in Belfast.
by all visitors,£nd it is already evident that it
Miss Delia Cook has returned from a visit
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy W. Strout and son Franwill become a social center as well as a great with
relatives in Portland.
cis left
yesterday morning for a week’s visit in
convenience to many of the summer residents
Mrs. Louise S. Shales is
visiting the family Milbridge.
in the vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Billings as
of Dr. B. P. Hurd in Waterville.
Miss Marian Brown is
managers and caterers are well maintaining
visiting her sister
Miss Lena Twombly of West
their reputations and the splendid dinners,
Newton, Mass., Miss Anna Brown, in Waterville.
is tbe guest of Thomas W. Pitcher.
suppers and luncbes served have already atMrs, Joshua Condon of Waterville is the
Mrs. Clarence E. Mclntire of Camden is the guest of Miss Alice Condon at her
tracted a number of regular boarders. Break*
bungalow on
fast is served at 7 80 to 9 a. m ; dinner from guest of her son, John B. Mclntire.
the shore.
12.30 to L p. m.; and supper from 5.80 to 7 p. m.
Mrs. Louise Royal went to Ellsworth
Frame Colby of Haverhill, Mase., returned
July
The Ladies B idge Tournament was started 6th to spend a week with relatives.
Saturday from a week's visit with Belfast
with
17
tables
Thursday afternoon, July 6th,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes left last Fri- relatives.
and two tables of beginners, the latter playday for a visit in Boston and vicinity.
S. M. Milliken of New York will arrive to
ing in the balcony. At the close of the playMiss Henrietta Gilkey of Searsport was the day, Thursday, to visit his mother. M re. Elizaing ice cream and cake, tea and punch, were
beth A. Milliken.
the past week of Miss Lena Nye.
served. The ladies entering the tournament guest
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Parsons and daughter
are as follows:
County Attorney Walter A. Cowan of WinMrs. E. A. Sherman, Mrs. Ben.
Hazeltine, Mrs. William B. Swan, Miss Char- terport was in Belfast last Saturday on busi- Elnora of Fairfield visited Mr. Parsons’ brother, Albert Parsons, last week.
lotte W. Colburn, Miss Marian Hazeltine, Mrs. ness.
Miss Helen Brown has arrived from SpringMr. and Mrs. Luther W. Hammons and Miss
Harvey Bowles, Mrs. Dykstra, Mrs. Clarence
E. Read, Mrs. Norman A. Read, Miss Bertha Florence M. Brown are visiting in Boston aad field, Mass., for a vacation visit with her parL. Brown, Mrs, C. H. Glaster, Mrs. Homans,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown.
vicinity.
Mrs. Grace Baker, Mrs. E. G. Swift, Mrs. EuMiss Emily Roseiand of Unity is
Mrs, Helen P. Robinson of Philadelphia is
spending
gene R. Conner, Mrs. B. O. Norton, Miss Ulara
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. the week at the Coombs cottage at Temple
B. Keating, Mrs, Martha C. Keating, Mrs
Patterson.
Heights with the Windermere Campfire girls.
John C. Fillsbury, Miss Margaret White,
Miss Frances Perkins tias returned to MorMrs. J. M. Leighton of Fairhaven, Mass,, will
Mrs. George I. Keating, Mrs. Wilmer J.
rill after a week’s visit with her
Miss arrive next Saturday evening to visit Mrs.
sister,
Dorman, Mrs. George W. Davis, Mrs. F. B. Hazel
Albert M. Carter and Miss Charlotte W. ColPerkins.
Banton, Mrs. Edwin
Knowlton, Mrs. J. H.
Thomas Sheverington arrived Sunday from burn,
Kiahre, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, Mrs, Charles
Mrs. Joseph E. Fernald and daughter Grace
Boothbay and was the guest for the day of
D. Cool, Mrs. Frank Sargent, Miss Dorothea
Daniel Ingalls.
of Attleboro, Mass., returned home last SatSargent, Mrs, W. F. Burnham, Mrs. Willard S,
urday after a week’s vijjit wi n relatives in
Mrs. W. M. White arrived
Roberts, Mrs. Samuel H. Lord, Miss Louise H.
Friday night from
Belfast.
Ferguson, Mrs. James C. Durham, Mrs. Selwyn Miami, Fla., and is at the White homestead,
Henry C, Graton, treasurer of the Graton &
Thompson, Mrs. H. E. Collett, Mrs. George R 1S7 High street.
Knight Mfg. Co., of Worcester, Mass., was in
Doak, Mrs. Harry W. Clark,Miss Grace H. Lord,
Messrs. Char.es Horton and A. J.
of
Phillips
Belfast the past week, the guest of Dr. Eoster
M«-s. u. W. Wescott, Miss Annie L. Barr, Mrs. Providence, R.
I., were guests over Sunday of
C. Small,
Ralph H. Howes, Mrs. R, P. Coe, Mrs. Charles Bernes O. Norton.
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Archdeacon Percy C. Webber, who has been
guest of Hon. and Mrs. James P.Taliaferro, left Monday for Boston.

Mrs. Lena Frost will leave today, Thursday,

the

Flanders, Miss Frances Flanders, Mrs. W, H.
Quimby, Mrs. Edward A. Wadsworth, Mrs.
Joseph Tyler, Mrs. G. Frank Harriman, Mrs.
A. C. Burgess, Miss Maude Gammans, Mies
E. Barker, Mrs. Maine Hills, Mrs. WilE, Kotman, Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes, Miss
Evelyn Peavey, Mrs. Peavey, Mrs. Eugene L.
Stevens, Mrs. Arthur Ritchie,Mrs. S. A. Parker.
MiB8 Bernice Rogers and Mrs. C. E. Rogers,
Miss Belle Keating and Miss Hazel Doak were
Maude

liam

substitutes

for the afternoon.

ners’ tables

were

edge, Miss
Miss

Anne

At the

Peter W. Murphy
illoou

left July 6th for Med-

urday

from

Brookline, Mass.,

for

a

sojurn

at

home, No, 8 Church street.

Harry H. Carter of Swampscott, Mass., arrived Tuesday, called here by the death of his
begin- grandmother, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Cottrell.

Cross, Mrs. SmallEmeroy Ginn. Mrs. Virgil L. Hall,
M, Kittredge, Mrs, Colby A. RackMrs. Loren

liffe, Mrs. Thomas E. Shea and Miss Carrie
Perrine.
Following each four hands played, the win-

Avis M. Morison is Bpending a month’s
from her duties in the bpringrieid,
Mass., public library with Belfast relatives.
Miss

vacation

Vernon Barker, teacher of Greek
Goddard Seminary, Barre, Vt.,
is visiting his cousin, Miss Maude E. Barker.
Prof.

N.

and Latin in the

a

guest

at the Hall home.

Mrs. James Hatch of Dark Harbor has return-

♦c-<.,

ter, Mrs. Edward J. Murphy.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Pierce arrived Sattheir

ville. Her daughter, Emma Frost, is also

heme alter

ed

spending

two

weeks with her

daughter, Mrs. Edith Hatch Marshall of Syracuse, N. Y., at Winthrop Beach, Mass.
Mrs. James H. Howes has returned from
visit with her daughter, Mrs, Richbrd P.
Whitman, in Campello, Mass. Mr. and Mrs.
Whitman will visit in Belfast later in the sea-

a

son.

Miss

Leola

Washington,

A. Ames and

George

Ames of

C., formerly of Belfast, were
guests Tuesday of their cousin, Stephen S. L.
Shute.

They

D

had been in Morrill for

a

brief

visit.

ners move and new score cards are given for
Miss F. R. Peters of Bangor motored to
Miss Olive Stewart of Montville was the
Inez, wife of Clifton Sprague, died recently each newly formed table. On each table were
Belfast Saturday, having as guests, Mrs.
returning here had attended in North Jay, aged 31 years, and her remains ! printed rules governing the game and every- guest of her aunt, Mrs. B. C. Dinsmore, when Elizabeth Mason and Miss Sara Mason, and.
Voted to allow Sheriff F. A. Cushman 30
1 0 4 5 0 1 0 0 x—11 cents instead of 20 for
the North church when her health permitted. were
brought to Prospect for burial. This is a thing moved very smoothly. Following the on her way to attend the summer school in they were guests of Mrs. Mason’s sister, Mrs.
serving notices on I
100000000 —1
loti,.,:,,
She was of a retiring disposition, a devoted very sad
taxes.
case, as she leaves beside her hus- card playing, a number of little parties were Castine.
M. C. Hill, Miller street.
(’ram, Green. Three base
Ordered that the city treasurer draw his wife and mother, aid a true friend in all of band, five children, who were all ill at the time made up in the dining-room, where ices and
Mrs. George E. fcvans and son
of
Curtin. Home rune, Nepl,.
Georgie
life’s relations. She is survived by her sister of her death and her
Cannon. Stolen bases, F. Me- check for $18 60 in favor of Sheriff t. A. Cushhusband was unable to light refreshments were served. Tnere will Stamford, Conn., are to arrive about
t.
[
August ODD FELLOWS MEMORIAL SERVICES
and by her husband and their two sons, Edrth. liases on balls by Cram; man for extra expense in collecting sundry
l
accompany the remains here, his brother Lind- be play on eight successive Thursdays, ending j 5th and will have rooms with Miss Harriet P.
AT UNITY.
truck out by Cram 13, by Dwyer
ward
of
Fred
Belfast
and
L.
of
E,
|
Toston,
taxes.
ley Sprague, accompanying them. She leaves Aug.24, and the holders of the two highest com- | White, 21 Cedar street.
ays, F. McDonald, Albert and
Mont. The latter married since going west j a brother, Judson
Ordered that a discount of 2^ percent be al
Sunday,
2nd, the annual Odd Fellows
July
Hopkins, who is the last of bined scores at the end of the series will be the
y pitched balls, Tevelyn, C. |
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Reed and Donald Reed
Passed lowed on all personal and real estate taxes and has five children. The funeral took place ! the family. The
it
Wiid pitch. Cram.
p
sympathy of all is extended winners. Each contestant is entitled to invite j have returned to their home in town from a memorial services were held in the Methodist
O’Conner. Umpire, Brignolia.
at her late home Wednesday at 2 p. m., Rev. J. to the bereaved
several days’ stay in Troy with friends and re- church in Unity and were attended by a great
one guest to participate in the tournament,and
paid before Sept. 1, 1916. and that all taxes be >
family.
latives.—Fairfield Journal.
audience. The church was beautifully decoin the event that any contestant is unable to be
paid by Nov. 1, 1916, and the collector settle Wilbor Richardson of the Baptist church offiThe
remains of Mrs. Rebecca Greeley of
Mrs. Charles E. Bicknell and little grand- rated with flowers and evergreen.
in full with the city treasurer before Marcn j ciating. The bearers were Messrs. Wm. J.
AST, 9; SKOWHEGAN 4
Lodges
j
present at any meeting, she may provide a subHeal, Willis B. Fletcher, George C. Trussed Rockland, who died in St George, July 8th, stitute whose score will be taken as the score daughter, Miss Janet Smith, returned to Rock- from all the surrounding sections were reprezreat interest in the game last 1917.
aged 79 years, and one m ith, arrived here
u‘>n on Congress grounds beand
J
Charles
E.
Rhoades.
land
for
from
Orrin
J.
a
few
The petition of
Tuesday
signDickey
days visit with Mr. sented, members being present from Waterof the contestant.
team and Skowheg? n, and a
!«
yesterday morning by boat for interment in
and Mrs. Norman A. Read.
corners of High and Main,
vilie. Brooks, Searsport, Thorndike, Liberty,
At a Governor's meeting Friday afternoon
It was Skowhegan’s first boards at street
Itr
ve.
Grove Cemetery, accompanied by Roscoe
Lizzie
wife
of
M.,
Charles B. Thompson,died
The visitors failed to tally in
directing tourists to Northport, Camden,
Charles E. Owen went to Boston last Thurs- Albion, Clinton and other places. The Odd
ip.
; with President Ralph L. Flanders in the chair
of
Rockland.
Mrs.
was
born
Staples
in
at
7
Greeley
p. m., July 10th, at her home on Lower
innings. Cram pitching air- Rockland, Searsport and Bangor, and a sign
|
the following committees were nominated and
day to accompany his daughter, Miss Mar- Fellows and Rebekahs met at Odd Fellows
Belfast and was the last of the family of the
error-less support and Belfast
Congress street, having: sustained a severe
at the sharp turn near the Phue lix House, was
were ratified at a meeting Saturday afternoon:
guerite H. Owen, who will visit Miss Helen hall and marched to the church, nearly rilling
's offerings all over the field,
l:.late
Thomas
Kallock.
For
she
had
been
stroke of paralysis about noon
years
Her age was
referred to the committee on highways.
i:
dtast had a slight blow-out and
Finance committee—Joseph W.
j it, and all the remaining space was given up to
Harrington of Lynn, Mass.
Blaisdell,
in
millinery and dressmaking in Rock.zles and lucky hits gave the
citizens. Prayer and and Scripture reading
n,dward Sibley, collector, reported that he 47 years. She was born in Belfast the daugh- engaged
Ira M. Cobe, Wilmer J. Dorman, Bel|
chairman;
1
Mrs.
Hall
F.
Hoxie
and
David
F. and
sons,
r ur tallies,
1
t here was nothing
ter of the late Robert and Lizzie Ring Water- land, where she was well known and had m .ny
were given by the pastor of the church, Rev.
had committed to him in April taxes amountand I. K. Stetson of Bangor.
fast,
in the ninth. Next Saturday !
Thomas
from
B.,
friends.
Brooklyn, N. Y., are spend- Wm.
Snow, and instrumental and vocal music
ing to $4,512, that he had paid the city treas- man. After marrying Mr. Thompson they
committee—Charles Bradbury,
baseball
Skowgreat
Membership
day
here,
;
the
summer
with Mrs. Hoxie’s parents,
)
ing
was interspersed through the exercises, makheduled for a double-header. urer $3,025; had on hand $49 20 and that $1- settled in Montville and about nine years ago
Thomas W. Sullivan, ex-postmaster of Hur-' Belfast, chairman; R. H, Howes, Belfast, Edw.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Barr.
bought their farm home in this city. They ricane Isle, died
437.80 remained uncollected.
ing a very enjoyable program. The address
July 6th, aged 62. He was a Brann, Eugene T. Savage, and Dr. Fred MaxBELFAST
Thomas E. Shea, who is spending a vacation
j
of the day was by Hon. John E. Bunker of
George W. Frisbee, city marshal, reported ! were a most congenial couple, with many tastes native of Rockland, but lived on Hurricane field, all of Bangor.
r
bh po
ab
a
at
e
his
at
will
leave early in Bar Harbor, grand master of the urand
cottage
Bayside,
the number of arrests for drunkenness 3, and in common, particularly their fondness for Isie 40 years, having charge of the
Lodge
Grounds committee—Loren Cross, Belfast,
general
0
5
1
3
0
0
the fall to begin starring in "Common Clay” at of Maine. It was an able and
pets and fl >wers. The deceased was a member store which supplied that
no nights lodgings given during June.
eloquent effort
granite center, and
chairman; Charles McKinney; E. B. Gilchrest,
4
1
l
0
0
o
the Republic Tneatre, New York.
of Equity Grange and interested in the order,
and commanded the careful attention of the
5
!
1110
0
H. E. Collett, Bangor, C. B. Roberts, Boston.
serving a long time as chairman of the selectStephen 8. L*. Snute, chief of the fire de- Shewas
2
4
3
7
0
unusually thoughtful of others comforts men. He was a member of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sholes and Mr. and Mrs. audience from beginning to end. Mr. Bunker
0
two tire alarms in June, as
Landscape and grounds decoration—Mrs. A,
reported
Lodge,
partment,
1
A,. 3
0
1
5
0
i
and one of the lest of neighbors. In religious
was heartily thanked and complimented after
B. P. O. E., and St. Bernard’s Catholic church.
E. Wilson of Belfast, chairman; Mrs. James H. Sears Braley of Whitman, Mass., left July
follows: June 14th, telephone call for chim4
1
2
4
2
!
1
belief she was a Methjdist and attended the
4
Howes, Mrs. R. H. Howes, Miss Louise Hazel- 7th for their home after a visit with Belfast the exercises for his presence and splendid adl
0
0
9
0
2
ney fire in trank Woods house, corner of
meetings at the Woods school house, She is
CANDIDA 1ES FOR CONGRESS.
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entered the office of The Times.
He
worked hard in whatever journalistic

him, and

Cigarettes

long

that his articles were often neither

at

duties were entrusted to

5

of

at Balaclava—‘the thin red line’—has
in attendance to hold the horse while the j
passed into the language. His fearless
master went indoors, ami it was a proud
of
and
sulferings
exposure
mismanage-

subsequent employment on the staff
of The Times.
Young Delane took his
degree in 1839, and in the following year
his

brands

noon; made his breakfast his luncheon;
and proceeded to pay a few morning
calls.
Lord Aberdeen was in town, and

.....t,

piece of fortune, the stroke of good

at

Delane, but

Sebastipol,”

at

a

older

over

Thousands of smokers
would not be buying ZIRA

Of his daily routine and office work his
biographer says; “Delane rose about

ably

the reading of this book that convinced him, a little later, of striking a

as

leadership

Cent cigarettes, if

experience.”

varied

in 1853, had attracted Delane’s

who had

one

have

not used “better tobacco to
make them famous."

his sentence seemed charged,
with the condensed results of

cour-

age, initiative and insight.” He maintained a brilliant corps of correspondents,
among them Lawrence Oliphant, whose
hook, “Russian Shores of the Black Sea,

not

opinion of the nation in support of the probably wise, but certainly

the

many

study of the life and work of a serious more than that he had at all the European
journalist without touching Doth on the capitals representatives of his paper ship of The Times, it is said that he was
history of his journal and on the public who had access to official circles and “florid, bright-eyed, brimming with
Of bis comings and might well he tanked with ambassadors. zeal, a man of great ardor and eagerevents of his time.
imbued with the spirit
goings it is also necessary to say some- M. Blowitz, his Paris representative, was ness, passionately
a
man of note.
Then Delane himself of journalism.” In his prime no man
thing.
Of The 'I ,n,es under Deiane Ralph frequently visited the continent, and was more alert in body and in mind. His
Waldo Emerson wrote: ‘‘No power in particularly the places where special in- attitude in general society has been desas that of “an obEnglai. : is more felt, more feared, or terest centered, and was often able to cribed by one writer
but
he knew how to
servant
silence”;
the
at
ofticia.s
home
more
and his biographer give
obeyed.”
important news
make himself generally agreeable, and
says that "in the greater part of the obtained at first hand, or from his reptable or in the smoking;
el t enth century The Times was not
resentatives, before it reached them at the dinner
room he was an interesting talker.
Also
much first as sole anti supreme.” through diplomatic channels.
fred Austin wrote of him: “Brilliant in
The ewspaper stamp duty was heavy;
The reputation of the Times was made
as social brilliance is sometimes
the paper duties were still in force. The before :he Crimean
War; hut Delane’s society,
live*penny Times (10 cents) held (he conduct of the paper during that war reckoned, Mr. Delane never was. lie
was not a professional humorist; he was
field
Cobden calculated that until the was the occasion of new
developments not a
flashy joker; he had a mortal hatred
duties were abolished and the penny
in j ,'Urnalistic enterprise. “It displayed
of punning flippancy.
His conversation
papers came into being, four-fifths of on a conspicuous field the power of the
was impressive rather
than sparkling;
the whole daily newspaper circulation
and
it
to
Delane the
Press,
gave
oppor-

ciga-

won

trait of Delane, and it is that of a typical Englishman of his day. Of him, when
as a young man he assumed the editor-

him at

a

anti-Frussian, and for a time it
looked like war; but the peace party
finally prevailed and The Timas printed
a powerful argument in
favor of nonintervention. It is said that, “The attitude of The Times did much to rally
the middle

were

is

rette.

the

was

limited to the personal association of
the editor with high officials and leaders ; inglorious policy.
The frontispiece of the
of public sentiment and of society.

Many confidential

what counts—in

the annexation

on

and The Times of

tobacco

am-

of Bismarck, and the issues
to be settled by blood and iron.”

of Denmark,

not

characters; t ut though this is a necessity of the case, the measure is strictly
limited.
It is impossible to make any

Good

two

leadership

clusion.
The Times

were

persons could claim to be
The
masters of it, and they disagreed.
actual situation was this: “A new Ger-

only

that

Parliament in person, but
continued to work in comparative se-

yet, in the ordi-

intri-

as that only one man in the world
really understood it and tfe went mad, or

Queen opened

nary sense, a biography of him. ft partakes, in some measure, of all these

ty pictures.

the Duchies of

about

said

In
back from pursuing the subject.
1866, after an interval of live years, the

of The Times newspaper, nor a chronicle
European affairs during the years of

was

no

pass without comdecent interval De-

rejoinder.

You can’t smoke
fine words or pret-

volved the future of Germany and the
The
a general European war.

published ]

was

Eng-

He had all the free-born

risk of

followed his line, hut ih language of such
drew
coarseness and violence that he

of

nor

to

But after

made his

iane

Court,”

allowed

was

ment.

history of those thirty-six years”.
“This book, however, is neither a history

editorship,

iishman’s dislike of the regulation-ridden Germans; he hated the overbearing

The Times” and her statement, which
given prominence, hut no heading

other than “The

large part
ot the last century and involve also all
the political, and much of the social,

Delane’s

Prussian.

j

Schleswig-Holstein, one of those
Queen’s cate questions of which such things

This had

duties.

It is of interest at the present day to
learn that Delane ''was violently anti-

1

was

Victoria in PJ02;
and Sir Edward Cook says in his preface: "A complete study of The Times

of Deiane would

1

Two years later the Times
returned to the charge, and this time
the Queen insisted upon the privilege
wnich her subjects enjoyed of ‘‘writing

Queen

till the death of

trade.’’

displeasure.

accomplished,

almost

was

public

hesitation

on

future

other effect than to excite the

general editor of the series says that the
period chosen for the series is roughly
from the year ]s;30, when the French
Revolution

her

sume

Northern

fication

of the duties appropriate to his place m
the State, and that the Queen should re-

Times.

The

of

the
from

Lancashire

Delane’s first thoughts were
overridden by factors which misled the
opinion of most of his fellow countrymen—by the Trent affair, by the villi-

Sheriff

Delane

than

States

England.

something of the Prince
place, but this the Queen

kept
King in rigid subordination. Then the
herself remained so long ill seFrank A. Cushman,
Montville Queen
clusion,
taking no part in scenes nf cereof
Probate,
Judge
or festivity, and failing on three
Harry E. Bangs,
Searspnrt mony
successive seasons to open parliament in
Register of Probate
was felt this long-conBelfast person, that it
Charles E. Johnson,
tinued seclusion had seriously impaired
Counly Commissioner
adFreedom her popularity. Uelane courageously
Mien M. Small,
monished
the
on both these points,
Queen
County I reasurer
that the time had come for
Belfast suggesting
Clifford J. Paffee,
entrusting the Prince of Wales with some
W interport

United

nation called

the

to secede from

itself

affairs

public

Consort’s

County Attorney
W alter A. Cowan,

question,

in this

Belfast
HODGDON C. BUZZELL,
when he felt that the occasion demanded
Montville
J AMES J. CLEMENT,
it, and thereby incurr, ri, for a time, the
Stockton Springs
ALBERT M. AMES,
of the Queen.
After the
Palermo | displeasure
HENRY W. ABBOTT,
death of the Prince Consort the Queen’s
Brooks
EDW IN C. HOLBROOK,
subjects expected the Prince of Wales,
the heir apparent 10 the throne, to occupy
COUNT'S OFFICERS

j

was

‘We cannot disguise from
said The Times in January,

not at fault.

of patronage and office and it may well be
said of him that he was "unawed by inHe did
lluence and unbribed by gain.

Senate

CHARLES M. CO.NANT,

less

was

the first Delane’s intuition

cause at

classes in the

He gave each ministry in turn
a fair trial, and if he disapproved did not
hesitate to criticise.
He declined offers

[

LEGISLATURE.

war

foreign compli-

fortunate than in other

nation.”

REPRESENTATIVES TO THE

to the Civil

regard

with

independ-

to

opinion

dle

OF ELLSWORTH
FOR

ever

cations, “the case against the paper has
been somewhat overstated,’’ and that,
‘The regret must be the greater bepreting, eometimes yielding to, the mid-

REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS

JOHN A.

to be

satisfy those who courted
upon his consistent support. He went
his own way, unmoved; guiding, inter-

AUGUSTA

OF

FOR

powerful
ent

that time for

stated that the cable charges alone for
Russell’s messages from India amounted
to

torial work to he done.

the
edi-

First there were

the letters to be read; the days postbag
often contained as m"ny as 200; and
they came from all sorts and conditions

of people

world;

parts of the
containing information for

ana

some

from

all

private use only (as from his
correspondents abroad, from political
the editor’s

friends at home, or from strangers makothers intended for pub-

ing suggestions);
lication. “Then,

now, the correspondence column of The Times was one of the
principal features; it was a paper which
a man was

as

obliged

| Continued

to see lest he should

on

Page Seven.]

ico kill each other. His first essential
is, Withdraw the troops; and the other
is, Let us protect the Border. The
United States can withdraw its troops.
We seem to be withdrawing them now.
But Carranza’s Government cannot protect us from incursions across the Border, and cannot protect American lives
or property on the Mexican side of the
line. That has been conclusively proved by events. If, relying on the adoption of the Carranza suggestion of
“cantonments” along the Border—which
means that we must keep our troops on
our own side of the line—we at once and
definitely withdraw our troops from
Mexican soil, we shall instantly subject
our citizens to the liability of new Columbus and Glenn Spring massacres,
and a continuance ol the outrages and
robberies that Mexican bandits and bandit governments have been perpetrating
upon Americans for the last three years.
Not only are Carranza’s propositions
mutually destructive, but he makes not
the slightest offer toward reparation for
the murderous attack at Carrizal.
Mr.
Wilson is indeed “easy” if, after all that

he said and threatened n Ins notes ot
June 20 ai d June 25 he can now accept
the mere “friendly and reasonable tone"
of the latest Mexican note in li-u f any
satisfaction or ai y guarantee whatever.
We have shown that it may he quite necessary to withdraw Pershing, hut if
they are withdrawn nominally on the
strength of this smooth talk with absolutely nothing in it, the President will
simply advertise to the world that he has
been scared out of Mexico by Carranza’s
threat.
He will also confess to his countrymen that he deliberately put the soldiers of the punitive expedition into a
trap from which he could not extricate
them without national disgrace. And he
will invite the arrogant overunning of
American territory by fresh troops of
Boston Transcript.
bandits.
—

HIS BACKACHE

GONE

Just how dangerous a backache, sore muscles
aching joints or rheumatic pains may be is
sometimes realized only when life insurance
is refused on account of kidney trouble, Joseph G. Wolf of Green Bay, Wis., writes:

“Foley Kidney

Pills relieved

me

of

a

severe

backache that had bothered me for several
months." Take Foley Kidney Pills for weak
lame back and weary sleepless nights. Sold
everywhere.

WAiSiTEL
|

ONE

HUNDRED GIRLS to enroll fc

C. & C. Raincoat Co. which
will start

July

manufacturing

in the Roller

is

expc

about the fi

Bushing building.

v>

wages can be earned

immediately b'
perierced sewing machine operators
beginners will be paid living wages wk
learning.
Apply to Mr. Orrin J. Dick
Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine.

medicine that contains no 11
CilVE THE BABY REST
|
Mrs. Wm. I
ingredients.
Children just,cannot keep covered at night |
Pa., writes: “My baby had a
and that is one way they take cold.
Foley’s The first dose gave her rei
Honey and Tar is a reliable family cough where.

]

'•

|

a

THOUSANDS hail men as they entrain

»

THE MAINE PROGRESSIVES DISBAND

----

.:

Augusta; Me., July 5. The Progressive State committee, at a
meeting held
here today, passed a resolution that “in
Lots of it in Belfast. But Daily Growing view of the national
political situation
and bearing upon it of Maine's
Less.
early
it is the sense of this
election,
The kidneys often cry for help.
meeting
that the omission of any candidate nomiNot another organ in the whole body more nated on
the Progressive ticket at the
delicately constructed;
primaries to file his acceptance of the
Not one more important to health.
nomination
to the office for which he has
:
been nominated is
The kidneys are the filters of the blood.
justifiable, and will
j merit no censure from
When they fail the blood becomes foul and
the Progressives
the
throughout
State.”
poisonous.
The resolution
practically ends the
There can be no health where there is poiscareer of the Progressive
party in Maine,
oned blood.
j and it is believed
that very few will acBackache is one of the frequent indications cept the nomination
made in the June
j

VM

and 15c.
BELFAST

SALE in

B

BY

JONES,

E &

arrangement

have all the

t:i.rns all the time.

TO SEND.

A1T1NG

of

FIXINGS.

r

(c.

it.

sort. The saddle bag
moire silk embroidered in
tads in smartness, though a
-.
apes and materials follow
-ime

With the advent of black
those of straw with so

■r

that

n>wn

■

ime

t

a

ceased

to be

epidemic.

The

short scarf

that

an

Back to Nature.

a

BY DR. VV. H.

cape is the leading
is built of ermine or

the

across

outlined
mine

with

a

con-

held in

place

mpe

or

satin, these little

are

things

with ties of

to

make the

not one envious.
W’hite
s remain in the
running,
■ape is newest and smart•n

several velvet capes in

quite plain, others

-onie

fur, and

some

bead

tasseled points.
loulder wraps are

n

weighted

with

tails,

on hats of crinoline
with floral
trimmings,

tch

Embroideries,

roideries that have been
aost popular ornament for

’urtains,

are

7098

McCall
1

on

rm
a

reckoned very

6889

Designs

smocks and beach coats,
of fancy work is seen

group ot

women

congregate,
n are
away in town or elsevver forms, birds, butterflies
'tiat look like the Noah’s Ark
all popular patches to apply
1

will

add the touch of color
much in demand. Garden

1

anywhere else than in
the most part —are oftenest
rial subject of patch embroidvery quaint and pretty they

■'■rn

b'jr-

n

WINSLOW.

Seo of wide
spread have gone bacK to
""try Widow proportions which for(|

nisrited the attention of cartoonbat they have
crept in so gradually
y the initiated have noticed their

As

“

a

rule the smarter the hat

is

but not often. The hat itself
g, its material form, finish and
what you pay for, but be sure

!’

pay a pretty penny if the
ate and smart.
s

Kirts to he Narrower.

quite

skirts smartly
has all through the spread of
and flare of the pannier, but

■s

narrow

i

lazily, smoking quietly and get-I
bites from ants and mosquitoes j

Water

\

His attendant fed him to satiety, then
gave him a spoonful of a strawberry
colored

liquid from a
"Enough; good; sleep

bottle and said, ;

Washington,

July 10,

There
men

can

1916.'

baker

or

cook.
the

to

stomacn.

fective

be-

most

The man, worn out by too much civi.i- come good practical firemen,electricians,
zation, nodded and fell into a sleep of ; draughtsmen, surveyors, engineers, and
When he awoke, he wireless operators.
hours’ duration.
The army has recruiting stations in
saw his host in the hammock watching

him, who, seeing him awakened, asked,

nearly every principal city in the United

"How do?”

States and in many of the smaller towns.
Should one not be certain of the location
of the nearest station, it may be ascer-

may live now.
What medicine did you give me after 1
had eaten that delicious venison?”
“I

am

better.

secrets

I feel I

of Medicine Man?”

“But you can show me the plants and
I may know their English names.”
“White man knows much
Indian
—

knows more of Nature’s remedies.”
"Perhaps? The mixture thrilled me
from head to feet. I feel still its tonic,

the sick

man

slept

until

tire, and
grunting alliga-

tors and sweet songs of birds announced
the dawn.
The white

strength and
and wildwood

gradually gained his
health from simple food
remedies, resigning him-

man

self to the gentle
Indian.

tained

ministrations of the

secrets of
how

■bCKACHE KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

Nature.

The former knew

chemical methods would

improve

the mixture that had cured him; the latter was taught to eliminate from his oils
and saps the non-essential, useless in-

j
the

Mrs. Ella Johnson of Massachusetts is
relatives for a few weeks.

visiting

Philip H. Boody of Ripon,
Wisconsin, is visiting at the home of his
Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Boody,
parents,
Mrs. Amos Kendall passed to the highProfessor

life on June 29th, at the age of 91
years. Mrs. Kendall was a lifelong resident of this town. The funeral was held
from her late home on Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Kendall is survived by her
husband and several cousins.

The Democratic

Augusta, July

workers in the primeval forest at last agreed upon a formula, pure
and powerful to cure, and decided, over
their pipes, to name it—What? Thereby hangB another story.J

5.

The

Democratic

Curtis, Senator Charles
Waterville, Prot. Kenneth
Brunswick, Democratic

C.

F. Johnson of
C. M. Sills of
candidate for
United States senator, and Hon. John E.
Bunker of Bar Harbor, Democratic candidate for congress in the Third District.
The coal dealers are warning consumers to buy
coal and get it in their bins
early, saying that there is a serious
shortage in the supply, even for this season, caused by the slackening up of the
production at the mines, and that the
prospect is gloomy for next winter. It
would seem as if there were time enough
yet to get out a winter’s supply of coal,
if production were pushed, and that it
ought to be possible to get enough laborin view of the increase in wages.—Bos,
ton Globe.

the sum of $1000 as a memorial to his
Mrs. David Boody.

mother,

WONDERFUL

Hot weather is doubly dangerous when digestion is bad. Constipation, sick headache,
biliousness, or other conditions caused by clogged bowels yield quickly to Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Mrs. Elizabeth Slauson, So. Norwalk,
Conn., writes: "1 can honestly say they are
wonderful.” Sold everywhere.

Speaking Campaign.

State committee has arranged for a series of county meetings to be held in
of the State, beginning
every county
Wednesday, July 12th. The assignments
for this county are as follows; July 25th
at Belfast:
Speakers, Governor Oakley

The summer terms of school have closed.
The school in the town house taught by
Miss Elva Hasty of East Thorndike held
a picnic on the baseball ground. A bountiful dinner was served, followed by an
entertainmeut furnished by the pupils.
The work was perfect and much enjoyed

SAYS THEY ARE

Excessive l eat eating or deforce :s responsible in

nerve
cases.

Dr. Williams’ Pink
tion of the heart.
Pills are recommended for thin blood
and weak nerves, whatever tlie cause.
Send today to the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y., for tlie
diet book “What to Eat and How to
It gives information regarding
Eat.”
the tonic treatment for many forms of
There cannot be
stomach trouble.
perfect digestion without a sufficient
there is nothand
of
blood
supply red
ing better than Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills to enrich the blood and tone up
the stomach.
Your own druggistsellsDr. Williams’
P>nk Pills or they will be mailed, postpaid, on receipt of price, 50 cents per
box, six boxes $2.50, by tlie Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y«

by writing to the Adjutant-GenerArmy, Washington, D. C.

D. B. Boody has a position in
Farmers’ Union store in Brooks.

meat eating

j

Whole Wheat
i

[

KIDNEY PIUS
FOLEY
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND B1.ADDER

Bread; I Home Cooked

DOUGHNUTS

On and after June 26. 1916, trains connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville with through train
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:

Belfast

Citypoint.
Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike.

Unity.

AM

PM

PM

6 55
t7 00
>7 10
7 22
>7 34
7 40
7 48

12 15
*12 20
>12 30
12 42
12 54
1 00
1 08
11 18
1 30

3 20
t3 25
t3 35
3 47
t3 59
4 05
4 13
>4 20
4 30
5 20
5 30
6 05
5 35
8 20
12 10

Winnecook. t7 58
8
8
8
Bangor. 11
Waterville.'.... 8
Portland. 11
Boston, pm. 3

Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
Benton.

TO

10
28
38

35
44
50

30

3
2
4
8

05
02
50
00

on

Sale Every

|

Day f

I

Try Mrs. black’s Delicious Specials for Lunch,

including Meats, Chicken ;Pie, Fish, Clam Bmillinn, Salads, Strawberry
Cake, all kinds Sandwiches, Cake, Doughnuts.

Short

Ice cream in cones, etc., for serving in the
room, also packing boxes ot all
kinds for home delivery.

EVERY SATURDAY at 5 p. m.. Baked Beans and Hot
Rolls, Tea and
.Coffee—Hot or iced. Special orders taken at any time for parties.

|

|I

£

T

2

|

T

CAMDEN-BELFAST
AUTO SERVICE.
Beginning May 29, 1916.

BELFAST

depart.

Food

*

AND LUNCHES AT REASONABLE PRICES.

J

FROM

|

Lessons in Reed and Raffia Basketry.

i

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.

|

and Shawls.

I

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

|

f

WILL bE FOUND

Rugs,Braided and Hand Woven, Linen Run- |
ners, Baskets, Trays, Knit Porch jackets

I

10c. per doz.

I

Woman’s Club, 66 Church St.,

|I New

FRIED IN LARD AND ONLY

OAA women and girls wanted for best sum*
mer hotels and camps in Maine, for all
kinds of hotel work. Openings daily for best
year around hotels. Chefs, pastry, all around
and 2d cooks.
For reliable hotel positions
apply always to The Maine Hotel Agency, 90
Main street, Bangor, Maine. Tel. connected.
Established over 30 years,
All waitresses
should apply here. Large list to select from.
22tf

™=AT THE—
i

TRY THEIR

Leave Belfast, Windsor Hotel,
I
Arrive in Camden,
8.00 a. m.; 12.15 p. m.; 3.CO p. m. [ 9-30 a. m.; 1.30
p. m.: 4.30 p.m.
Leave Camden. Bay View House,
I
Arrive in Belfast,
I
9.30 a. -n.; 1.30 p. m„ 4.30 p. m.
ll.COa. m; 3.00p. m.; 6.00 p.m.

Fare, $1.00.

Round Trip, $2.00.

EXTRA CARS FOR CHARTER.

SPECIAL TRIPS ON APPLICATION

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY.
ORRIN J, DICKEY, Manager.
Phone 316-3. Belfast, Maine.

i

BELFAST
PM

Boston.

AM

AM

7 30

10 00

PRESTON’S

PM

Portland. U 00

7 00

1 20

AM

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

Waterville.
Bangor.

9 53
7 20
4 10
6 45
1 50
9
Benton.
7 25
59
4 17
Clinton.
7 c4
10 08
4 27
10 25
4 45
Burnham, leave. 8 25
>10 35
Winnecook. +8 35
4 55
8 44
10 50
5 04
Unity
Tlorndike.
8 52
11 00
5 12
Knox
>9 00
>1110
f5 20
Brooks
9 15
11 30
5 35
Waldo. 19 25
>11 40
*5 45
>1150
t5 55
Citypoint. >9 35
11 55
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
6 00
tFIag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5 25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,

General Manager. Portland Maine.

on V\ ashington street jest ofl > ain street.
1 have single and
double hitches, buchhoardf, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Y our patronage issolicited. Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28

is situated

W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

£

let your crops

SSI

They

^>

J

bicioiT^r

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Rest Equipped Factory in the

JALKSON

&

HALL

FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Country at Belfast, Maine.
BLLLAST A (it NTS.

<

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEY\ YORK

E5B5BBEEB—^ isaiaal H

—M

ESTABLISHED

digestive processes is well worth
trying if you have wind on tliestomach,
sour risings in the throat, a feeling of
weakness in tlie stomach and palpita-

al of the

JACKSON.

:

the

er

The Indian went to feed his

Humphrey's Homeo. Medi- gredients.
William Street, New York.
The two

taYKIDNEYPIUS

Indus-

Cutting down the amount ot meat in
your diet and taking course of treati!1 c to
ment witli Dr. Williams’ Pink
strengthen tlie weak nerves that 'Outrol

“■

Lo. 156

all

Most neople who r.re troubled with
flatulency eat more r’eat than i.i good
for them. Flatulency is wind on the

Instruction
men

Hagan
Bakery

Supply All Energy-

be Used for

"mm

also schools where enlisted
learn the trade of the saddler,

horseshoer,

!

leaps

Day followed day in the wilderness,
ffieially announced that spreadby all.
where these two diciples of Esculapius
i|l be a dead issue in the fashAugustus Boody of New York is payw°rld by fall. Empire styles are rambled, canoed, fished, hunted and ing the expenses for having the fence
j
herbs
The
and
flowers.
gathered
roots,
around the Jackson Corner cemetery rer'»l high waisted evening dresses
learned man and the untutored savage paired and painted, for grading the lots
coats with Napoleon cape
and straightening the stones and also to
^’st-Kway
street. That is the way the vane exchanged ideas on diseases and medi- have the
cemetery in good order and con^
the one loquacious, the other reticines;
Verona Clarke.
dition. Fred Staples is doing the work.
cent; the one burdened by scientific lore, Mr. Boody has also very generously given
Tonic Tablets
the other modestly certain of a few to the Congregational church in Jackson

D.

Must

The

are

given in the schools fit

now.”

1

gm tired feeling after any long ill'Ibysical exhaustion, loss of strength
j M"tite, General Debility, take Hum1 onic Tablets—price $1.00 at drug
l,ij' r mailed on receipt of price or

Power

Electricity Must
trial Purposes.

makes me feel strong again,' said the | men in grammar,arithmetic, geography,
doctor, smacking his lips and brighten- i history, algebra, and other studies comprised in a common school course.
ing.

trimmed, some one touch of
feather, fur, embroidery or exhilarating power.”
“1 give you more.”
ccasionally a mixture of fur
s,

Applying

Adjutant General at Washington forlnformation About Army Requirements.

to

more

pecially when the hat worn has a
mbroidery. Children’s clothes,
"Oils and juices of plants of the Land
art brave with
fancy patches?
ot flowers.
Iheir names are known
Wide Flaring Hats.
only in the Seminole tongue. They are
'o

When Our Coa! Is Gone.

]

of

banded

fur

used

em-

Many

Increase.

American soldier is again in the spotlight.
than from fishes.
Thousands are thronging the recruiting
A dugout canoe, paddled by a
dying ! stations all over the country. Other
man, crept through the canebrake of a thousands are writing to the War Deswamp and nosed against the bank. The partment, making inquiry as 10 how they
bright sunlight of Florida illuminated can "get in." With the passage of leg-

other

or

The

While the demand for coal grows by
and bounds the supply is rapidly decreasing. Coal, like the enduring rocks
which encase it, is a definite material. It
does not grow, like wood. Therefore the
supply may be accurately figured.
It is only a few years ago that coal began to be used in large quantities.
Before the perfection of the steamboat, the
the pallid face like X-rays, and a death islation increasing the army to 250,000, locomotive and the large stationary steam
mask met the startled eyes of the abori- the office of the Adjutant-General at engine, the demand for coal was very
slight. It was not until after the great
gine. He uttered a yell, dropped his pole I Washington has taken on renewed acti- industrial
development, following the
and fled into the forest. He thought vity.
Civil War, that the demand for coal bej
death had surely come for him.
"The army of the United States is the gan. Since that day the demand for the
"Oh! come back!” called the canoist j best fed, best paid and best kept army fuel has increased by millions and millions
of tons.
in weak and despairing tones.
in the world,” said Captain Thomas F.
The industrial growth of the world is
The Indian peered cautiously through Ryan, of the office of the Adjutant-Gen- due to the substitution of coal
energy for
the bayonet and the palmetto leaves and eral of the Army, in discussing the army the energy of man and beasts. And the
j
“The soldier's opportunity supply of coal being more or less limited,
returned and greeted the stranger, who as a career.
the causal reader wonders what we will
was leaning against a tree.
advancem nt,
for
self-improvement do for power when our coal supply is exand
or
the
Son
of
the
“Help me,
physically, pleasure,
hausted. The electrical engineer answers,
Everglades; I mentally
am very sick and almost starved.”
“Utilize our water power, by changing it
accumulation of savings, is of the best.
into electrical energy.”
"Where you come from?” asked the
[ "The pay of a soldier ranges from $15
Coal strata have taken millions of years
brown Indian suspiciously.
to $99 a month, according to the grade
to form and their total extent is therefore
“1 am a doctor from the icy North, and length of service. As the soldier re- definite and limited. If the
present inwhere great labor among suffering mor- ceives every necessity free, his pay is creasing rate of coal consumption is
it seems highly probable
tals has ruined my health.’
practically clear. He should have no maintained,
that coal will be practically extinct in
ugn: me too, ivieuicine Man or tne ] difficulty, if he so desires,in saving while
in about 300 years. The fields of lignite,
Seminole Tribe.
You shall go to my he is in the army. The Government peat and other poorer grades of carbonawigwam,” and the native supported and grants to every soldier the privilege or ceous deposits will not begin to meet the
led the invalid through the forest to a depositing with the Treasurer of the fuel demand. Nor will the forests that
are rapidly being razed.
Scientific repicturesque shack of poles, sided and United States any amount not less than forestation, however, may supply the
roofed by palmetto leaves.
five dollars, and allows him four per cent demand for the carbon needed in the
chemical processes ot metallurgy and the
Its floor was covered deep with long interest.
arts.
The supply of mineral oil and natsavannah grass; a hewed pine slab table
“Upon the completion of thirty years’ ural
gas is also definite.
stood in the middle; some clothing and service, the soldier may retire on three
Utilization of the energy of the waves
blankets lay to the left, and a grass quarters of the pay he is receiving at the has been attempted without much success.
Wind power has been employed and
For example, if
hammock swung on the right between time of his retirement.
is capable of greater use where the unthe side posts
A fish net, a gun, some a soldier retires as a first sergeant, the
reliability of the winds can be compeniron kettles, several knives, a few odd government will pay him for the rest of sated for
by some energy-storing means.
fishes and a lot of gourds, were scat- his life $67.50 a month and require no Direct utilization of the sun’s heat has
been accomplished in a few places with
tered along the rear wall, where an open- service in return.
success; it is capable of great
“The advantages of travel which army apparent
ing led outward to a stone fireplace, with
development in those places blessed with
fcrked sticks and a crane, supporting an service affords is an important considera- almost daily sunshine. The greatest
iron pot, steaming with a savory mess tion. The army not only offers but enhope for the future, hower, lies in the
useful development of the energy of
that caused the doctor to sniff loudly.
courages ali kinds of clean and healthful
water falls and streams. Rivtrs should be
“Lie here,” muttered the Indian as he sports. Each company has its own amusedeveloped not only for minimum flow,
ment room where the soldier may play
but through river control for average
dropped the doctor upon the bed.
chess
or
continuous
flow. At present the entire
checkers.
“How primitive, how comfortable,” ; billiards, pool,
The
demand of the United States is
panted the physician,as he drew a blanket separate organizations and posts have power
about 37,000,000 h. p. Through the deover himself and rested his head upon a their baseball and football teams.
velopment of all out available water
a
“Education is
prominent feature of powers we could produce 300,000,000
grass pillow.
“Ugh! you like? Me get you eatB army life. Men who have not had the horse power without using any fuel.
long-distance electrical transnow,” said his companion, and he filled a advantage of extensive schooling will ( Through the
mission,
energy developed could he
gourd from the kettle and fed his guest find in the army facilities for acquiring a distributed over a wide extended area,
good education. At all posts there are thus supplying parts of the country retenderly from a wooden spoon.
"Ah! that warms my stomach and schools for the instruction of enlisted mote from power sites.
fishii g

ting

shoulders,

mole

on

Recruiting

Un

Thousands of Would Be Soldiers

A Seminole Indian sat upon the river
bank in the shade of palmetto
trees,

main pussy cat, dressed
ning in demand in the
1

!

EVERY DAY AT THE

Furs.

mered
a

sands'o^ailmircrs”
admirers. nl.!?',,' “e/roft

from nl,-v sPot iu Ule Ullite(1 States must pass
through lanes of thouIleie is the Sixty-ninth of New York
entraining at their country's call.

sands Ot

Foodl

Fresh

I’houu by American I’resa Association.

points where they
and ornamental,

have

|

eases raspine
cough, soothes and I
This wholesome family
remedy contains [no opiates—a bottle last a
long time.
Sold everywhere.

heals.

as-i'ls at
:ve

WANTED

FOR SUMMER TROUBLES.

Hay fever afflicts thousands and asthma
sufferers endure torture.
Foley’s Honey and
Tar gives relief. It allays
irflammation, clears
air passages,

pes, fur and long bead
g their ends, or often

rummer

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Congressional offices were present at today s meeting, and Irving E. Vernon of
Portland, the chairman of the Progressive State
committee, presided.

match, and

to

material combined

same

r-

the straw is

bags

sees

stout persons, and a purgative needed
by everybody with sluggish bowels
and torpid liver.
You can trv these
three family remedies for only 5c.

this meeting to bind the rank and file
of the Progressive
party to any candi
date or party.”
All the candidates for the State and

Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue, Belsays: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are a fine kidney medicine.
They have been used in my
family for a number of years, and I and others
have had great benefit from them.
I willingly
recommend this medicine to other kidney sufferers.”
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't simply ask
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—the same that Mrs. Wallace had. FosterMilburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

bead trimmed

a

this advertisement, enclose
Foley & Co.. 2835 Sheffield
Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name
and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial package containing:
(1) Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound. the standard family remedy
for coughs, colds, croup, whooping
cough,
tightness and
soreness
in
Chest, grippe and bronchial coughs.
(2) Foley Kidney Pills, for overworked and disordered kidneys and
bladder ailments, pain in sides and
2>ack due to Kidney Trouble, sore
muscles, stiff joints, backache and
rheumatism.
t3) Foley
Cathartic
Tablets,
a
wholesome and thoroughly cleansing
cathartic.
Especially comforting to

of

fast,

.July 10, 1916. Every other
has

Heed

people.

londence of The Journal ]

Cut out
5 cents to

primaries.
After the meeting, Halbert P. Gardner
Patten, the Maine member of the
Progressive national committee, made
the following statement:
“No attempt was made or
suggested
at

trouble.

Read what Doan’s Kidney Pills have done
for overworked kidneys.
Read what Doan’s have done for Belfast

Summer
Embroideries.
itriiings. Merry Widow Hats
e Board-Walk,
nj

...sses

kidney

It is often the kidneys’ cry for help.

Cut This Out—
It Is Worth Money
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Republican Journal)

The Journal for 1916 will continue the

|

j

It is the work of home people and devoted
to home interests.

term.

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS
The Journal and Farm and Home,

$2.00

The Journal and McCall’s

2.10

The Journal and

2.25

MAY

j

it

has followed in the past. It has been and will be
a home paper in the fullest acceptance of the

THt

I

policy

Magazine,
Woman’s Magazine,

s

PUBLICATIONS INCLUDED IN OUR CLUBBING OFFER
BE SENT TO DIFFERENT ADDRESSES.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS:

One year, 52.(0, Six months, $1.00; three months, 50 cents,

SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW.
!

Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast, Maine.

i

NORTHPORT NEWS.
habit.
ago became an Administration
Ignoring acts of war has been another
favorite expedient. Now comes the
Miss Beatrice Costello of Boston is, here for
bfiLFAST, THURSDAY, JULY 13,1916
trump card of the Administration in the the summer.
with that wily 61d bandit
diplomatic
game
Miss B. M. Jordan and F. M. Jordan of Boston
r'l BLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
and grafter whom Mr. Wilson has recBefore are registered at the White Rock.
as president of Mexico.
ognized
Pub. Co. the dead bodies of
The
Captain Boyd, Lieut.
Miss Beatrice James of Boston is the guest
Adair and the brave troopers—none the
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Flanders at BoCHARLES A. PILSBURY.
—who
were
black
brave
because
they
Manager less
hemia bn the South shore.
followed and fellwith their gallant officers
Mrs. W. F. Breed, two sons, maid and chaufat Carrizal have been given the final miTor one square, one
Advertising Terms.
honors that are their due, the Gov- feur, of New York, are guests of Mrs. W. O.
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week litary
ernment in obedience to whose orders
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Thompson at Kelley’s Cove.
they offered up their lives is not only
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
Ex-Mayor F. O, Beal and M. M. Andrews of
50 cents for three fawning upon their treacherous foe with
year; $1.00 for six months;
fine phrases, but actually preparing to Bangor were guests of Mr. J. W. Blaisdell at
months.
make that foe a loan of a hundred million the Northport Country Club July 6th.
gold as “hush money” until after NoMrs. Edward N. Winslow of Lawrence is
“The control of the Hospital trustees vember.
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Frank B. Knowlthat
to
the
party
has passed
Democrats,
ton at her cottage on the South shore.
now having a majority upon the board,”
Perhaps not many of our readers will
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Kennedy of Auburnsays Plaisted’s New Age. Another Dem- be interested in the review on another dale, with their daughter. Miss Heloise, are a^
of
The
a
“Delane
recent book,
ocratic v ctory!
page of
their cottage on the North shore for the sumTimes;” but the writer was intensely mer.
John D. Rockefeller passed his 77th
interested in the book and has gratified
Miss Grace Green of New York is the guest
birthday July 8th. He played golf, en- his
personal tastes by writing of it at for the summer of Mrs. W. L. Billings, the
took
tertained the players at luncheon,
length. It may be safely said without club caterer, and attends to the counter in the

Republican Journal

The

OLD-TIME REMEDY

MAKES_PURE

by taking
Purify your blood This
mediHood’s Sarsaparilla.
cine has been and still is the people s
medicine because of its reliable
character and its -wonderful success
in the treatment of the common dis-

Republican Jour.
[

automobile ride,and expressed himself
fear of contradiction that no journalist billiard room.
being in the best of health. The writer
in any country, before or since his day,
Mrs. Frank C. Sargent of Malden, has taken
is only 19 days the junior of the Oil King,
has wielded the influence exerted by the Roberts cottage on the North shore for
and if John D. would send a few thousJohn Thadeus Delane, for nearly 37 the summer. She is entertaining her fatherBoston.
and, or even a few hundred, dollars this
editor of The London Times. There in-law, Mr. Sargent of
to observe the years
way it would Le.easier
The annual Music Festival will take place
is no comparison to be made with the
last of his rules of health, which is “don’t
and 18th. The great Legjournalists of this country. Horace August 14th, 16th
star of the week and will probably
worry.”
Greeley was, no doubt, more influential ,nska is the
be given a reception at the club house following
than any of his contemporaries in the
The Courier-Gazette prints today a
the concert.
an

as

since
word bran-new to these columns. It is days of personal journalism, long
which Henry Watterson
the word “pastorium” and appears in past and of
the wedding notices. Rev. Mr. Ufford is the only “spared monument.” But
the pastor’s
says that pastorate means
the
confined
to
was
nis
influence
residence that is owned by the church, j
Pastorium means the residence that the northern part of the United States,
pastor himself owns. —Rockland Courier- while Delane’s, potent in his own coun-

Gazette.

try, was felt in all parts of Europe.
Brought up in wealth, with the best edu-

who
Then
suppose that the editor
the editor- i
owns his residence can call it
cation the world afforded, Delane was
ium.
giver control of the greatest newspaper,
we

w

ith

a

forerunner of a fleet of underwater liners, the second one nearly completed.
The craf: has been recognized by U. S.
officials

merchantman.

a

as

poor boy without capital and with but
limited experience, worked his way up
until he was at the head of the New

to

caigo of dyestuffs and
chemicals, and where she will load nickel
and crude rubber for the return voyage,
Her commander reports that his is the
Baltimore

the great
one of
newspapers of this country. To whom
the most credit is due is not material.

York

j

Both

Daily Tribune,

figures

unique

were

in their

respective

for

10

The Boston

Transcript

Once

water.

remarkable fact, but every
cartridge in the Mexican army is of
American origin. If an embargo had
“It is

a

been placed on the shipment of arms and
munitions Mexico would be at peace
now.

This statement is from an interview
with a Mexican newspaper man of long
recently published in the

experience,
Brooklyn Daily Eagle. It is also a remarkable fact that an embargo on muni-

declared by President
Wilson, but enforced only on the Rio
Grande to prevent arms and munitions
reaching Huerta, while the war ships
sent to Vera Cruz, ostensibly to demand
a salute to our flag,
permitted one or
tions of

war was

of munitions to be landed
for the Mexican revolutionists, who have
been using them against our troops in

shiploads

m;,re

It is said that the salute was
never asked for, and it certainly was
Mexico.

not given.
We doubt if

people generally

are aware

humiliating and embarrassing
position in which this country has been
placed through intermeddling with Mexthe

of

ican affairs and the “watchful waiting”
policy with regard to that country.
Every move thus far has brought us
in which

this country
gain and everything to lose. The sending of troops
into Mexico in pursuit of Villa, the bandit who had invaded our soil, murdered
nearer

to

a

would have

our
is

war

nothing

to

people and destroyed their property,
resented by the Central and South

American

republics,

while this and other

by the adniinistiation have arrayed all classes in Mexico against us and
intensified their haired of the Gringoes.
moves

journalism

in the

article

another page correctly sizes
0:1
up “The Carranza Proposition.” Mexico,
like Germany, has found this country
Julius Chambers says, in the

“watchful waiting cannot be resumed at
Washington”; that
Anything hut a settlement that settles
would not be worth the sacrifice of a
single life. With the right kind of a settlement, devastation in Mexico can be
translated into development, privation
With
into prosperity, chao° into order.
the wrong kind would come a calamitous
addition to the long list of mistakes, responsibility for which cannot be disclaimed. There is a species of blundering that
is criminal.

war

not

be worth what it would cost to

quer and control it.
war with Mexico, but
home and abroad.

that the Sun of Charles A. Dana

poraries
is

reader, and admirer, of
the Sun from the time when it was a
four page paper, with a distinctive individuality, we regret this total eclipse of
a

no

As

more.

a

journalistic luminary.

After the death

of Dana the business management of the
Sun devolved upon Win. M. Laffin, a man

In

sociated.
was

the editorial

department

E. P. Mitchell, whose work

for service
and

on a

on

the Sun.

Mitchell were

Both Laffin

thoroughly

imbued

with the Sun spirit and true to its
While no one can tell what the season
and and the literary style
traditions,
forth
it
has
may bring
certainly been a
hard year for farmers up to this time,
and the middle of July finds planting,

hoeing

and

haying going

on.

In some

cases, and with certain crops, planting
had to be given up. In other cases plant-

;ing

was

only

that

deferred by continued rains
an unusually late fall can en-

so

results.

dure

fully,

out

Grass has grown wondermore sunshine to give

needed

it substance, and the value of the hay
crop will depend- upon the condition in
which it is got into the barns. The worst
case of hard luck of which we have
heard is that of a farmer in Androscog-

gin county, whose

corn was all pulled up
and whose garden was destroyed by woodchucks. The garden had
had close attention and was flourishing,
but one morning it was found to have

by

crows

been

stripped

of every

growing thing.

furnishes music.

Lake Smith
Fred

Kocnesier,

Doles or

i.,

in.

are

m

North shore lor the
season here, they
having spent previous years at Camden and
cottage

Rockport,
tractive

on

the

their first

This is

season.

people

where Mr. Cole’s

summer

home.

Mr.

Cole

have

an

at-

connected

is

with the Eastman Kodak Co.

THORNDIKE.
W. Knowles has moved his family

B-

Malden,

Mass.

Miss

Maggie

Palmer is

in

Bangor

for

a

to

few

Dr. and Mrs. B. P.
in town

Hurd of Waterville

were

Monday.

Mrs. Flora Hunt of Bangor passed the weekfather, A. S. Higgins.

end with her
Mr. and

Mrs. R.

S. Ward of Unity passed

Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Higgins.
Mr. and Mrs.
the birih of

a

and

policy that characterized the paper under Dana were maintained. The
death of Mr. Laffin was followed by a
change of ownership, but the paper went
much as before. Now, although it is
said that Mr. Mitchell will remain on the

on

editorial staff, it is
that Dana created.

different
gret the

was

the Sun

longer
Perhaps something
no

needed, but many will

re-

change.

TRANSFERS

IN

REAL

ESTATE.

The following transfers of real estate were
recorded ir. Waldo County Registiy of Deeds
for the week

ending July 12. 1916:
Laura A. Libby, Islesboro, to William F. Libby, do.; land in Islesboro.
Albion F. Fletcher, Belfast, to Clinton A.
York, Monroe; land and buildings in Monroe.
Clarence A. Ford, Winterport, to George W.
P. Magee. Boston; land and buildings in Win-

Aroostook was spared from the almost terport.
Peleg G. Griffin, Boston, to Northern Maine
continuous rains that prevailed in other
sections of the State; was enabled to Seaport R R. Co.; land in Stockton Springs.
Orrin Jackson, Searsmont, to Lucian H.
plant as usual, and the potato crop^there
Thomas, do.; land in Searsmont.
is flourishing.
Marietta Leavitt. Dixmont, to Gideon B.
Leavitt, do.; land in Jackson.
The Democratic Brooklyn
Eagle, the
Charles W. Riley, Monroe, to Cyrus C. Ryconservative Boston Transcript, and the
der, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
rightly named Independent.are in accord
Charles H. Woods, Morrill, to Laura H.
in severely criticising President Wilson’s
Dickey, Waldo; land and buildings in Waldo.
Mexican policy. The leading editorial in
Mary E. Sargent. Alton, to Hannah B. Sarthe current issue of The Independent is
gent, do.; land and buildings in Searsport.
Alfred H. Crockett, Searsmont, to Frank H.
specially outspoken and emphatic. And
this is the opening paragraph of an edi- Cooper, do.; land in Searsmont.
torial in the Transcript under the caption
George H. Newey, Winterport, to Leroy W.
Wadleigh, do.; land and buildings in Winterof “Buying Peace in Mexico.”
No price is too high f«r the Administra- port.
Annie L. Richards, Belfast, to Louise W.
tion to pay the de facto government of
Mexico to hold off a formal declaration of Richards, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
war against the United States until after
Hayward Peirce, Pasadena, Calif., to George
election day. Swallowing insults long C. Wood, Frankfort; land in Frankfort.

ailments—scrofula,

Ferd Marcie are rejoicing over
mother and child are doing

son;

fine.

Monday,

Hood *3 Sarsaparilla has been
tested forty years. Get it today.
WHITE'S CORNER,

Mrs. Lewis P. Philbrick and
a

son

Franklyn

visit with relatives

in Searsmont.

Paine hospital, Bangor, was the guest Saturday night and Sunday
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Higgins.
Mrs. Flora Hunt of the

Mabel Bessey, who recently bought a
is giving lots of pleasure to
old and young by giving them joy rides in her
Mrs.

Hupmohile,

new

elegant

car.

(Winterport.)

Mrs. F. L Philbrick and Mrs. V. N. Higgins,
who have been guests of their sister, Mrs. H.
J. Stevens, in Bangor, the past two weeks, returned to their

home, July 8th.

FREEDOM.
Mrs. S. J. Flye and family visited her daughter, Mrs. Porter F. Webb in Swanville, the
past week.
Miss Elizabeth McGray from Pittsfield will
pass the summer with her sister, Mrs. Addie
L. Fuller, in Unity.

Albra E. Flye and brother Fred and Burleigh
Edwards from Brighton, Mass., passed July
4t h with their people in Freedom and Brooks.
L. N, Morrison has given up Miss Edith
Lawrence's rent, disposed of his household
goods and gone to Massachusetts, where he
has

employment.

Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Wiggin and friends
from Everett, Mass., called on Mr. and Mrs. J
B. Wiggin recently when passing through the
village on their way to the White Mountains.
many friends of Woodman McDonald
gave him a reception Friday evening, July
7th, in his new home in the village. He received several very useful presents, which he
appreciates very much. The music was fine
and every one enjoyed the evening.
The

NORTH
Almon Evans

M0NTV1LLE.

is working for W. D. Bowler

through haying.
Mrs. Lizzie Jackson has been
the past week.

on

the sick list

for

Mrs. Lizzie Jones from Pittsfield has been
visiti ng friends in this section the past week.
s

Frank Colby from Haverhill, Mass., has been
pending a few days with his brother, Charles

Colby.

Mr. and Mrs, Loren Penney from Massachuvisited Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Penney the
past week.

setts

Mrs. Diantha Stevenson, who has been visitson Charles for the past two weeks,
returned home Saturday.

ing her

W.^D. Bowler, who^.hdS
Isaac Quigg, has returned

been working for
to his farm here.

Mrs. Ells from Halldale is keeping house for
him.

ft

Featuring

^E

Mrs. S. E. Dawson of Monroe is visiting her
H. York, for a few weeks.

^Mrs. E. E. Ritchie, who has been seriously
ill, is slightly improved at this writing.
Mrs. E. H. Nealey and little son of Monroe
visited at C. W. Nealey’s last Saturday and

Marion

Sunday.

o

OWEN DAVIS' STARTLING STOfi*

Conant.
son

Mrs. Nathaniel Twombly of Monroe visited
Mrs. Lydia Nealey at C. M. Conant’s a few

321 Performances al the P|j(
house New York City

days recently.
J. Bartlett and little son of
guests of his brother, C. E. Bart-

Mr. and Mrs. W.

Etna

were

Prices 25c.,

lett, July 5th.
Julia

White and

granddaughter,

35c.,50c.

"vs

NEW
■1 ft* WW

Miss

Beatrice White, went to Islesboro Monday lor
a

B*

Sinners ft

Mrs. Roy Simpson, Mrs. H.
Freeman were callers at Mrs. C. W. Nealey’s
July 6th.
J. Luce and

Ji»hnquest E
1

OPENING PLAY

R. L. Clements and family of the village
were Sunday guests at the home of C. M.

SPECIAl

W. Nealey and family ana Mr. and Mrs.
Nealey were guests of F. H. Nealey in
Monroe July 4th.
C.

1

I
f :

Change of Play Each Sight.

|

Reserved Si (it Sale (it /,’„■■
Office Saturday at 9 o’cbm

I

R C.

Mr, and Mrs. Newton of Bangor motored to
town last Friday and were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Haley.

H

B.

TIE

week's visit.

1

|

Mrs. F. P. Clements is better at this writing
Littlefield of Monroe is assisting her with her work.

C

and Miss Lora

CENTER MvNTVILLE.

1

A

picnic dinner was held at the home of A.
R. Wellman July 4r.b. Toe families of B. C.
Ames of Urono and C, H. Libby were guests.

Embert Ramsay of ,litts'..
tow

turn late in

Mrs.

John

xSt-an

Sunday

very
for h<*r.

Miss

John Leavitt of Waldo spent

Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. Elizabeth Ames of Easton, who was
guest of her friend Mrs. L. ,S. Robbins for
several days recently, returned to Orono with
her son, B. C. Ames, July 4th.

il*.

continue

Cassie Cushman is caring

the

Camp, Cottage

Morrill held services at Grange
Sunday after*:-

Hunt of

hall last

July.

visiting in

i.~

!•*

n.

Mrs

Mrs. Edna Harquail and Miss Avis Harquail
left Saturday for Dover, N. H„ and will visit
in Lynn and Lowell, Mass., before their re-

with Mr. and Mrs. T

-AND-

J
J
!

Home

S L-skine

Volney Thompson visited her sister,
Mrs. Ella Brown, in Poor’s Mills, this week
Mrs.

Everything

Bancroft of St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
visiting her sister, Mrs Oramandel Morse.

Mrs. Hattie

Mrs, C. H. Libby and son Lewis drove to
Sunday. On their return they were
accompanied by Miss Louise Libby, who had
been with relatives for two ^ eeks.
|
Virgil Linnell of Orrington visited his mother, Mrs. A. G Larby, over the Fourth and was
accompanied here by his brother,Floyd Larby,
1
who was his guest a few days previous.

is

Swanville

Mr. and Mrs. Perley Allen have betn spending the week with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Garter
in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Harden
Mrs.

|

at

the

IN

funeral of

Winterport
resigned.

Station in

place of

A. C.

Edmonds,

Lynwood Thompson

Received

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

and Mrs. Fred Brown

Aley

President

E.

N.

Medicines

Drugs.

Groceries,

Belfast, Mrs. Dora Engie of Holyoke, Mass.,
and Airs. Volney Thompson and Ralph
Thompson, met for a family reunion and picnic at the old home site on Peirce hiil July

j 9th.

York., July 7. Dr. Hubert J. Aley,
WINTERPORT.
president of the University of'Maine, was tuday unanimously elected president of the NaMiss Alice Cowan was a recent guest of her ; tional Education Association.
The National Education Association went on
;
brother, Walter A. Cowan, Esq.
record today as assenting to military training
Mr, and Mrs. Frank C. Knowles visited Mr in schools providing that “military ends should
not be permitted to pervert the educational
and Mrs. William Arey in Hampden
Sunday,
1‘his
purposes and practices of the school.”
Miss Marian Arey of Hampden visited hei is a change of attitude. Last year the conven.rainsuch
tion
came
out
against
flat-footedly
aunt, Mrs. Alice Young, a few days last week.
ing.
Mrs. Charles J. Nason has returned from
the Paine Hospital, where she had been foi
Florida Progressives for Hughes.

[

*

COURSES THAT WIN

A.

f

daily, fresh from the bakery.

CLIQUOT GINGER ALE,
TOILET ARTICLES, ETC.

Mr.

1

SEASON.

THEIR

Spring and Mineral Waters M

Poland

of

Dr.

Vegetables

Ward’s Bread and Cakt

8th.

J
I

Staple and Fancy Grocery

McFarland’s Corner July

W. E. Hebard spent last week at C. M. ConMr. and Mrs Bennett have returned to their
ant’s, where Mrs. Hebard has been for severaj !
! home in Waldo. Mr. Bennett having cumpletand
both
were
on
Monmonths,
passengers
his work in Volney Thompson’s carnage
day's boat for the home of his parents in Hoi? ed
| shop.
land, Mass.
Clifton Morse celebrated July 4th by erectMr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett accompanied Mr.
has a fine flag 5 by 8 feet, at
and Mrs. A. J. Clark and Mr. and Mrs. J. G. j ing a flagpole,and
his
We
residence.
hope to see others lollowKetchum of Bangor on a fishing trip down the
bay, leaving W’interport by boat last Satur- I ing his example.
Ice cream, cake and coffee were served at
day afternon.
Union Harvest Grange last Saturday evening, j
Mrs. A. G. Larby was hostess for the Lafollowing the initiation cf Oscar Boynton.
dies’ Club Friday afternoon, July 7th. At the
were present..
close of a pleasant game of whist and other en- ] Fifty patrons
Mr. and Mrs. Selwyn Thompson, Mr. and
tertainment, oyster stew with its usual accomMrs.

in

Supplies

Fruits and

Erskine and Mr. aid

John Tihbetts attended

Miss Alice Lowell

Shorthand

Stvn-L

|

New'

—

PORTLAND

no, Tssii

BANGOR

REPORT OF THE CONDITION Oi

treatment.

Jacksonville, Fla July 6 The State CenLouiie C. Cuddy and daughter Mar} tral
Committees of the Progressive party in
a visit in Belfast with
Florida indorsed today the candidacy of Charles
Mrs. Amos F. Carleton.
i E Hughes for President.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Conantand children ol
■
1
ri/.ANi "■■■
mm
Old Town spent the week-end in town,
guests
Mrs.

have

returned from

of Mr. and

Mrs. Albert Conant and other rela

J^L^jFStHC

TO

NON-SKID

I

TIRES

to

TO

Do prevent
side slipping

fully entertained.

TO

AJAX non-skid

Miss Augusta Nealley of Waltham, Mass,
has been the guest of Mrs. William Parke
during her vacation. Thursday they went t< ,:

TO

A tread is a never
ending series of bevelled edge diamonds
whose angle edges
prevent slip, while a
powerful suction
grips the road.

Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
DuDham, Mrs, E. B
Nealley and Mrs. A. A. Barden have beel
spending a few days at the W interport cottag.
in Northport.

Mrs. Carroll Young, Mr. and Mrs. *
C. Knowles, Mrs. Alice Young and Mrs. Anni<
Clements visited Dorethea Dix Rebekah
Lodge
I. O. O. F, Friday evening and were delight

Monroe, where they visited
ningham and called on many

Mrs.
other

Fred Cun
friends ii

their native town.
Dr. William Ellingwood, ear, nose and throa
specialist, will soon go to Rockland to estat
ish a practice. Dr.
Ellingwood is highly sue

TO
TO
TO
TO

TO
TO
TO
TO

"While others

W

|
mg

raj
XX)
XX)
fiv
fix
OX
W

YY)

Xxj

are

Mu

TO

claiming Quality we
are guaranteeing it

XXj

TO

C. M. Conaut Co,

sm

The 4th was very quiet here. The torped<
boat No. 5L was in port and the sailors wen
around town and also attended the ball in tin

TO

BANGOR. M'INt.

W

evening. Among those in town for the holi
day were Mrs. Flora Gordon of Dexter, at tht
home of her sister, Mrs. Dr. E. P. Goodrich
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Archer of
Bangor, ar.d
Miss Minnie Smith of Belfast.
WEDDING bells.
Spear-Wentworth. Herbert Spear of Rockport and Miss Jamison Wentworth of Camder
were married Saturday night,July 1st,in Rockport, at 8 o'clock, at the home of the groom’c
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Davis. The
house was very prettily decorated. Rev. D. B.
Phelan performed the ceremony in^the presence
of a large number of relatives and friends, who
unite in best wishes for a long and happy wedded life.
Woodbury-Miller. A wedding of interest
Belfast and Northport people occurred Wednesday evening, July 5th, in Dedham, when
Miss Edna M. Miller became the bride of
Clarence O. Woodbury of Northport, The
bride lived in Brewer at one time and attended
the high school. She later attended the normal
school and taught in Northport. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Miller.

in the State of Maine, at the close of business

Nv

is,

c

30. 1916.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.. .$1,114,352
Total loans..
Overdrafts, secured, $00 00; unsecured, $66 68.
U. S, bonds deposited to secure circulation ( par value).
60,00*
U. S Bonds pledged to secure U. S. deposits (par value).
1
Total U. S. bonds.
Securities other than U, S. bonds (not including stocks) owned un-

boo

pledged.

profession and both h<
have hosts of friend:
here who will deeply regret their
departure
but wish them much prosperity and success.

cessful in his chosen
and Mrs. Ellingwood

The City National Bank, at Be

1

TO

tives.

Mr. and

Several farmers began haying July 10th*
but unless better weather prevails the hay
crop will not be secured in good condition.
Grass is very stout and is badly lodged in some
fields and will need lots of hot sunshine to
cure it properly.
Hoed crops are backward.
Field strawberries are plentiful and bring a
in
the
market.
good price

4*m

JULY I /
...THE...

niece, Mrs. G.

■■■

Mrs, C. E. Smith have returned
from Vienna, N. J., where they spent the winter,and will soon move to Augusta, where they
have bought a residence.
Mr. and

|Br

Mrs. Lydia Nealey of Newburg spent last
week with her daughter, Mrs. C. M. Conant.

Daniel Wagner of Boston were paniments and assorted cake were served.
guests last week of her sister. Mrs. Mary E. j
G. H. York and C. E. Bartlett attended a
Pitman.
meeting of the Winterport Farmers’ Union
Mrs. Walter McLean and daughter Therma
Saturday afternoon, July 8th. Mr. Bartlett
are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. H,
was elected manager of the Union store at
Arthur Jackson, former station agent here,
as moved onto the Nathan Webb farm in
Jackson.

3■

Commencing

Mr. and Mtb.

Higgins.

Days

ca-

j

week.

returned last week from

Nobody wants a Maine newspaper attracted Mr. Dana’s
eveiybody wants attention and he was called to New York

people and their property protected

our
at

con-

The Bayside Theater opened
last Saturday night with some attractive feaD. iv. Kane of Waterville is the operatures.
tor of the picture machine this year and Dick
Baker of Boston is in the ticket office. Mrs.

who has consolidated the two newspapers,
we infer from the comments of contem-

mg many oi me cnaracteriatics 01 Liana,
with whom he had been intimately as-

or

Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bean, with their son
and daughter of Camden, were guests July 4th
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.Shea at Ferndale on
the North shore and were entertained ai dinner at the Country Club by their hosts.

Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle and children of Dorchester, Mass., are guests of her sister, Mrs.
Fred Cole.

with Mexico, we are pledged not to
retain any part of the country, and the
acquisition of the whole of Mexico would

blunder into

we

duct the services.

While we have not seen a copy of the
New York Sun since it was bought by
Frank A. Munsey, owner of the New
York Press and numerous magazines, and

of education, brains and originality, a
connoisseur and a lover of art, possess-

If

which everybody is cordially invited. The
Rev. Thomas Wniteside of Orono will con-

to

the Howes

between the
United States and Mexico turns upon the
over
to
exercise
able
control Carranza is
several millions of utterly incongruous
inhabitants of the great peninsula, and,
secondly, upon the reliance to be placed
upon his assurances. In neither respect
has Carranza justified confidence heretofore.
His orders to General Trevino to
ambush the members of the Tenth Cavalry, after he had consented to the passUnited States troops through
age of
Mexico in search of the Villa bandit,
were as cold-blooded and malicious as
Punishment
any act of Indian warfare.
is yet to be meted out to perpetrators of
that Carrizal outrage. Carranza has not
even taken the trouble to disavow the
acts of his commander.
And the Eagle says, editorially, that
war

forced into

are

lege in Lansing.
Beginning last Sunday
Mich.

and

3

tarrh, rheumatism, dyspepsia, loss
of appetite, that tired feeling,
general debility.

Mrs.

Carleton is at her cottage on the
South shore and has as guests Prof, and Mrs.
Robert Steward of Urbaine, Wis. Prof. Steward has recently accepted a position in a colMrs. Flora

The

eases

time.

for business

printed

submerged
hours and lay during that time on the “easy.”
Daily Eagle:
bottom of the English channel to escape Brooklyn
The whole problem of
British cruisers.
she

in

countries.

During

nearly the entire voyage the Deutsch.and, as the craft is named, traveled on
the surface, making 18 knots to 12 under

for

some

a public service will
equipped plant, then in existence anywhere, and this when he was be held in the auditorium at Northport campbut 23 years.of age! Horace Greeley, a ground every Sunday morning at 10.45 o’clock,

with the best

We must take off our hats to the Ger.
the
man3 for their latest achievement,
and successful navigation of a

building
merchantile submarine from Bremen

Miss Elei Stoltz of Victoria, Texas, is a guest
for the summer at the Waquoit while studying
piano with Edwin L.Klahre of the New England
Conservatory, at which she has been a student

BLOOD

860,199

Total bond, securities, etc....
Stocks, other than Federal Reserve Bank stock.
to stock of Federal Reserve Bank.$7,800 00
Less amount unpaid. 3,900 00
Value of banking bouse (if
Equity in banking house......
Net amount due from Federal Reserve bank
Net amount due from approved reserve agents in New York,
Chicago and St. Louis...
Net amount due from approved reserve agents in other »>serve cities
Net amount due from banks and bankers.
Other checks on banks in the same city or town as reporting bank.
Outside checks and other cash items.
Fractional currency, nickels and cents.
Notes of other national banks.
Federal Reserve notes.
Coin and certificates.
Legal-tender notes
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer

Subscription

unencumbered)./.

15,000

...

13,288 I
62.640
8,678*
269

Total.....
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in...
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
.$20 130 17
Reserved for interest on deposits. 14*933 13
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.

!
I

..

A

liberal discount is made to dealers
and

users

of

Ajax

2w25

Tires.

For Sale.
A cosy new cottage house
Six rooms and
bath, wired for electric lights. F’inished in
hard wood throughout. Cement cellar. A sixty
foot veranda, The lot is 50 feet by 150 feet.
An excellent view. Apply to
lw28
CHARJ.ES F. WOOD,
No. 1 Charles Street, Belfast, Maine.

Fire-proof

garage by the day, week
or momn; also turnished rooms at
6 MILLER STREET.

Belfast,

notes outstanding.
Net amount due to banks and bankers...

Dividends unpaid. ..
Demand deposits:
Individual deposits subject to check.
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 days.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.’ [
United States deposits..
Total demand deposits.$366,686 16
Other time

deposits...

Total of time deposits.
.$1,653,320 90
Notes and bills rediscounted elsewhere than at Federal Reserve Bank
15,000 0"

Total.

To Let.
Iw28p

Maine.

to

WANTED
girl to do general housework:
steady employment.to the right party.
Inquire at
A capable

SWAN-WHITTEN-BICKFORD CD’S.

j.

State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
I, C. W. Wescott, CaBhier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear th;i
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cw:
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of July, 1916.
ROBERT F, DUN TON, Notary 5
Correct—Attest:
WM. B. SWAN,
)
P
SELWYN THOMPSON, V
«

.,

SIMMONS,

FOR SALE.

\

LOST
HEAVY LEATHER HOR-''
The finder will be suitably rewards
A

The Russell house on Congress street
For particulars inquire at 23 Congress
street.

\

f

,.

V. A.

2w28

35,063

Circulating

MAUD RUSSELL.

ing

the

same

to

CHARLES K.

Belfast, July 12, 1916-28

1

\

!

1

News of Belfast.

"ftie
1

ft,rsu6 April 1st gives Waldo
as against 6,001 in 1916-a

j

Thf

j

There will be a special meeting of the Auxiliary to the Sons of Vetersns next Monday
evening, for initiation.

t/oombs has invited the members
Post and Circle to take
4 Marshall

I A
L:

Golden Rod to Cas-

Blanche Jenneys, Belfast High Bchool,
1915, will enter the Univefsity of Maine this
fall for a domestic science course.

Ambrose J. Morrison and their
Morrison and family have re,,
41 Court street, which
fe,, home
after the re,ie extensive repairs

The silver cup which is to be awarded to the
the Belfast-Skowhegan base ball
series, is on exhibition in the Darby & Shales
store on Phoenix Row.

the steamer

,,

Mr
s'

turr--

I

.pat sale opens at

lemeots, who recently bought
street has com- !
jse on Congress
He has put in new win- I
repairs.
and is painting the build9 enrage,
(

fu""

great improvement.
of the general committee

h

of the
onument fund will be held in the

r»a

at 7 p.

u„ton & Horse

sharp,

m.,

19th, to make arrangements
held early in September.

ju y

eung Tuesday afternoon Thomas
served a ten cent lunch
rcle
..,i to August 1st. The sewing

,,

will meet in Memorial hall
fair, which
Memorial hall early in Septem-

rile
,t

w

for the monument

picture at the Colonial this,
iiee and night, will be “Via
,oid Rooster play in five parts
the great play of the same
Armstrong and Winchell Smith,
Kane and Brucs McRae, supMcAUister and a splendid cast.

10-years-old

son

of Mr. and Mrs.

Bay City, Mich., was killed
riding on the handle bars of a
and which was run
;; ny a friend,
;iuto. Edward lived 10 minutes
ioent, in which his skull was
Smalley, formerly Miss Nellie
of

•.

!

frequent

was a

to town

came

\

a

visitor here in

in

teams and

collected

number

on

school

nursday evening, expecting
-or.eert, although none had been
As the band had played practical1th and gave a ver> line concert
1

|
\

|

|

to

post office it
.it to give the Thursday evening

:

n

[

in front of the

recently presented to
ree Library a valuable book, “The
."a series of steel engravings
rks of the English painter, J. M.
with descriptive text by W. Cosmo
it is a large volume of folio size,
rized addition to the collection of
H. Howes

|

|
I
i

ich may be used in the Library,
valuable to be allowed general cir-

I be given

vening at

;

by the Belschool common this,

concert of the
on

season

8 o’clock with the follow-

’•

'“B

Burrill
Keler-Bela

Douglas,
iungarian Comedy,

\ernor

Ma(

Hu.i:

Dvorak

:ue,

acteristic, The Dixie Rube,

j

ora The
hen Irish

;

(Vocal Chorus)
Masterstroke,

i

'n
rt-rica

■

k&:

Burgomaster,
Eyes are Smiling,

us.

Lauder
Ball

Lampe

held in the grand jury room
<rt house July 7th before Ralph I.
bedfast and Harry E. Bangs of Sears'ees, on an action brought by Joseph
f Brooks to recover the sum of $510
performed by him for Miss Alice G.
oks. Hon. R. F. Dunton appear*
.i.sel for Decrow and James S. Harriwas

g

*

Clary.

s3

\

The

be filed at

September

term of

udicial court.

:

5;

-r

|
|

postponed from July 4th on aciie storm. Games were played and

home

on

W'aldo

avenue

last Thurs-

,nn.

cake and

|

e

Eleanor

fancy cookies served. The
Shaw, Doris Pettee, Shir-

•PI, Florida aDd Evelyn Burgess,
es,Clyde, Charlie and Minnie Paige,
"ids. Mary Smalley, Bertha Thomptas Wadsworth, Thomas O’Connor
liarriman,

j

|
i
=

l

|

Wilson, who inrm by failing, is getting along nicebe a long time before she will be

Mills.

it....

days

Mrs. M. O.

Mr. and Mrs. John Hartshorn
in Lincolnvi 11 e last week....

i

worth is building

i

Mrs.

Lucy

an

extension

cn

Jackson visited friends

♦•cently-Mr. and Mrs. L. °. Miller
Mrs. F. T. Wentworth last
Mr. and Mis. Edmund Wilson are at
"n's.James Shea of Boston is
aunt, Mrs. Henry Wentworth....
and lady friend of Camden spent
*ith his mother, Mrs. Jane Cole_
Mrs. Fred S. Jackson were guests of
Mrs. Irvin Jackson Sunday_Mrs.
Mr. and

f

(

1
*

'A oods
•Mfs.

was a

week-end

guest of her

Lucy Jackson.

•Mies Mary Malley, all of
Jacksonville,
^r" A S Atwood of
Norwood, Mass;
ce and Winnifred
Dodge of Freedom;
Mrs John Wright of Waterville; Mr
r;
Louis Pennington and their guests,
'in A Wells and Mrs John
F Duffield;

l,?

-kney Holbrook, daughter Caroline
John of Boston; Henry Stockbridge
?*ns
Philips of Ellsworth; L D Stone of
L Mr and Mrs. A

W

a

Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural society to be
heldSept.l2tb,13th and 14th on the fairgrounds
at Monroe. Some attractive premiums are
offered in the various departments, and, as
usual there will be good races and a good time
generally for all who attend.

hose free.

or new

last

They also

come

in Pure

Silk—three pairs Guaranteed for Th

Months.

ree

Holeproofs
only by

ton

Baby” contest that
Sunday. Little Richard and hiB
receiving congratulations of many

last

parents

are

respondents

friends.

Advertised

v/inu

a.

uic&t*y

is

entertaining

a

parly

ters

ox

Mr. and Mrs

with music and

Ice

games.

served.

looking around, remarked: “This is a
good deal like Tipperary, isn’t it?” and when
Ernest asked him why, he said, “It’s a good
long way to go.”

after

The

Letters

following

let

remained uncalled for in the Belfast

Citypoint correspondent
News

The

says:

store of P. E

Peavey

of the

Bangor

then

recent break at the

was

post

city,

relieve

a

of

Blanche Sweet in

Boston.

Misses Alice and

New York

slightly

were

bruised.

in

receiving
been working to secure the
course of construction.

were

Mrs.

the

Mrs.

Marj

rie

party and

Bailey

was on

her way

for the first of

Gaodidate far Noioination far
Until Slates Saiatr.

the lawn.

The

cen-

pretty—a miniature
shore of ferns, etc., and a tiny
sail boat floating on its surface. The afterauction and croquet.
noon was spent with
The other guests were Mrs. Leslie C. Follett,
Mrs. C. E. Read, Mrs. Everett Hamilton. Mrs.
Fred R. Poor, Mrs. N. H. Small, Misses Edilh
M Strout, Alice E. Simmons, Lena Nye, Henrietta Gilkey and Amy E. Stoddard.
Remember that

the

Boston last week for New York. It is understood that the vessel has been sold to New

by the Women’s Alliance of the
(Unitarian) will take place in
Memorial hall, tomorrow, Friday, evening
July 14th, beginning at 8 15. The program
will include the song, “Alice, Where Art
Thou?” by Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, and
Arthur Johnson will sing “The Blue Alsatian
nial Cabaret

First Parish

A

Holeproof

the afternoon
;

dance in

a

Giles

G.

Why

hose and

save

to

I

is

on

presented

in

that well

Mrs.

roses, many of them sent
from Boston. Covers were

Coombs

on

small tables in the

Each

table had

a

parlor

bud

vase

darning/

Sold

board, writing desk, etc., for sale at 37 Cedar
street_Why not have an electric breeze at a
cost of only a quarter-a-cent an hour? Let the

the center

cake, salted nuts and coffee. Then an elaborate birthday cake with white icing and decorated with tiny pink roses and 20 pink candles
Miss CoombB was exceedingly
was served.
attractive in a Nile green taffeta frock and

ble

white roses.which were presented to her
by Mr. Ingersoll, also a very beautiful solitaire
diamond engagement ring. Her home guest*
Miss Grace Merriott of Houlton, was charm1 gly gowned in white taffeta, with which she
wore

J

roses, a gift from Mr. Ingersoll.
guests were Miss Dorothy Franck
of Brookline, Mass., who is visiting her uncle,
Mr. Ira M. Cobe at Hillside; Miss Janetta
Rogers and her guests, Misses Dorothy Gateley of Merrimac, Mass., and Dorothy Blakely
of Lynn, Mass.; Mi ses Marian and Lillian
Knowlton, Belle Keating, Hazel Doak, Annette Holt, Marie Sholes, Blanche Jennys,
Helen Kittredge, Jessie Hart, Clara Marsh,
Verlette Albee and Lucy Leavitt. The young
ladies at the Telephone Central, where Miss
Coombs is employed, were invited, but were
obliged to send regrets. The evening was
spent with dancing and music, MisseB Jessie
M. Hart and Dorothy Franck rendering several vocal solos. All joined in congratulations
and best wishes for the bride-to-be. The
d ate of the marriage will be announced during
the coming winter. A chest of linen, cut
glass and some hand-embroidered linen were
among the many handsome gifts received.
MisB Coombs was graduated last year from
St. Joseph’s Convent-Academy in Portland
and recently has been employed in the local
telephone office as an operator. Mr. Ingersoll
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Ingersoll of
Portland and is connected with the Saco Valley Canning company, having charge of a
factory of his own. He arrived from Portland Thursday and was a guest at the Coombs
wore

pink

The other

home.

EXTRA CARS FCP.

CONGRESSMAN FRANK E. GUERNSEY.

E. H. Cram has

Irving

bought

the late Senator

1

Burleigh.
The opponents of democracy in Eastern Maine present the name of Congressman Frank E. Guernsey for this position.
The nomination fairly and justly be-

a new

longs in the eastern part of Maine, and
would be in accord with party

usage of distributing senators between
the eastern and western divisions of the
State whicn is well established and has

prevailed through

known

a

long period of

our

history.
Two Senators from the extreme west-

portion of the State within a few
miles of each other would be unfair and
ern

such

fr

rl 11-mi1

fl
•

Daniel Goodrich of

Bangor

visiting

The people of Maine, however, do require a man to serve them in the Senate
who is already equipped with that knowledge of congressional and national affairs
that it is impossible to gain other than

his

brother-in-law, J. W. Prescott.
F. Phillips occupied the pulpit last

Hon. F.

Sunday

and gave

us a

very

interesting

talk.

Wilson Proctor of Warren is spending a few
days with his daughter, Mrs. Alice Stover.

by experience.

Mrs. Maud Dunlop has a girl baby, born
July 6th. Mother and child both doing well.

candidate, because he will add strength to

Mr. and
her aunt,

^,Mr.

Mass.,

The

and

successful

Arnold

Mrs. J. G. Blaisdell of Revere,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Preswho

Davis,

needs him for its

vote

getters”

that has appeared in Maine in recent years, and has
always led us to victory.

cott.
school in
week.

had been attending
returned home last

Mrs. W. C. Bowen and two sons of Waterville are spending a few days with Mrs. J. W.
Prescott.

Progressive

|

at

Belfast.

--J

..

U

the same election

was

i

BUSINESS

Steaks and Chops served to order, Soups, Salads, Sandwiches of all kinds.
Bread and Rolls, Doughnuts, Cookies and Cakes of all varieties.

Let us quote you prices for your party. We
handle parties from one to one hundred at
cheap rates, day or night. Two twelve p :ssenger cars and smaller ones if desired. Sight
seeing tours arranged if desired. (let our
prices first. Always on the job
Maine transportation co.
ORRIN J. DICKEY. Manager.
24tf
Phone 316-3, or 109 4

|

Senatorial

Payson, r f
Umpire, Walter
Simmons. Alter
ming in the pond.

Hussey,

<

s

t

Harding, c 1
Payson, 21
Evans, j
Closson, It
Harding, 31
Paul, 11
Sanborn, r:

scorer, Lawrence
the game all went in swim-

Neal;

While maintaining, for the most part, thacigar smokers must be thoughtful men, did yoi
ever think why A. A. Howes & Co. sell s<
many Cedulas? Havana tobacco, that’s th<
answer.

y

JU
LI

§

The

Eyes

By Modern Scientific Methods
(without

|

hit

the aid of

the

Most

drugs)
Up-to-Date

At Reasonable Prices.

Rata destroy nearly

billion dollars
worth of food and property everyyeo*.
with
Bis and mice and stop/mr low

Broken Lenses Replaced

RAT CORN

h k safe to use. Deadly torats

bat harmless to hnaaa beinas.
Rats simply dry up. No odor

Chase & Doak,

whatever. Valuable booklet
each can. "How to Destroy Rah." 25c., 50c. and
#1.00. 6-Ib. pad, $5.00.
B

Optometrists,

la Seed. Hardware, Drag
aad Generai Stores.
fa
8*

25 Main btreet,

FOR SALE

BY

Belfast, Maine,

IT*

PATTERSON’S

SWAN-WHIITM-BIUW COMPANY

MUSIC SHOP,

A PAIR OF

school met

Hirsch,

°

•

The

Holmes, c
Sanborn, s s
Littlefield, c f
Hoffses, 2b
Shorey, p
Simmons, lb
Paul, 3b
Clark, 1 f

[Q

Glasses

Com-

__

[J

We Examine

And

forci-

mittee.

specialty

MRS. ADA E. WILDES.

can

the State wide ticket.

Guernsey

The

|

——-"-hT-g—1 faoizzt.lIcnoEZZiiriSlfollczznor-^o

party needs the
strength that Mr. Guernsey’s candidacy
to

a

FOR SA TURDAY NIGHTS, Beans and Hot Rolls served and on sale.
I he public is cordially invited.

y

>1

M

2

The popular Mew Yoik Ice Cream served at all times. Nut Bread

of party affiliations.
The
Republican

impart

J1-1

Special Arrangements Made for Parties

U

bly than can any words Mr. Guernsey’s
I popularity with the people irrespective

will

M

—-

1196.
more

i1

Wayside Tea House

candidates.

These figures demonstrate

Red and Blue teams of the Waldo SunSaturday, July 8th, in Waltei
day
Neal’s field near Neal’s pond and played a base
ball game of nine innings, the Reds winning by
a Bcore of 24 to 18. The line-up was as follows
Reds.
Blues.

.Jl

SEASON’S

r°

The Governor’s plurality over the
Democratic and Progressive candidates
for Governor in the same district and

E. S. Adams went with Hon. F. F. Phillips
h.is cottage on Mu ray hill in tfoothbay last
week ^nd reports a good time, tie returned
directly home, but Mr. Phillips went to Massachusetts, returning here via Boston boat to
to

WALDO STATION.

Fhcne 3!6-3. Eelfast, Mains.

In his district at the election of 1914,
when the party was assunder, he surprised everyone by polling a plurality of
2686 votes over both the Democratic and

Milford, Mass.,

Fred A. Ramsey of Montville and Greta V.
Davis of Philadelphia, Pa., were married July
8th at the home of Rev. E. A. Dicslow, who
officiated, using tne single ring service. Only
the parents of the groom witnessed the ceremony. Mr. Ramsey is one of our well known
and respected young men. The bride has just
given up a position as teacher in a school for
me blind in Philadelphia.
8he is quite well
known Here, having visited at E. 8. Adam*
for three summers and made many friends

Found I rip, $2. CO.

CHARTER- SPECIAL TEH'S CN AFFL'CAT'ON

t

Republican party

the ticket and because all concede that he
has proven himself to be one of the most

Mrs. Carl rackard of Waldo visited
Mrs. Etta Ryan, one day last week.

are

|

!

m.;

IS OPEN FOR THE

ticket would not appeal to the
of fair play.

fulsome commendation.

-M—

D

Mr. Guernsey has served eight years
Congress, and his record as a Congressman is known to all men and requires no

auto.

is

I

a.

rlli-r1l<-roi-rlf?-ini->lli-r lf7—-illi--il I,-.llrTlL

The

a

spirit

their home.

to

Arrive in Csrrden,
1.30 p. nr.; 4 30 p.rr.
Arrive in Belfast,
11.00a. m; 3.00p. m.; 6.C0 p.m.

CBFI.VI J. C5CKF.Y. R^na-ipr

j

II >

such

and family have returned

Norwood

If’
[ 9-30

MAINE TEANSPCEl AT10N COMPANY.

On the 24th day of July the Republiwill vote for a nominee to succeed

cans

in

Franklin street

pink

j

Fare, $1.00.

SOUTH MONTV1LLE.

20th

containing pink proses and the
favors were little pink cupids and pink hearts
with arrows through them. The place cards
were decorated with tiny cupids and upon the
backs the names of the engaged couple were
written. The luncheon was served at 7 o’clock
by Mieses Katherine Kittredge, Lillian Dexter and Grace Mitchell, the menu including
clam boullion, crackers, lobster salad, hot
rolls, olives, strawberry icecream and assorted
*n

for three months.

Frost, daughter
and son Clyde F of Portland; Miss
Douglas of Concord Junction, Mass;
Lee Carey Kimball and Laura Mi National Bank of Belfast.... Horse halter lost.
of Hartford, Conn; Mrs F B Rich- ! Reward to finder on returning to Charles R.
Mrs Virgil P Kline of Cleveland, O; 1 Coombs_The Russell bouse, 23 Congress
'ge Russell of Haverhill, Mass; Mrs
street, for sale. Enquire at the house-See
Pates of Wollaston. Mass; Mrs Geo R
new time table of the Camden-Belfast auto
Robert Hogg, Jr, of St Louis, Mo.
service of the Maine Transportation Co.

the

observance of

laid for eighteen
and living room.

buy the

Penobscot Bay Electric Co. show you-Capagirl wanted for general housework. Steady
employment. Enquire at Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co’s_Fireproof garage to let by day,
week or month; also furnished rooms at No. 6
Miller street... .See statement of the City

Barrymore

Keystone Comedy

Leave Belfast at 8.E0 a m, arriving in Camden about 10.00 a m
Leave Belfast at 2.00 p m, arriving in Camden about 3,30 p m
Leave Camden at 10 00 a m, arriving in Belfast about 11.00 a m
Leave Camden at 4.30 p m, arriving in Belfast about 6.00 p m

Abbott;

dolls, Mrs,
Eugene L, Stevens; tea, Mrs. W. L. West;
punch, Mrs. N. H. Small, the orange tree, Miss
Margaret L. Keene; candy, Mrs. Robert P.
Coombs. Ice cream will be on sale. Mrs. E.
L. Stevens will have charge of the dance.
Mrs.

GISH

SUNDAY SERVICE

The cretone table will be in charge of Mrs.
Maine Hills; the aprons, MrB. Julia G. McKeen; food, Mrs. E. A. Wilson; fancy
work,

DOf°™Y

LADY.”

Paramount 5-Part Success

Leave Belfast, Windsor Hotel,
8.00 a. nr.; 12.00 p. m.; 3.00 p. m.
Leave Camden, Bay View House,
9.30 a. .n.; 1.30 p. m., 4.30 p. m.

evening.

the

Wednesday Only
OWEN MOORE and

JAN IS

IN “NEARLY A

from start to Finish

for-

benefit to the

and

Tuesday Only
ELSIE

Si4'T
SHOW

AUTO SERVICE.
Beginning May 29, 1916.

luncheon la3t Thurs-

with beautiful

silk hose, guaranteed
advt.
only at The Dinsmore Store-See
of a cosy new cottage house for sale by uharles
F. Wood, No. 1 Charles street, Belfast... Piano
and household goods, including stoves, sidePure

as a

THRILLER

CAM DEN-BELFAS"

Waldo County
hospital, under the auspices of the Hospital
Aid and Hospital Club, will take place in Memorial hall July 19th. There will be a sale in

Mrs.

Engagement.

birthday of her
daughter, Miss Gertrude Estelle (it was also
the birthday of Mrs. Coombs) and it was made
the occasion of announcing the engagement of
Miss Coombs and Henry Gurney Ingersoll of
Portland. The entire house was deco ated
in

ments extra.

celebrated

an

Coombs gave a
day afternoop at her home

follow the program, with mus*c by
Refreshvictrola. Admission 25 cents.
not

and

Robert P.

dance will

Advertisements.

Birthday

l.augli

FARCE

u

j

merly.
The fair

Picturization,

Thrilling Triangle Play

KEYSTONE TWO-RE

BARRYMORE

daily afteras

HOUSE

Elaborate

an

“The Raiders” The

in “Are You a Mason?”

skipper

Mountains,” made so popular many years ago
by the tenor, J. C. .Bartlett. Mrs. Melvin O.
Dickey will sing an old song, and “Long, Long
Ago,” “Carry me back to Old Virginny,” and
other old favorites will be sung by the quartet.
Tables seating four may be reserved without
extra charge by sending names to Mrs. WesAsocial
cott or Miss Charlotte W. Colburn
a

trip at 12 o’clock instead of 12.15

OPERA

Monday Only

a

stage farce, “Are you a Mason?” Tuesday
the musical comedy star Elsie Janis in a
York parties for $65,000 and that she has been only,
chartered to take a cargo of oil to Iceland, j Paramount success, “Nearly a Lady.” Wednesa
Triangle production, “Betty of
Her name is to Le changed to Priscilla L Ray, day only,
with Dorothy Gish and Owen
and she is to be commanded by Capt. F’rancis, j Greystone,”
Moore and a two reel Keystone comedy.
of the schooner Barbara.
former

Colo-

Fri., Sat.
(Mat. Sat.)
JOHN

to build in Bean's yard, Camden, has
Belfast Opera House. Tonight only there
received and the keel was laid last week.
is offered at two shows, at 7.00 and 8.45 p. m.,
....Sch, Augustus H. Babcock sailed from
Blanche Sweet in “The Secret Orchard,” an
Boston July 5th for the West Coast of Africa
elaborate five part Paramount production,
with a cargo of rum, tobacco, lumber and 28 j
from the well known novel of the
automobiles, and will receive $80,000 freight j adapted
same name.
For Friday and Saturday, with a
build
it
cost
to
the
more
than
money, $3,000
matinee Saturday at 2.30, H. B. Warner is ofvessel_The four-masted schooner Henry L.
fered in a thrilling Triangle play, “The RaidPeckham, which was burned to the water's
and among others on the same program
edge at Islesboro, Me., a few years ago, and ers,”
will be a two reel Keystone farce-thriller,
which had been practically rebuilt from the
Monday only, the famous comedian John
water line at a cost of $45,t00? sailed from
Bean is

novel and

Cabaret.

number of schooners E. L.

a

noon

the

ehere.

A Paramount Feature From The Novel of the Same Name.

[POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT]

been

entertained last
Crest in honor of Miss Abbie
A delicious picnic dinner was
on

The frame

Thomaston, has it about half out.

only

were

Hill

Stoddard.
served under the trees

The

a

Shipping Items.
Frank Handley, who is
trip from getting out the frame in Lincoln county for
Bailey of the schooner George A. Gilchrest is to build in

on a

Herbert L. Seekins

terpiece was
pond with a

long time
chapel now in

tomb and has for

new

learned of the accident.

Monday at

made known for the first

then

great interest in the work. Mr. Coombs,
also a member of the board for many years,
was instrumental in securing the much-needed

children in New York when she

to visit her

was

on

Mrs C R Leake and two daughters, Helen
and Gertrude, of Springfield, Mass, arrived on
Sunday's boat and will spend the summer with
Mrs W D Harriman. Mrs Leake has been

from

“THE SECRET ORCHARD”

Company have first class service and
comfortable riding cars. Beginning next week
will leave Belfast

Mrs Edwin Ridley and two children and
Miss Nellie Ridley returned to their home in
Worcester, Mass, on last Friday's boat.
^Mr and Mrs P M Ginn, Mrs Edwin Ridley
and children, Miss Ellen
Ridley, Miss Addie
M Ginn and Miss Faustina
Harding motored to
Bangor July 6th.

THURSDAY (TONIGHT ONLY)

tation

car

Miss Anzelia Harrimah went to West Tremlast Monday to resume her work as school
teacher.

here several summers and has
many friends
funeral of Capt. Jewett H. Ginn was here.
held at his late home
Mr and Mrs J G James and son Wilson of
Wednesday afternoon
July 5th, with a brief service by the Congrega- Bangor were week-end visitors with the Misses
tional pastor, Rev. James Henry, and burial j
and Mrs M A Littlefield. Mr and Mrs
| Heagan
was in the
cemetery on the hill. Capt. Ginn James returned to Bangor
Monday morning
j
had been in failing health for the
past year. He [ but Master Wilson will
spend the summer
would have been 8 5 years ol d
20th. H

the company has two large cars the travtl
well cared for. The Maine Transpor-

their

came

BELFAST

was

head-on auto collision at

Pawtucket, R. I., July 3rd while

Mrs. Ira M. Cobe and guests

August

will be

taken

Bailey recently received a letter
from Mrs. Bailey who is in New York, stating
that her two sisters, Mrs. Clara Forbish and
in

secure

Gerry Harding was at home from Vinalhaven and spent the Fourth with his
family.
■* Miss Alice Treadwell of Lebanon,
Me, was a
week-end visitor with Miss Anzelia Harri-

Northport last Saturday for a short visit with
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Partridge.
Mrs. B. F.
Barlow remained for a longer visit,
returning
to Northport Monday.

T. E. Cuddy, accompanied by

the

as

Mrs M A Devereaux is still confined to
the
with the grip.

house

The

was

known grocer, who for many years has been a
memter of the board of cemetery trustees and

M.

severely injured

special effort
funds, but later $500

the public-spirited donor of the
$1,000 was Mr. Charles F. Swift, the well

the fears of the

Lawn, R, I.,

amount

No

that

time

grett4ble.”

Mrs. Hattie Furbisn of Oak

It

gun.

community regarding a desperate gang of
robbers, makes the burglaries all the more reFrank

additional

the

by voluntary subscriptions, and with
$1,C00 pledged work on the building was be-

the

boys, as the print of a 6 and a half shoe was
found in the cellar the next morning. This, in
connection witn the breaks occurring at the
would

made to

Master Manley Burrows of Manchester, N.
H., arrived by boat Sunday to spend his vacation nere with Fred Blanchard and
family.

birthdays of their two children, July 11th
City Park, Gretchen was eleven and

the
I at

raised

evidently the work

of

while it

that

assurance

was

needed could be raised

Mrs. Jennie French was recently in Searsa visit with Mr. and Mrs. Loomis

of

ail

The afternoon was spent socially : and Max Collins. Several other children were
sewing. At 6 p. m. cold ham, potato I invited but were unable to attend.
salad, hot rolls, olives, ice cream, cake and cofThe Maine Transportation Company anAt 7 p. m. all adjourned to ]
fee were served.
nounce the inauguration of a Sunday service
moving pictures at the Opera House.
between this city and Camden, beginning ntxt
A year or more ago when the plan for a
Sunday. The big twelve-passenger cars will
was
on
exhiin
Grove
cemetery
placed
chapel
leave Belfast every Sunday at 8:30 a. m., and
bition at the undertaking rooms of Charles R. I 2:0J
p, m., returning from Camden at 10:00
there
was
a
was
that
Coombs it
said
promise a. m„ and 4:30
p. m. The service gives plenty
of $1,000 toward the building fund when there of time
for a visit in Rockland or Camden and

Out in Montana, July 4th, they were on
their way to Sour Dough canyon for a picnic—
quite a long ride—and five-years-old Billie,

The

Sunday guests

Cunningham, Miss Annie Murphy,
Bangor, were in town last week, guests
Mr. and Mrs George Mahoney.

and with

spent

and cake

cream

were

Leste.

don street.

bride, Mrs.

Cove.

son Howe, Mrs. Grace
daughter, and Mrs. Margaret

of

1

was

and

Maker of Spruce Head
Mrs. Effie Rankin.

Scouts at his cottage, Navajo Lodge, at office for the week ending July llth: LadiesJohn 7 years old on that day.
The afternoon
Temple Heights. Raymond O. Young is in Mrs. Eva C. Clove, Miss Kittie Hills, Mrs. Olive j was spent with games and water sports. Mrs.
Gentlemen—J. F. Burgess, John j Fletcher was assisted
charge during the day and Mr. Dickey goeb Moore
by her sister,Mrs. Louise
Marshall, Mr. Murphy, Capt. Snow, Sch. Strecker of Boston, in serving assorted sanddown nights. The boys are having great sport,
Mabel
Snow.
with bonfires on the shore in the evening, etc.
wiches, fruit punch, ice cream and cake. The
The Once in-A while Club were guests Monguests were Verna Jellison, Clara Hammons,
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson entertained
the members of the Unitarian choir, their day afternoon of Mrs. George E. and Miss Anne Geraldine Cassens, Isabel Coombs. Viola RichM. Kittridge at their home at the foot of Con- ards, Doris Collins. Francis Strout, Alvin Gray
wives and husbands, Monday evening at the
parsonagt in honor of the choir’s
Dickey. The evening

Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Porter of
Bangor were
week-end visitors at their camp at Gondola

Mr.and Mrs. Edward H. Fletcher celebrated

j Buy

Melvin O.

1

for

many times.

PROSPECT FERRY.

Mrs. J. M. Wathen has returned to her home
in Somerville, Mass., after a two weeks' visit
here.

F. Elwell and

machinery for the C. & C. Raincoat
of Boston was set up the past week
in the former Dana building at the foot of
Our long-deferred hot weather came all in a j
Main street, and the second floor, which they
bunch yesterday, the mercury ranging around !
are using, is ready for the help.
Work was
90 in the shade.
to begin yesterday with about 30 hands. RepOur Brooks and Liberty correspondence was resentatives of the
company say that if they
received too late for publication this week. can obtain sufficient help they can make use
Such matter received Wednesday noon can of the whole
building, and it is believed that
rarely be printed, as we have advised our cor- j there will be no difficulty on that score.

American’s “Better

closed

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Young and son Alvah are
from Somerville, Mass for a few weeks.

The fourth passed quietly here. There was
the usual noise by the children with horns and
firecrackers.

son

a

here

Mrs. Florence Thompson has bought a new
Overland touring car, 1917 model, of Bangor
parties.

The

in the house for the present.

Alfred Black and Walter Black of Boston
spent several days of the past week in town.

Celestia

with his grandmother, Mrs.

Company

Richard K., the little son of Mr. and Mrs. J,
Lee Patterson, won the third prize in the Bos-

Mrs. Robert Burr of Bangor was the guest
Mrs. F. F. Perkins over Sunday.

of Mr. and

Tower.

York,

Monday evening to make arrangements
entertaining Anderson Camp of Rockland
Julv 24th. There will be a supper, followed
by a dance in Memorial hall. The Sons of
Veterans will have a district convention in
Belfast on Labor Day. There will be a parade
in the forenoon and a picnic dinner at the City
Park, with sports, in the afternoon.

sale

are on

Miss Flora Erskine spent the week-end with
Mrs. Charles Snow at the village.

ont

next

very

Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Dow, who for the
past year have been living in the Frothingham
huuse, 23 High street, left Tuesday to make
their home in Monmouth. Misses Emily F. and
are

wife, Mrs. Melissa Crocker Ginn; one
wife of Alston
EUi8;one granddaughter, Janita Ellis Snow; two
brothers, Willard Ginn of Staten Island, N. Y.,
and Harrison Ginn of
Prospect, besides a number of nieces and nephews. Mr. and Mrs. Ginn
recently celebrated their golden wedding.
Sympathy is extended to the family by their
many friends.

Mrs, James Clifford arrived Saturday from
Boston for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
Clifford.

Mrs. A.

E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, and
their Auxiliary, will have a special meeting

served, with cake and Russian tea.

Grace Miller

leaves

daughter, Mrs. Lillian Ellis,

man.

cation

A.

Monday evening, with Mrs. 1.
L. Perry substituting for Mrs. A C. Hopkins.
Strawberries, fresh from her garden, were

New

owing have registered at “The Waythe IJaflt week: Misses Doris and Clair
"r,''Jeuax, Miss Harriet D and George H Ma-

plans promise

SANDYPOINT.

port for
Eames.

passing

her

Mrs. Louise B. Brooks entertained the Ma-

O.

>e daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
■elebrated her 8th birthday with a

!

holes

are

disses Club last

report of the refer-

the

The

plate.
pleasant occasion.

Guar-

they
anteed absolutely against

The Woman’s Club will give a luncheon in
Memorial hall July 26th at 1 o’clock. About
120 tickets will be issued, and the price will be
50 cents per

ot

buying the celebrated

You know

Goldie W. Warren fell while dancing at
Sons of Veterans' dance in Memorial hall

Monday evening, July 3d, and dislocated
right elbow. The splints were taken off
Monday.

question

no

floleproof

Mrs.
the

Daily
u

their

the Soldiers'

of

If “He” did there

would be

Ellsworth W. Jones, formerly of this city and
Northport, now of Bangor, has been elected
first lieutenant of the organization of the Sons
of Veterans of Bangor for Home Guard
duty.

were

l
\

them.

Monument fund announce a fair, supper and
entertainment for Sept. 1st in Memorial hall.
Just keep this date in mind.

Colonial

the

,,rtice next Saturday morning at 9
ihe three performances of the
which plays here the first
K i’o..
week.
..l6 of next
s

lrb!1.

general committee

The

rre.

body doesn’t have to mend

wioner of

l^gijl*'1’

stockings, but every-

wears

Miss

N,r-

a'"

Everybody

Universalist Social Aid will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon with Miss Grace E. Walton on Lincolnville avenue.
The

|iUpils

The ladies of St Margaret’s Episcopal Chapel
LINCOLNVILLF.
planning for a fair July 26th. Further
Mrs.
Bertha Dean is ill with typhoid fever.
particulars next week.
Mrs. Selwyn Thompson entertained the
Mrs. Velma Ordway returned Sunday from a
j
at
her
cot- week's
Thimble Bridge Club last Tuesday
visit in Camden.
chowder and pictage at the Battery. A fish
Mrs. H. I. Holt and daughter Adelaide are ;
nic dinner and supper were Served. The
guests of relatives in town.
Dora T Engle of
Mrs
were
special guests
I. V. Miller aad Henry Davis were in Belfast
Holyoke, Mass, Mrs Fred G Carter of Jackon a business trip.
Friday
A
Mason
Misses
and
Louja
sonville, Fla,
Mrs. Kate Griffin of Camden passed last
Louise H Ferguson.
week with Mrs. Annie Lermond.
The International Bible students will have a
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Jones of New York
Bible lecture entitled “Present World Crisis
Foretold in Divine Prophecy,” by R M Robie are guests of Mrs. J. A. Knight at the village. 1
of Brooklyn, N Y, at 7.30 p m, July 26th in
Mrs. Jennie Rubinstein and son Sherman of
Memorial hall. The public are invited to at- Rockland spent last week with Mrs. Effie Rantend. Seats free and no collection. The Kin.
speaker is said to be both able and interesting
Dr. J. C. Ham and Mr. Wiley of Belfast were
and the topic is a timely one.
guests last Sunday of I. V. Miller at Miller’s
The 1916 premium list and program of races Corner.
of the 48th annual cattle show and fair of the
his vaColby Moody of New York is
are

For Sale

so simple that most people
would be astonished to know what an

enormous

to

make

stock is necessary in order
good pair of glasses

one

which shall be suitable to the wearer;
and I have this stock.

FRANK F.
GRADUATE

GRAVES,

OPTOMETRIST,

BELFAST, MAINE,
I. O. O. F. Block.

MUSIC MDSE.
RENTING

Glasses
looks

47 Main Street,

a

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.

lei 306

CHAS. M. H iLL,
Searsport Ave.

HEBRON

ACAOEMY7

Hebron, Maine.
Nine Buildings.
Forty Acres.
8TUKTKVAN1
HOME
One of the most
beautiful residences lor girls in New hngland.
ATWOOD HALL—A modern home for boys.
Exhilaianng air Wholesome rood. Pine
spring waier. College preparatory. General
Courses. Domestic chemistry. Address
WM, K. SARGENT, I itt. D., Principal.
6w28

J.

LEE

Belfast, Maine.
TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTERSON. Proprietor.

WANTED
Two million dollar company wishes services
of high-class salesmen to act locally on a highgrade proposition, Prefer men having experience in real estate or life insurance.
Want
men capable of making $50 to $75 per week.
State all in first letter. Address Box, 1,000,
Iw28
Buffalo, N.\.

—

For Sale.
piano

and household goods, including
stoves, sideboard, writing desk. etc. Apply at
NO. 37 CEDAR STREET.
A

One of the Crudest ot Kecent Land Frauds,
Practised by Northerners Upon Northerners in Useless Southern Acres.

[W.

F.

Thayer

in the Boston

MEXICO, THE LAND OF THE BANDIT

They all had
tales of woe to tell us.
I had purchased a horse in the city,
which was driven out to our place by a
From the steaming lather
nigger boy.
on him I thought he had been driven too
The boy said he had
fast, and said so.
walked the horse most of the way as the
roads were deep mud and clay, but that
he horse was soft, having just arrived
in a car from Missouri. Tnis boy told
the truth, but he did not know that his
boss who sold me the horse told me that
he had been used here for two years and
was thoroughly acclimated.
The dilapidated teams and harnesses
seen in the country are surely a dream.
You simply can’t imagine it, one has to
see it.
If Primrose and West or Billy
Van could tiring one of these lop-sided,

jected, poverty-stricken.

Dividends in Hot Air.

Transcript.]

For the past lew years the newspapers
throughout the country have been full of
"Back to the Farm” talk, partly on account of the high cost of living, and because of the overcrowded cities.
Many
sharp, unscrupulous men saw their chance
to “do” their friends and acquaintances
and get rich quick by starling in the
land business and thus take advantage of
all this free advertising. And many have
succeeded. Hundreds have gone into the
land business, their firms entitled most
attractively, with Blue Sky pictures taken
thousands of miles away from the land
they intend to sell, and do sell.. Their
literature spread broadcast expresses
wonders in the superlative. One strange
fact stands out prominent; these land
men who see such great chances in the
South, are as a rule Northern or Eastern
Not Southerners, who know betmen.
ter. The great chance for gain is for
the sellers, surely not the buyers
In every city there are many people
along in years that have endured life’s
hardships, who are desirous of living on
easier lines, say, in a climate which never
experiences a sub-zero, or even that of
the freezing point, a climate,where one
may live in God’s great out of doors
twelve months in the year. These people are tile doctors, lawyers, preachers,
teachers, merchants, as well as those
not numbered in the professions, all
dreaming of such conditions, with a
snug little bungalow, ten or twenty
acres of
land under cultivation, with
vegetables, truit and flowers, and even
three or more crops a year. Our advice
to those laboring under this dreamy
delusion of rest and ease coupled with
luxury is to turn over and wake up, and
not get caught napping as hundreds have
in the past to their pecuniary loss and
mental anguish.
My actual experience in living and
working down there, touching elbows
with the city and country life, working
in the fields with tile colored and white
help, driving wagons, spraying, fertilizing and banking trees, hoeing, burning
brush and digging stumps, is just as I
am writing it—simply actual facts, in
the hope that they will he a warning to
many in the North, East and West.
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Detail map showing location of places daily breaki-c' into the

As we were away with a
10 p. m.
strange horse for the first time and deseveral hours by the poor roads,
being due home at five o’clock, 1 said I
l would
’phone my wife. The ’phone wires
| ran through this small town, but at the
and grocery store they told
, post office
ever had use for a teleI( me that nobody
phone there, and the station agent said
that there was not a single telephone in
j town. So I said I would send a wire,
but the agent at the station said, ‘‘This
is a flag station; we have no wire.’’
Think of it—one thousand people here
and no telephone and no telegraph station. Nice place to come to and live.
As there was no hotel in town, I had to
ask a man that lived near the depot if
we could get dinner at his place, leave
the horse, and come back after him the

The Plan of Attack.

news.
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ELECTION OLTI.Oo,

[From

I:> the State primaries of June 19th,

the

Springfield Republics:

the national con\v-'
the movement towai
the Republican and i',
parties has been so rapid and
so successful that the
prosp
election of Mr. Hughes now s.
good enough to give the Re:
feeling of solid confidence, i.
ers of this paper who are t
the Hughes-Fairbanks ticket
to be pleased with the oui'campaign has opened with od
on their candidates in the
s|
cles of high and low finance

16,823 votes and Charles F. Johnson, who »■! s unopposed as a Democratic
candidate for United St it»s Senator received 14,852 votes, according to the
official vote tabulated by the Governor
and Council.
In the Fourth Congressselfish devotion of the Red Cross workers
ional District, in winch occurred the only
on the European battlefields,
Ur. P. E.
h
Congressional contest in the Democratic
Luce of Brooks, class of ’79. was one of primary, Leonard A. Pierce of Houlton
the speakers at the Steward’s Feast, and received 2,063 votes and John Leary of
|
1,408.
'}
told something of his wmrk and experi- Hampden
In the Republican primary for Goveri
ences since graduation, and of his pleassome slight significance at
I
F.
Callahan
of
nor, Timothy
Lewiston
I
received 4,052 votes; Carl E. Mnliken ot | verdict of the gentlemen who
ure at being pi t seni on this occasion. He
Island Falls 22,865, Frederick H. Park- .- money talk.
said, in part:
hurst of Bangor 14,371 and Edward W.
1 came to Kent’s Hill forty years ago
Wheeler of Brunswick 8.057, according
and left here in 1879, anti have only been
HOW APPENDICITIS
to the official returns. Milliken’s pluralihere once since, and that was the next
was 8,494.
ty
at
the graduating exercises of the
CAN BE PRE\ \
year,
In the Republican primary for United
class of 1880, just 86 years ago this month
States Senator Bert M. Fernaldof Poland
Belfast people should know t
of June.
Ol course during that time
received 15,368 votes, Frederick Hale
there have been many changes and imof Portland 17,027, and Ira G. Hersey of doses of simple buckthorn bar
provements. Then we had the old board Houlton 13,617,
making Hale’s plurality ine, etc., as mixed in Adler-i
anti plank walks, with frequently a loose
i 1,659.
relieve or prevent appendicn
board or plank to fly up between our feet
l'he Republican primary vote in the
I
and trip us up. Now' the students walk
simple mixture rem ives such
! contest in the First Congressional Disfoui matter that ONE SPOO.NF
upon a siTHOth, firm asphalt pavement. trict,
accortling to the official returns,
Then we had kerosene lamps; now you
lieves almost ANY CASE coi
gives Louis B. Goodall of Sanford 4,931;
have electric lights. Then we had a little
Horace Mitchell of Kittery 3,544; Ed- sour stomach or gas. A short n
ruund barrel stove in the corner of each
j
ward C. Reynolds of South Portland
room and were obliged to lug all our
helps chronic stomach trouble. \
3,620; John C. Stewart of York 234 and
wood and water from the basement,
Richard Webb of Portland 1,406. The ka has easiest and most thon i,_
which was no small job, especially if you
Republican primary vote in the contest of anything we ever sold. The (
roomed on the third or fourth floor. Now
in the Second District gives Cyrus N. ner
Drug Store Co.
have
and
steam
radiators
commodiyou
Blanchard of Wilton 3.058; E iward C.
ous and sanitary wash and toilet rooms.
Plummer of Bath 2,444; Wallace II.
And so I say 1 have found many changes
of Lewiston, 3,805. No conana
But there is one White, Jr.,
improvements.
test in 3rd and 4th Districts.
thing at oid Kent’s Hill that has not
The
vote for Governor in
1
changed during the last forty years. As Waldo Republican
county was as follows: Callahan,
I climbed the stairs in old Bearce Hall
66;
WheelMilliken,
785;
349;
Parkhurst,
today and looked out over the beautitul er, 91.
country, clothed in its robe of June verm
For United States Senator: Fernald,
dure on its 1 eautiful mountains, hills and
372; Hale, 432; Hersey. 329.
valleys, on its many lakes and streams,
Democratic vote for Governor. 554; for
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
]
it looked to me just as beautiful as when
U. S. Senator, 490.
Dissolved in water for douches *-opi|
my eyes first beheld it forty years ago.
ulceration an:1
catarrh,
pelvic
|
The scenery of old Kent’s Hill has not
mation. Recommended by I
changed, but looks more beautiful to me THE LESSON OF A FUNERAL SERVICE. I
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten v
than ever before.
I am glad to be here
A healing wander fcr nasal ca rh.
and m et the old faces and mingle with
[From the New York Herald.J
sore throat and sore eyes. Econo:
A memorial service held in old Trinity Church
the boys anci girls of today, it recalls
Ha3 extraordinary cleansing anil gem \.
my own hapuy school days spent among yesterday morning had a deeper significance
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists,
1 he Paxton Toilet Com par.'
these same familiar scenes. But with the than mere rites for the dead. It represented
\oiajb
±1_-_J ■
an idea, too long dormant in this country.which
feelings of pleasure and happiness that is
to life—vigorous,challenging, domspringing
mme to me today is mingled a feeling of
inant.
sorrow and sadness as I recall the names,
Many will say of young Victor Chapof
“those
faces and forms
who have gone
nefore, whose life journey is ended, man, dead beneath his aeroplane within
whose lite work is o’er.” Let us hope the German lines near Verdun, that he
GuaranteeG work in Chiropody
represented “Idealism.” A
young
we may all meet again in “(.tie great reinion” of the eternal alumni in the American, with everything to live for,
np and Shampooing. Also Far'
possessed of wealth, health and pleasant
world beyond.
associations,, chooses to go abroad and Full line of all kinds of Hair Y.i
lose his life on the battlefields of Europe,
parlors over Shiro's Store, Fhtem\
and it is called
“idealism.” Yet the
idealism which led him abroad was the
32tr
EVIE h
same impulte which led Lafayette to offer
his services to the American colonies,
; which
made him fighf at the Battle of
Germantown with a bootleg full of blood
to win his separate command.
It was
the same impulse which made Washington carry on the War of Independence
when the faith and courage of men reeled
and swooned.
It was the same thing
OF THE’
which called forth our volunteers in 18b 1
for
four
years of strife. The aim was
j
not in any sense “idealism,” it was libB(j\ IMiTON OPI ICAI
were

ceived

held in

f

mmnimrmmryyn-

NOTICE.

'<

E. H. BOVINE
Eye-Sight Speck

j

erty!

Just as truly as the call of liberty sfirred Lafayette,so it stirred Mr. Chapman
and is stirring his associates in the Amerj ican
aviation corps.
It is the cause of
! liberty—not of a nation t ut of the world,
The
struggle in which this splendid Ainerj
ican life was sacrificed was the cause of
| liberty for his native country, just as it
; was of liberty for France.
;
The cause which that gallant nation,
| with its Allies, is striving for is just a3
Tnere on
! as much an American cause.
| the line where Victor Chapman fell is our
Americans as
own first line of defence.
a class do not see it as clearly as they
should, but the memorial service at Trinity yesterday should tend to make it
clearer.
The cry for liberty was never so pressing in its demands upon mankind. All
Europe is weltering in blood for liberty
and Mexico is starving for it while we
talk. Let that cause he lost across the
Atlantic, and there will be a possibility
that the freedom for which Washington
and Lafayette fought will disappear from
tl e earth.

j
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Annie Nickerson of Swanon “The Work of the Red
Cress” and told of the heroism and un-

NEW PERFECTION
PACE

NEW

The June Primaries.

the chapel.
vilie spoke

The way these "land sharks” operate
as follows:
Three or lour parties
get together and purchase several thousand acres of rotten cut-over pine lands,
‘soggy and boggy,” full of slumps and
dreary small pines. These “attractive”
acres they procure for the sum of three
to five dollars an acre, plot the area and
give it a name which sounds alluring and next
day.
which appeals to the imagination. They
While we were eating the wife told us
advertise it with beautiful pictures of
we were fools for planting Satsuma orfruit trees, vegetables, homes and drives
She said that there was no marthat you cannot find when you get there, anges.
ket for them, no one wanted them, after
and put this on the market to their |
had waited eight or ten years for
friends on a “ground floor” price of S40 you
She informed us that
them to grow.
per acre.
Yes, all the officers of the I pecans only
grow on low land near water,
company from the president down, who or a
bayou. This is a fact proven by the
may live in New York, to the secretary Government and
experimental farms.
and treasurer, who may live in the West,
Our land was two hundred feet above
have a piece of this forty dollar land
sea level!
that cost them five.
Listen to them,
and they are all going down to build
■
One Nut.
:
homes there—maybe! This is to show
Later in the week we met a man who
you what fine neighhors you are going
to have.
But as soon as they unload on showed me his diamond ring and he said:
the poor and unsuspecting you can buy “This and a couple of town lots worth
their “homes”—that is, the land, for about ten dollars each is my pecan orthe house has never been built—and off chard.’’ 1 wondered what he meant, so
they go to start another land swindle, he went on to explain. Eight years ago j
miles away, where they can buy at three he had planted sott-shell pecans and afto five dollars per acre Dy taking lots of
ter wailing for several years for them to
it, only to prove the old adage of P. T. bear^he found that worms had eaten about
Barnuin all over again.
two feet up inside of the trees, while j
“Homes for Winter,” “Avoid the Rig- white scabs and insects had about ruinors of a Northern Climate,” “Secure a
ed the exterior. He spent thousands on
Ranch in the Sunny South"; plant satsu- fertilizer, banking, hoeing and spraying,
and got in return just one nut.
mas, soft shell pecans, melons and sweet
Finally
»1
„„
potatoes, and in five years you can live he sold out for about two hundred dolN«
s,;ce„
^ ^
on your income, and your hardest work
lars, the diamond ring and the two lots.
0
St°Ne'
conAeviccs
will be to draw your breath.
Years ago they grew beautiful pears
Maybe.
ot
k'»tn”’
Do not believe it, my readers.
It’s a all through this district, but they were j
Tke
^imney
Ult.
Neu,
hundred to one shot that by two years j all frozen stiff one winter, and that is
j
d«T’
land
will
be
back
no
for
and
trees
seen
are
to
be
tliere
your
sale,
you
why
pear
;
to Ac
011 into
on your old job, a wiser but
ow.
Later on, many peach trees were I
poorer man,
with all this dream of elegant ease and planted, which met the same fate. Now
loafing knocked out of you. You will be these land and nurserymen have started
glad to get back to God’s country again, ! (his Satsuma craze, which will run until
,K
i tiie lltxt freeze-Up.
We had two hundred Satsuma trees n
First-Hand Lvidence.
! the place we bought, that Were about
without
exaggeration three years old, and we were told to be
My experience
is as follows: We arrived in a large sure and “bank” them, which was to !
|
Southern city, where there were two ;: dig around the tree three or four feet
good hotels which were two or three ; awav so as not to hurt the roots, and
As far as seeing batik them
blocks off Main street.
up two or three leet high \
the city was concerned, we traversed a \j with earth, to keep them from freezing. |
One When halt bone, the nurseryman came j
few blocks and we were done.
small block of a park covered with ro'- along and said it was ail wrong.
He
ten smelling fertilizer, that smells to said
we
had grass in the banking
]
heaven. Fertilizing a park in the balmy ! mounds, widen if covered up all winter
j
Southern clime, where grass is supposed would develop a little tug in each grass
to grow thirteen months nut of a year! root, and that this would kill the trees
But it does not. You will he surprised by spring. All the grass must be cleared
There you away first.
to find no grass m tne South.
He showed us how he did it.
will see some very good homes with bare The earth is carried from a place cleared !
front.
in
That
is
the
:
of grass, over to the tree, and if any
why
clay yards
cows are so thin, showing th« ir r iiis?
grass is to be seen in it, then the worker
little or no grass, and no life in it.
We must stoop down and
pick it out, blade
found the Orpheum Theatre converted by blade. In an hour you will have one
into a ten, twenty and thirty cert stock i or two trees banked, a lame back, and a
company, which did not pan out finan- disappointed expression.
You will then
cially, and they were obliged to close its I begin to realize tnat the work you did at
One other theatre had an ad
doors.
home, up North, was play compared to
standing by the door, announcing that a i this.
certain company was here twelve days
ago, and that in two days “So and So’’
Others VV ho Had Bitten.
Think of it
would appear for one night.
I found a newly married couple from
a city of 75,DUO people and a theatre
Ohio living nearby, living in a barn. The
open two nights in a month!
On the street corners could be seen husband, while talking with me, cursed
dozens of dejected negroes, dressed in the man that induced him to leave the
ThiB young man of thirty was
and clothes
held
rags
together by North.
worth three or four dollars a day,
strings, while in the country their condi- easily
We tried to find a let- educated and smart, yet he got landed
tion is far worse.
could not. There were here, his money all “invested” in land
ter box, hut
none.
They have letter carriers to de- and trees, which he could not sell. He
liver mail, but stores and offices all send was strapped for money and had noplace
so he sticks and starves and
hopes
their mail to the post office, as we did to go,
he does not live, he simply exists,and
forty years ago. There is no “white on;
a slave for his daily pittance.
works
like
the
streets.
The
squadron’’ to clean
Now as to spraying the trees, I find
dirt and filth remain in evidence until
this is done every month or two throughthe rains come and wash it away.
out the year.
It costs money. It lakes
The dilapidated wagons, harness, and
thin bony mules are shocking to the four men to a team to run the outfit, one
Wagons delivering for large man driving, one pumping, and two
stranger.
firms seem to be held together by wires spraying the trees, one spraying on each
and boards nailed on at home, harnessj side as they drive through the trees. It
held together by strings, cords or wires. is a dirty job at best, with a good pump
and hose.
I never saw a good sprayer tie mending done, about ’en minutes’
Six inches of string over the top of a
He refused anti said: ‘‘We take
w hile 1 was in the South.
The kind used work.
Wire
horse’s head holding a bridle on!
no repair woik tins week or next.” Two
are “home made” and si me have Ltt-n
holding up the breeching, one blinder
idle men, no customers in sigiit, and they
handed down from the Rebellion.
gone and the other down flat. The drivI sprayed myself far mole than I did turn money down! Is it any wonder that
er’s ragged clothing is held together in j Humphreys’ Homeopathic Remedies ar©
the trees. Poverty seems to stale these this poor ass of a merchant has no money
the same way.
Busted, bankrupt, and1 designed to meet the needs of families
people in the face. They positively have to advertise with?
1 or
poverty-stricken.
invalids, something that mother, father,
I cou'd buy no turkey for Thanksgiving
no money even to mend things, let alone
nurse or invalid can take or give to meet
buying new iquipment, and it makes a dinner, nor celery, nor cranberries—and
this only twenty-eight miles trom a city
Northerner gasp to see what is used on
the need of the moment. Have been in use
Hunting the Land Only.
of over 70,000 peop t! We had fish for
the farms for machinery.
for over Sixty Years.
Now comes our experience in the counEvery time you plant any kind oi a Thanksgiving and fire crackers for ChristPries
for
No.
ciop, hush or tree, the ground must he mas. let ? No, ice is not even seen outtry, our future home, twenty-eight miles3
1 Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations. 25
fertilized. A man from the North who side of New Orleans and Mobile. Too
out. The local trains run old worn-out
2 Worms, Worm Fever.25
3 Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants 25
had been there four years, said to me: expensive, Cream, milk and eggs are
cars, and the locomotives should be in1
of Children and Adults. 25
4
Diarrhea,
r
them
or
Where
“There is no soil here, you have to make i very expensive and hard to get at an"
the junk heap.
they get
7 Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis. 25
how long they have had them, the good1
it,” Statistiis prove that every acre in price in this country. Why? Because
25
8 Toothache, Faecaehe, Neuralgia
25
all of these Gult States cosls $65 an acre the cattle will not eat the sour, rank ve9 Heuduche, Sick Headache, Vertigo.
Lord only knowB. The railroad comp nyJ
10 Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.... 25
for fertilizing each crop grown. Now getation there, and stock food is too exis richj and earns, not pays, very large2
Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis. 25
13
a
Croup.
with no organization or ways or meats pensive.
dividends.
They have a snap. It is 11 Eczema, Eruptions.
25
In a drive of over
It is a tragedy.
That is why anyf
of selling their crops, is it any wonder |
ride with us or walk.
15 Rheumatism. Lumbago.25
25
Itt
miles through this dense Lonesome
16 Fever and Ague, Malaria.
that the farmer goes bankrupt!
old thing will do for equipment.
thirty
Files, Blind or Bleeding. External,Internal.25
You should see a primitive cane mill- ! Pine country, still, dark and gruesome,
surely is a shame and a disgrace to theq 17
25
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.
road, and to the State that allows it.
simply a dream! They use the same old j passing the deserted homes of people who
20 Whooping Cough.25
We arrived at our town at about 7.30J
21 Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing- 25
ways and means that prevailed during j had been starved out and who had gone
27 Disorders of the Kidneys.25
No one down to meet the train1
and before the w ar. T hey want no new back North, I thought it surely was
P. M.
Incontinence.25
►
Urinary
30
from the hotel—too much bother; or is it
pitiful. It tells a story that the land men
ways or idea0, nor new people.
3 4 Sore Throat. Quinsy. 25
1 went it side a jewelry store and found keep to themselves. They tell their prosthat so few ever stop? A long walk in a1
77 Crip, Grippe, La Grippe.25
one man out in front watching the people
pective buyer in the North that they are
wet, clay, muddy street or lane up to theB
Sold by druggists, or wut on receipt of prlM.
a
In the daylight it looked like a
hotel.
pass, and the other was in the middle of just about to take their families down to
Medical Book mailed free.
it
And we went to the best
the store. There were no customers and jive in the South, and show you the plans
cow pasture.
it was 10.30 in the morning, a week be- of their future homes. Watch them close
place in town!
CoTMf
HOMEO.
MEDICINE
HUMPHREYS*
CO.,
fore Christmas. I wanted to have a lit- and you will find that they have roundWe found the people long-faced, de;m
Ann Strseta.Nsw York.
is
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22nd and the usual exercises
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Since
Thirty-four graduates took their di- Oakley C. Curtis, who was unopposed as
plomas at Kent’s Ilili Seminary Jute a Democratic candidate for Governor, re- journed
union of
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The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the signa.
ture of Clias. II. Fletcher, and has been made under iuS
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations ami
“Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger tha
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.
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we observed that this
nearly
deserted save for the nurserymen who
sold you Satsuma trees for fifty cents
that cost them live, and young pecan
trees for a dollar that cost them ten
The only men I saw that made
cents
any money in that country were the
nurserymen and the land sharks,
Our horse went into mud to his knees
twice and laid down. So we put him in a
UU1II

are back
in about
to buy homes in the
Northern cities. The truth is they never
expected to do otherwise. The landlord
of the boarding bouse where we stayed
repeatedly told me that if he ever came
face to face with the man who sold him
ten acres down there and filled him full
ot falsehoods, he would pound him to a
pulp. ‘'Roses and palms the year
round” —yes, hut people cannot live on
roses.
The United States Government
arrests men daily for using the mails unlawfully, yet these land sharks are a!
lowed to rrislet d an
impose apon .he
public in a vicious tashion. The offices
of a prominent railroad in the South told
the agent connected with a certain land
company that if he did not stop bringing
people aown from the North on lalse representations they would expose the
whole scheme. It is not Southerners
hut Noitherners who
perpetrate the
traud.
I believe in going onto the farm, the
cities are too crowded and living too high,
but my ad’dce is to huy fauns in your i
own
State, where you understand the
farming conditions, climatic conditions,
the different values, the markets and the
people, and with the assurance that work
well performed will bring results and not
discouragement with malaria for a side

ARIZONA', MBWUVEXICO

wired-up, all-four-wheels-different, rigs

up north and ride down the street the
police would have to hold the crowd
back.
There was not a decent road in 'hat
country, and there nevei will be any
prosperity and growth until they get
them. I met the National Roads man,
walking from Ohio to New Orleans for
the Good Road Commission, and he told
me that he
ever saw sucn miserable
roads in his life.
No ne can ever find a
sign board where three or four roads
one
that
no
besides
come
together;
seemed to know where the branch roads
went to.
I asked a young farmer boy
of eighteen or twenty where this road in
front ot his home went to, and he said,
“This road runs this way, and that road
runs that way, ovan yondah, but that’s
If I had asked a hog in
all ah knows
the field he would have shown that much

trip tickets, and
twenty-six days,
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The Times.

FARM WOODLOTS.

THE GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND HIM

]
important

i from Page Two

Value of Forested Areas Frequently Overlooked. Timber In Some Cases the Most
Profitable Crop.
A permanent woodlot is an essential

■alion from
r the selection of letters
an

Delane kept that always
He

is.

necessarily

was

letter writer, and like
men of his day con-

likely to overlook this fact and recklessly cut, misuse, or clear up their forest

part of his corresiis own hand, and it was
ker

end

of his

foi

the

It does

not occur to them that it
advisable to allow thrifty, immature timber to mature rather than to
remove it at a loss; and that it is often
better to practice intensive agriculture
on areas
already cleared than to clear
additional areas which are in growing

areas.

editorship

may be

ed a private secretary,
with the correspondence
preparing the make-up

scrutinizing

“I can say with the greatest of
that Foley Kidney Fills were
the only thing that gave me relief
in sixteen years.”
Mr. G. W. Henderson of Dingle,
Miss., says more than that, too. He
suffered with cystitis (inflammation
of the bladder). It went on until ha
reached the point where he had dizzy,
weak spells, and sometimes he would
almost faint with pain.
Of course,
he doctored, went off to the mineral
springs and drank waters of different
kinds, which altogether cost him a
large Bum of money.
Still no permanent relief.
Now comes a friend

pleasure

part of a well-equipped farm. In heavily
wooded States especially farmers are

ilic

e

Hit Sixteen Yean*
Suffering Now Ended

"list,”

Delane’s letters —the list
icK and of the day’s necnents—and of deciding

timber.

direct economic reason for the
woodlot is that on some
the moBt profitable crop
the
coat
accordirrange
that can be grown. This, of course, is
Ihe third main branch
especially true of poor and rough land.
Where all the land is adaptable to more
ig the day time was the
valuable crops the woodlots should occutions to correspondents,
py only a small part of the farm area.
Aers and the allotment
There are a great many indirect coninstructions also)
vith
siderations, however, which justify the
maintenance of a permanent woodlot on
er-writers.
This, it is
the farm. The important ones, a numf the most arduous and
ber of which are usually active in any
sks; but upon the other
particular case, are: (1) For convenience
a
of
also
he
home use for fuel, posts, and other
lis paper
kept
Photo by American Press Association.
i *farm
needs; (2) as a windbreak for buildnd a firm hand, and
1
Little ('f'r-visiting her father at Camp Whitman, Beekman, N. i\, before he left for the border with his
j
or crops; (3) as a shelter for stock; |
ings
an admirably sane and
gun and
(4) for protection of land frpm erosion;
c, in the care of things
(5) to furnish work for men and teams
alike.” When Delane’s
during spare time; (6) for purely esthetic
1 nger page.
Both carry advertising
DE APPILE-TREE.
reasons and for recreation purposes, for
k for the next morning’s
Years Wedded.
which reasons alone a farm with a wellexclusively on the outside pages, rele was free to mount his
f By Joel Chandler Harris.]
versing the usual custom in this coun Capt. and Mrs. Samuel A. Scott of Deer Dat’s a mighty quare tale 'bout de Appile tree l located grove of trees, however small,
there was business of
will sell for more than one without.
In de ra’dise gyarden whar Adam run free,
Isle Celebrate Their Golden W edding.
try, and in typography and make-up
! Thus a woodlot may at the same time inee or interest in ParliaWhar de butterflies drunk honey wid ol’ Mamare
the general prosperity of the
crease
[Deer Isle Messenger.]
practically identical. The
my Bee.
ride down to Westmin- they
bet you he had ’em
farm, add to its comfort as a home, and
Times uses a better quality of paper
A pleasant event occurred June 24th, Talk ’bout good times! I
le debate until dinnerAdam
enhance its value as an investment.
when the family gathered to celebrate
tian The Telegraph, giving it a cleanerOl’ man Adam un’ de Appile-tree.
times he rode in the !
The reason farmers have not given as
the
and
Mrs.
of
golden wedding
Capt.
looking page. The Telegraph has “A
tie woke one mornin’ wid a pullin’ at his full consideration to the woodlot as it
in he would have an opmarwas
Samuel A. Scott.
Scott
Capt.
j
! deserves is that they have not had com
Page for Women” with an ornamented ried to Miss
sleeve;
Then
Mary J. Howard at the
ting his friends.
plete enough knowledge of the market
heading and cuts of fashions, an inova- 1 Pleasant View house at 10 a. m. June ! He open one eye, an’ dar wuz Eve;
He shuck her han’, wid “Honey, don’t you
Soon after ]
lor dinner.
possibilities of various woodlot products
tion on earlier English journalism. Both 24, 1866.
of the fifty years ;
Forty-nine
grieve!”
of the rate of growth and possible
ould quietly slip away,
where they ; Talk 'bout good times! I bet you dey had and
papers have the usual “leaders,” of one j have been spent in the house
The
j yields per acre of properly cared for
now reside, near "Aaron’s" cove.
’em—
10 or 11 at latest he was
j
column in length, and comparing issues
stands
of different species and ages, or
for the Adam
rooms* were prettily decorated
he office of The Times,
I that they have considered only the presof the two papers of about the same I occasion with the
Adam an’ Eve un’ de Appile-tree.
many yellow’ and
1 ent need and have not looked ahead.
until 4 or 5 in the morndale, those in The Telegraph would, | white flowers sent by kind friends, and Den Eve tuck a bite er de Appile fruit,
Special attention is now being given by
e's time the morning
j 1 believe, be considered the best writ- among them wras a beautiful bouquet of An’ Adam he bit, an’ den dee scoot
the Forest Service to these questions
roses combined with lace fern, sent from
(Dar’s whar de niggers l'arned de quick cally- j
jo to press till about 5 ten.
and to the question of improved methods
Under Delane the editorials in
hoot).
Boston by their oldest granddaughter, j
been said that he found
of marketing. Information about the
The Times were perhaps its most im- Miss Kena Powers. Many pretty and An’ run an’ hid behime de fig-tree.
for a full life in society
of Talk about troubles ! I bet you dee had ’em— use of various kinds of wood and the
portant feature, and were read and dis- appropriate gifts, including a sum
Adam
markets for them has been compiled for
an editor who did not
Refreshments j
Adam an’ Eve behime de fig-tree.
cussed as in this country we read and money, were received.
In some cases this
a number of States.
ice
of
were served,
cream,
that
he
consisting
biographer says
information has been published by the
discuss the latest sensation.
But The “real” wedding cake and fruit. A Dee had der irolics an’ dee had der flings,
v
An’ den alter dat der fun tuck
leading articles that Times, I
conclude, is no longer the oracle pleasing feature of the day was a call Honey mighty sweet, but bees wings.
got stings.
and in Handbooks for Market:he others, and that his
of the English purple; no longer “sole from their pastor and his wife, Mr. and Talk about hard times! I bet you dee* had Reports
ing Woodlot Products. A new bulletin
Mrs. Guptill. Many letters and verses
printed in his "Life,” and
’em—
supreme.” Times have changed.
J of congratulation were received from Adam—
prepared by the Forest Service (Farmh not very penetrating,
ers’ Bulletin 715, Measuring and MarketIt may be worth a few lines to say I out-of-town
Adam an’ Eve behime de fig-tree.
friends, who unite with us j
have been seen, was a
! ing Woodlot Products) is a handbook of
that Mr. Walter, the principal proprietor in wishing Capt. and Mrs. Scott many Kaze outer Oat
gyarden dee had fer ter skin,
Those who are interestregardFollowing Fer ter look fer de crack whar Satan crope in. practical information for farmers
of The Times, invented a w^eb-perlect- i more happy years together.
the measurements of timber, the
arp vprspfi hv Mrs
A. J. Scott:
mbits of great workers may j
Dee s’arch fur an’ wide, an’ dee s’arch mighty ing
forms in which woodlot products are
ing press, on which The Times was printwell—
v. that he did not smoke, and
Khymtd History.
Eve she knowed, but she 'fuse fer ter tell,
sold, the methods of sale, and the way
ed, and that one was imported by the
ink sparingly.” Though he
Another just publishto find a market.
New York 'limes and used in printing The occasion is a grand one and our nearts Ol’ Satan’s trail wuz all rubbed out,
fill with delight
’Ceppin’ a track er two whar he walked about. ed (Farmers’ Bulletin 711, The Care and
of general society and had a
that paper.
As we gather here to celebrate your golden Talk about troubles !
C A. P.
Well, I bet you dee had Improvement of the Woodlot) contains
ircle of friends he was devot’em—
wedding night
information intended to assist the farmHe marFifty years you’ve lived together—can you Adam
[
mmily and friends.
er in managing Ms woodlot so that it
scarce believe it so,
Adam an' Eve an’ all der kin.
life (1842) but after a few !
will yield the best quality and the largest
That so many years have vanished since you
I
FOR
An’ when dee got back, de gate was shot,
FLETCMERi
amount of timber of which it is capable.
wedded long ago?
carried life his wife was sepa- 1
i
An’ dat wuz de pay what Adam got.
The farmer too often considers only
!
her husband and placed under
These years we know were not all sunshine, In dat gyarden he went no mo’;
I the local and immediate uses of a woodDe overseer gi’ ’im a shovei an’ a hoe,
clouds oftimes have hid the sun,
He
had
no children, and
ire.
TWO SORTS OF SUGAR.
j
lot, overemphasizing them and disregardj
A mule an’ plow, an’ a swingle-tree.
But you’ve cheered and helped each other
ic affections were centered in
since life’s journey you begun.
Talk about hard times! I bet you dee had ing other functions that might ultimatej
Cane Sugar is t.rown in a Different Climate
And the manly heart that in sixty-six won a
’em—
ly prove to be more important. For exts, his brothers and his sisters.
Adam—
true and loving wife
ample, where agriculture is entering
Than Beet Sugar.
>
the pressure of work, might
Has been as fond and faithful through all
An’ all er his chillun, bofe slave an’ free;
heavily wooded regions, timber is likely
Dee had ’em—
The
r failed to write to his mother
of the use of sugar j
your married life.
to be considered only an incumbrance.
Bekaze
er de fruit er de Appile-tree.
into
was
due
to the Cru- Ten children blessed this happy union; five are
Europe
largely
In long settled farming regions, where
that they spent apart.
She
who acquired a taste for it when
are with you here today;
saders,
An’ de chillun er Adam, an’ de chillun’s kin,
most of the timber has been cut and
I
said, ‘‘the most sagacious adthey were in the Holy Land. On thei** i And although one son is absent, his thoughts Dee all got smeared wid de pitch er Sin;
: only a few trees are left, the farmers
ell as the fondest of mothers.
Dee shot der eyes ter de big hereatter,
o’er the sea surely stray.
return home their demand tor it resulted j
may prefer to save the remnant for the
Four others are in heaven, gone a little before An’ flung Sin aroun' wid a tur’ble splatter,
had a
shade it gives to stock or buildings or
rugged constitution, in creating a market for it in Venice.
the
An’
wid
an’
what
de
rest;
dat
matcollogued
Satan,
It was not long until the cane was culbecause it improves the appearance of
••! care of himself, and had freter.
But you know that they are happy in the man*
tivated in all the countries bordering on
the farm. In prairie country, protecsions of the blessed.
An' troubles—well, I bet you dee had ’em—
ations, but his untiring labors the Mediterranean, and the
tion to grain crops, orchards, stock, or
Adam—
industry
hours told oil him, and though flourished up to the 15th century. After One infant, two manly sons and a little
f
De chillun er Adam dat fergit ter pray—
buildings, together with service as a condaughter fair:
Dee had em—
inued to persevere with the the discovery of America the Spaniard
venient supply of wood for farm conhow sweet will be their greeting when you
An’ dee keep on a*had’n’ ’em down ter dis
and Portuguese, and later the Dutch, But
lies of his office he said several
sumption, may cause owners to place a
join them over there!
French and English, introduced sugar Fourteen
day!
high value on the woodlots. In moungrand children since have followed,
Russell in August, 1878, ‘‘I am cultivation into their
colonies in the
But dat wan't de last er de Appile-tree,
tainous regions near thickly populated
making parent’s hearts so light,
am
done.”
On November 8, West Indies and South America.
Ten of whom are still living and nine with you
'Kaze she scatter her seeds bofe fur an’ free, manufacturing centers the woodlot may
here
An'
dat’s
the
what
de
matter wid you an' me.
introduction of slave labor,
tonight.
By
aid his last visit to The Times
be valued for its wood-producing capacI knows de feelin's what fotch on de Fall.
which was practically unknown in Chris- Time has dealt most
1
ity alone. The temptation is to forget
had been editor for thirty-six
kindly with you in the De red Appile an’ ol’ Satan’s call—
tian countries prior to the 15th century,
or underestimate those functions which
years that have passed away
Lor' bless
: a half.
soul, I knows um all!
He died at his coun- it became
possible to produce sugar in And health and strength are still with you on I’m kinderyo’
are not obviously and immediately benelopsided an’ pidgin-toed,
cil Ascot Heath on November
your golden wedding day.
large quantities, so (hat it ceased being j
As a matter of fact, the less obficial.
But watch me keep in de middle er de road.
who
started with you on your 'Kaze
a costly product used
de troubles I got is a mighty load.
vious functions are often the very ones
only by the rich, | Many friends
the
hill
journey
up
and became cheap enough to be an artiabout troubles ! I got 'um an’ had 'um,
which are likely to prove of the greatest
j Long ago were left behind you, leaving places Talk
,’h-priced Times, 5d (10 cents) cle of common
f
An’ I know mighty well dat 1 cotch ’um fum value in the long run.
For example,
consumption.
none can fill.
'elane's time protected from
Adam
i
The output, which formerly amounted
many of the Minnesota farmers who
An’ de Appile-6eeds what he scatter so free—
more
to
Many
happy
years
thousands
together,
of hundredweights,
peaceful,
only
petition by cheap papers by
;
totally cleared their lands would be glad
Adam—
happy years we wish for thee
now’ increased to thousands of tons.
to have their woodlots back again for
xes on
Adam an' Eve an’ de Appile-tree.
knowledge,” as they
W:hile it is possible to obtain sugar While you're spared to be here with us thus
protective and other purposes; and farmJed —three in number. These from the
through all eternity.
;
maple tree and sorghum sugars And we all unite in wishing, while your health
ers in the Central States already regret
BOYS’ BABY BEEF CLUBS.
>
ret, an Advertisement Duty of from the broom corn, as well as from
we gladly sing,
the abuse which has robbed their wood7 cents) on every advertise- fruits, and some of the palms, the That the years that pass so swiftly may your
in the beef industry have re- lots of the capacity to yield a wood crop
Changes
world's supply is obtained mainly from
diamond wedding bring.
wever short.
sulted in the organization in various of increasing value on the poorer soils
This was abolish- two
r
sources—the sugar cane and beet |
of the farm. It is, therefore, greatly
The following poem was read by their States of
boys’ baby beef clubs.
A
Then there was a Newspa- roots.
daughter, Mrs. Warren Powers.
number of State agricultural colleges to the interest of all farmers to consider
Cane
of
a
is
between
sugar
Duty
grown entirely
;
not only the present but the possible fupenny (two cents)
|
are now arranging, in
A Golden Wedding Greeting.
cooperation with
U.
sheet. ThiB franked a news- 30 degrees North latitude and 20 degrees j
the department, baby beef shows and ture usefulness of a farm woodlot.
Upon this bright and nappy night
South latitude.
Beet sugar is a product
S.
Dept, of Agriculture.
contests to be held in the fall.
To you our parents dear,
This
ugh the mails, but was ex- of the
Temperate Zone, and its cultivaWe bring these gifts, ail shining bright,
movement originated in Texas, where it
'll copies. This duty was abot- tion is confined to
Europe and the United
her left side hurt
With hearts true and sincere.
has proved so successful that the Texas
1
1
i
une, 1855, and what was des- States, At present the world's supply |
Mrs. Laura Beall, Piatlshurg, Miss., writes
Bany Beef Club now has a membership
The first we bring is loving hearts
is about equally divided between cane
of more than 1,200.
From children gatheied here.
the most formidable rival of and beet
“Last April I got in bad health; my left side
sugar.—New York Telegram.
Hearts filled and brimming o’er with love
inis pioneer ciuo w;a3 organized to enhurt all the time. I had symptoms of Bright’s
1'he London Telegraph, at j
5
Till eyes are dimmed with tears.
courage the fattening of more cattle in disease. I took
ce into being at 2
Foley Kidney Pills and feel all
IF YOl WANT QUICK RELIEF
pence, and
Texas.
For many years Texas has rais- 1|
We bring you gratitude and thanks
luced to a penny the lollowMen and women who feel their health failing
ed feeder cattle, but instead of fattening right now.” They quickly relieve backache,
For long years of tender care.
;
For patience with our childish pranks.
them on home-grown milo, kafir, anu rheumatism, aches and pains. Bladder troubles,
mber. The Times itself re- because of weak, overworked or disordered
For years of toil and prayer.
feterita, the farmers of the State had too. are corrected by this remedy. Sold everywill
be
to
know
that
kidneys
pleased
Foley
price to 4 1-2 pence. There
sent them to the feed lots of the corn here.
We bring you Ik nor for the way
Pills are prompt in action ami give
Kidney
lied the tax on paper, and its ;
belt.
This, it was felt, was a mistake. |
You ltd our youthful feet
quick results in the relief of rheumatism, sore j
as in
In paths of righteousness. mav ear.h dav
the case of the other
By the efficient use of economical feed 1
1
in
side
backache,
muscles,
pains
aching joints,
Kind our faith more complete.
to produce rapid gains in weight and by
c
opposed by The Times; but it and sleep disturbing bladder troubles. Sold
^
pushing high-grade calves without loss
But last and nest and brightest gift,
ave up the fight and the tax
everywhere.
of milk fat into highly finished, matureWe bring grandchildren, too.
Jshed.
"We are sick of the
A good round dozen boys and girls
ly formed yearlings, known as baby
This band belongs to you.
DO YOU KNOW THAT.
x mice.
c
beeves, it was believed that profitable
j
returns
could be secured to Texas cattle
trust that
this will be the
May every boy in years to come,
feeders.
Better wages make better health?
Have grandpa’s industry.
i>t
of
this
day
Paper War,
In order to popularize the production
His honesty through each life run
<1 from .this
And shape it worthily.
of baby beef, therefore, a prominent
Better health makes better citizens?
day forward every
Mrs.
Tells How
breeder in Coleman County started a
inn
will have in
his house
To every girl, may grandma’s faith
E.
Pinkham’s
Better citizens make a better nation?
baby beef contest among the farm boys.
Be given, and her sweet charity.
Hible, a Cockers arithmetic, a
The boys purchased their calves by givHer
May eacn receive her gift so rare
v. a novel in weekly parts and a
Of gracious hospitality.
The U. S. Public Health Service found
ing notes payable when the calves were
of
Life.
marketed
cent
of
the
as
78
rural
nonies
in
a
beef.
The
certain
idea
free.”
When
this
per
baby
luty
provpaper
Come, children dear, bring now your flowers
ed successful from the first, and the AnSo yellow and so bright,
abolished The l imes reduced county unprovided with sanitary con|
Richmond, Va. —“After taking
nual Boys’ Encampment and Baby Beef
veniences of any kind?
To honor both, in these happy hours,
to 3 pence, at which figure it
:
On their Golden Wedding Night.
Contest, held at Fort Worth under the seven bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
till May 5, 1913, when it was
Cholera is spread in the same manner
Vegetable Comauspices of the National Feeders’ and
as typhoid fever?
Breeders' Show, has increased each year
b> 3 d, and a little later Lo 1 d.
pound I feel like a
Not Well Enough Known.
in attendance and exhibits.
new
Last March
woman.
I alp liny papers came into the
300 boy feeders of pigs and baby beeves
Scarlet fever kills over 10,000 AmeriWe cannot accomplish much in the treatways had a headache
imes charged that they would
cans each year?
to
receive
instruction
and
to
we
gathered
ment of dyspepsia, however much
may
during the Change
at PJ a. m, giving all the news
Over 100 well-finishj
temporarily relieve its symptoms, so long as show their stock.
of Life and was also
Hookworm enters through the skin?
the blood remain; impure. It is a fact net ed baby beeves of excellent type were
tit immense sums of
to
money
troubled with other
well enough known by people generally that exhibited.
I while this may have been
bad feelings comIn a number of the classes the boys
He who builds up health Iay3 up treas- when the stomach, liver and other digest ve
* certain extent
organs are supplied with impure blood, the
a footnote says
mon at that time
ure in the Bank of Nature?
with their calves against older
competed
cause
is
so
as
to
impaired,
digestive process
and more experienced feeders.
dizzy spells, nervous
onipelitors had their own news
Twenty
faintness and loss of appetite and sometimes a
and later The Telegraph became
feelings and heat
deranged state of the intestines, and in gener- ribbons were won in these classes by
club members.
Three brothers from
al all the symptoms of dyspepsia.
flashes.
Now I am
lable rival of The Times in the
Hoods Sarsaparilla is of great service in
Clay County won two firsts and two secin better health
makbecause
it
the
I, and in its correspondents, of
blood,
purifies
dyspepsia,
onds, and one of these brothers also ob- than I ever was and recommend
your
1
ing it the healthy stimulus the digestive or- tained the grand championship in the
the most noted was George Auremedies to all myfriends. ’’—Mrs.LENA
gans must have for the proper performance of
club members only.
competition
among
known
in
his
Saia,
as
Hood’s
their
duties.
|
early days
Sarsaparilla, especially
When children act listless, look
According to the custom at fat-stock Wynn, 2812 E. O Street, Richmond, Va.
has "a magic
if taken in a little hot
:,eot Dicken’s
young men” from his
While Change of Life is a most critfrail, lose appetite, become cross and touch” in dyspepsia. Getwater,
shows, the cattle were sold in the open
it today.
•reflation with Dickens in Household peevish, you need to look after them
market. The boys’ stock brought a ical period of a woman’s existence, the
r:lsWith Dickens also that time very carefully. The dull eyes, coated The U. S. Has 21,000,000 Citizens of price averaging above the top of the reg- annoying symptoms which accompany
Ms
tongue, bad breath tell you that the
ular market, the extra price being justiit may be controlled, and normal health
Edmund Yates, later editor of Tem- stomach
Military Age.
is out of
the liver inacfied by the quality of the carcasses.
On
restored by the timely use of Lydia E.
Bar Magazine and then proprietor of tive, the bowels order,
need attention, and
the hoof the cattle weighed about 850
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Washington, D. C., July 5. How pounds
London World, a successful weekly perhaps worms may be making their
and
the
per head,
dressing perSuch warning symptoms are a sense
many able-bodied citizens of military
was
S.
60.8—U.
of
lines of Labouchere’s Truth. He troubles worse. Whatever it is, you
Dept,
Agri- of suffocation, hot flashes, headaches,
age have we in the United States? The centage
|
may be sure that “L. F.” Atwood’s
culture.
this country on a visit and with Medicine will
bureau of the census, while it is unable
do them a great deal
backaches, dread of impending evil,
to make estimate of the proportion who
‘den Nordhoff, the resident
I
Washing- of good. It acts surely on the stom- are
timidity, sounds in the ears, palpitation
able-bodied, estimates that the total
of the heart, sparks before the eyes,
correspondent, and Don Piatt, re- ach and bowels, regulates the liver, number of male citizens and prospective
and has a tonic effect which brings
I rted the
irregularities, constipation, variable apsecond inauguration of Presiback appetite, fills out cheeks and citizens—that is, foreign-born persons
!',lt Grant.
who have declared their intention to bepetite, weakness and inquietude, and
makes them rosy. This medicine is
For Infants and Children
dizziness.
1
Lave at hand recent issues of The safe for the children, and you see its come citizens—18 to 45 years of age, inFor these abnormal conditions do not
effects in a surprisingly short time. clusive, is not far from 21,000,000. Maine
lps and The
good
The
Times
Telegraph.
has 156,449.
fail to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege’'*16
■
35c
bottle
at
6
Boy
columns to a page; The
your oeoreet store,
pages,
Always bears
table Compound.
or write to*l*y for free sample.
"Kraph 7 columns, but slightly narof
"L.
F.”
Medicine Co,
DEAm’S RHEUMATIC PILLS for RheumaSignature
Portland, Ma FOR BACKACHE KI0NEYS AND BIAQDEI
| *eG making a somewhat wider and
tism and Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Safe.
The

one

use of land as
areas timber is

who recommends Foley Kidney Pills,
and after using half a dozen bottles,
his pains are all gone, he sleeps
soundly all night,
When kidney and bladder trouble
comes on you and you suffer the
pains
and aches it causes, have Irregular,
painful secretions and a burning sensation, take Foley’s Kidney Pills at
once and you will echo Ur. Henderson's sentiments.
SOLD EVERYWHERE

Notice of foreclosure,

vefate situate in said
Winterp .rt, hounded
and described as follows:
Beginning at a stake on the west shore of
of Penobscot River, at high water
in trk
seven rods southerly of land fo
morly of 1),vid
Stubbs land, and in the most southern corner
of land which was deeded to
Abigail Hurd hv
Lydia Hurd September 6, 1853; thence north
70 3-4 degrees west in line with said
Abigail
Hurd’s land 28 rods to a road; thence south
36 degrees west 21 rods lacking two links to a
stake; thence south 45 1-2 degrees west 24
rods lacking four links ;o a
stake; thence s, uih
74 3-4 degrees east 76 rods to
high water mark
on the
Penobscot River; thence northeasterly
by said river to the place of begi.mi g:
Excepting and reserving therefrom the
parcel of land conveyed by Wellington N
Hurd to Frank L. Tuck, July 2, 1909,
by deed
recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, book
296, page 90, and described therein as follows;
Beginning in the nor.th line oi my homestead
property, and the south line of land ,.f ,ne
Whalen (now or formerly) at a
point 300 feet
easterly from the easterly line of the 0 ,k

Fifty

—

—

■

j

—

]

—

!

j

j
j

j

j

■

HEAT FLASHES,
DIZZY, NERVOUS

—

owiu

x uc

Wynn

Lydie
Vegetable
Compound Helped
During Change

|

—

Your Children Become
Rosy and Robust

CASTOR IA

In Use For Over 30 Years

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

j

Better

productions
They are
Clean.

I

pictures
for every
member
of the

1

condition of said mortgage

family

Now, therefore, I, Franklin B. Cole, executor
of the last Will and Testament of said
Banja
min F. Cole, by reason of the breach of the
c> dition thereof, claim a foreclosure
of said
mortgage.
FRANKLIN B. COLE, Exec.
by Walter a. Cowan, his attorney

Beginning

enjoy

to

!

Notice of foreclosure.
Whereas W. M. Currier, of Waldo, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, bv i.is
mortgage deed dated the eighth day ’of December A D. 1913, and recorded in the Wald >
County Registry of Deeds, Book 305. Page
352, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situated in Waldo
aforesaid, and bounded as follows: A certain
lot or parcel of land situated in Waldo aforesaid, bounded and described as follows, to wit:

j

■

Bigger

*1_

or*

And whereas the
has been broken:

CASTQ R l A

introductjon

Newer

property;

—

Childreu Uiy

1

■■

P.lirtf

line of Whalen to the Penobscot River to low
water mark; thence
southerly as the shore
runs to land
now or
formerly of Joseph I
Hurd; thence westerly on said Hurd line to a
point 500 feet easterly from said easterly line
of said Oak Point Road; thence
northerly in a
straight line to the point begun at; together
with a right of way to said Oak Point Koail
across the remaining portion of
my homestead

j

the

are

IITHEREAS Wellington N Hurd, of Win**
lerport in the County cf Waldo and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
the thirteenth day of January, 1911, and re
corded in the Waldo County
Registry of Deeds,
book 295, page 17, conveyed to
Benj nnin F
Cnle of Hampden in the County of Penobscot
r/r.d State of Maine, a certain parcel of real

They
!

insure a

real

the west side of the road leading from George Simmons’ to Belfast as the
same ran in 1868 on the southeast corner of
land then occupied by said
Simmons; thence
southerly on said road about fifty rods to an
ash stump; thence westerly on land then of H
F. Hawkins and Joshua
Thompson about fifty
rods to a stake and stones, thence northerly i
on land tfren of E. F. Sheldon on the stone wall ;
as then laid to said Simmons land about
fifty !
rods to a stake and stones, thence on said
Simmons land to first mentioned bound, con- i
aining about sixteen acres.
Also another parcel of land situated in said
Waldo formerly owned and occupied by George
Simmons, being north and westerly of said described parcel and joining the same, contain; ing fifty acres, more or less.
Meaning to conI vey the same premises conveyed to me, W. t
Packard by Walter S. Packard, et als. by deed \
j dated July 19, 1897, and recorded in W aldo i
Registry of Deeds, Book 248, Page 234; ami !
whereas the condition of said mortgage has i
been broken.
on

good

time

j

Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of ;
the condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of 1
said mortgage.
WM. F. PACKARD.
June 21st, A. D. 1916.
H. C. B.

Eastern

Steamship Lines.

ALL THE WAY

bY

WATER.

BANGOR LINE
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and Camden
Leave Belfast daily, at 5 00 |« m for Can-den,
Rockland and Boston
Leave Belfast daily, at
7.45 a. m for Searsport, Buckspnrt, Winter
port anti Bangor.
Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston, daily,
at 6.00 p ni.
Leave Bangor daily, except Sundays, at 2 00 p. m. for Boston and intermediate
landir gs.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
D RECT

BETWEEN PORTLAND
YORK

AND NEW

iskyoiu 1'l.^treforxt
Quarries,
Factory

j

Locations

IVHII Sites, Farms,Sites
for Summer Hotels

STEAMSHIPS NORTH LAND AND
NORTH STAR

and

Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6.30 p. m. Also
Mondays at 10.30 a. m. June lath to Sept. 11th

LOCATED ON THE LINE OK THE

inc.

METROPOLITAN LINE

Camps

DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

—13 1-2 HOURS.
ROUTE VIA CAPE COD CANAL
EXPRESS STEEL STEAMSHIPS

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start

MASSACHUSETTS AND BUNKER HILL'
Leave North Side India Wharf, Boston, week
days and Sundays at 6 p. m
Same service
returning from Pier 18, North River foot of
Murray St., New York City.
FRED W. POTE, Ag-nt,
Belfast, Maine

in life.

Water Powers

Undeveloped

*

Unlimited Raw Material
AND

« e c

o

n

.1-

:i

a n

Good Farming Land

goods of eveiy deFurutscription.
tore, bedding, e;u
pets. Stoves, ett
Antique fun.it.it.

specialty, h
have anything
sell drop nie
postal card and you wll *ec ive a proinpi ah
WALTER II. iiUi\l">,
04 M in Street, Belfast.
Te eplione 249-3

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

a

Communications
are

invited and

wi l

regarding locations
receive

attentions

addressed to any agent
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

when

of

the

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

James H Duncan, II

MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

SEARSPORT. MAINE,

TRUCKING

Land Surveying,
Valuation of

Topographic

I

Timberlands,

and

Hydrographic Surveys.
General Engineering Work.
lyrll

prepared to do all kinds of trucking,
Furniture and piano moving a
specialty.
Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton
am

Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac conLeave orders at the stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, and they will receive prompt attention.

cern

Telephone

W. W. BLAZO.
126

Belfast Savings Bank
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 17.211, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
new books.
WILMERJ DORMAN, Treasurer
Belfast, July.6, 1916.—3w27

connection

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

To Let
An

eight-room house, either furnished or
unfurnished, on Charles street extension. Inon
the premises
quire
25tf
JEtFEEDS SISTERS

Capt. James B. Parse
trip to New York.

Monday

left

on a

Sylvester, caretaker of Sears Island^
has moved to his old home in East Belfast.
D. M.

Clarions

always economize fuel
so carefully and
fitted so accurately that they control the fire absolutely.
Small
repair cost is another advantage

F. Pendleton arrived Tuesday from
where she spent the winter.

—they

Milwaukee, Wis.,

Mr. and Mrs. Irving C. W illiams of Lowell,
Mass are at the W illiams cottage on Norris
street.

Rev. and Mis. Mahlon J. Smith of Woolwich
guests of Mrs. Mary B. Sargent on Norris

are

as

street.

the Camden

summer.

ter

Sargent,

who spent the win-

Knox, returned home Monday after

in

a

Derby.

short visit in

Mrs. E. R. Kerr of Cleveland, Ohio, is the
sister, Mrs. Annie Wentworth,
at Wentworth Place.

gut-st of her

Mr and Mrs. William E. Kerr are receiving
congratulations on the birth, July 11th, of a
daughter— 7.\ pounds.

Master ClairS. and Miss Lilia M. Shute left
last week for
Mrs. Lizzie

a

few weeks’ visit in

Unity

with

Reynolds,

Ruth, Capt. Briggs, finished discharging coal at the P. C. & W. plant Friday
and sailed for Norfolk.
Steamer

John F. Carver of Roslindale, Mass., was in
Sunday, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. O.
Sawyer on Water street.
Watts of Cleveland, Ohio, was in
week, a guest of Mrs. M. F. Wentworth, Wentworth Place,
W illiam

town last

week, the guest of his sister, Mrs. Cera E.
Dow, has gone to Portland.

Roger

H.

Clapp

of

Harrisburg, Pa.,

Brookside
avenue, has returned home.
been

guest

a

the

at

who has

Steamboat

on

Mrs. A. P. Stevens of New York city arrived Thursday, called here by the death of
her sister, Mrs. E. L. Savery.

Capt. James P. Butman, who has been seriously ill at his home on West Main street the
past week, is very much improved.
Hon. John E. Bunker delivered a memorial
Sunday at the M. E. church before Sears Lodge of Odd Fellows.
address last

Mrs. P. P. Nichojs and son Jack of Northampton, Mass arrived Saturday and are guests
of Mrs. L. L. Nichols, Water street.
Gordon Healey, who has been visiting Capt.
and Mrs. H. G. Curtis on Water street, has returned to his home in Dorchester, Mass.
N
D. Hewee, who spent a week with his
brother-in-law, Judge J. H. Sullivan, on Water
street, returned Saturday to Waltham, Mass.

Barges Marian and Maple Hill arrived Sunday from Philadelphia, each with 1,600 tons of
coal

C. & W. Co, at Mack’s Point.

the P.

to

Mr. and Mrs. J. M.

MacDougall

Center, Mass., arrived Friday and
A. T. Shute’s

on

Water street for

Newton
at Mrs.

of
are

the

summer.

and Mida Blanchard of New
York arrived Friday and are at the J. G. Pendleton homestead on West Main street for the
Misses Alice

be ministered

unto.

A. Ausplund occurred Monday forenoon, July
10th, near the residence of Edward L. Stickney
He started early in
on Mount Ephraim road.
the morning for George Tower’s farm to get a
load of logs, which he loaded on his team and

Misses Sara and Rosie Meader, wh
had
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Eames on
Mein street, have returned to their home in
Ellsworth.

Brown, who had been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Whittum on Mount
Ephraim road, returned to Waltham, Mass,,
last Sunday.
Nellie

started

and Mrs, G. W. Curtis of Everett, Mass.,
arrived last week and are with Mr. and Mrs
J. P. Curtis at the Curtis homestead, West

on

his return.

Main street.

pired before reaching

H. Mosman and daughter, Miss Claribel,
of North Reading, Mass., arrived Friday and
have opened their cottage at Mosman Park

plund followed

F.

Brandon

her

parents

Capt. and Mrs. J, P. Butman.
Eugene N. Shute arnl fiancee,

Miss Dorothea
Dunn, who had been visiting Mr. Shute's
mother, Mrs. A. T. Shute, on Water street
returned

to

Boston last

July

will have

the

Methodist

was

Friday,

church

sale, to include aprons, fancy articandy, etc., in Union Hall
July 20th. Further particulars next

Bangor Theologi-

cal

Seminary, with his family, have arrived
with his brother, Rev. Thomas J. Mar-

are

tin,

at

the

Congregational

street for the

parsonage

on

summer.

Nichols, quartermaster of the steamline, arrived Friday from New York for a short vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. D, M. Nichols on Mount Ephraim Road.
Edward

Mrs.one

formerly

of

Miss

Maine’s noted

Annie

singers,

odist church.
;

Louise
was

fn

scenery

of Penobscot

bay.

Winchester, Mass., arrived last Sunday ;
morning and have opened their cottage for the
resummer.... Mr. and Mrs. Owen Marden
turned from Northport last Sunday and have
gone to housekeeping in their apartment in I
the old hotel. Their many friends extend congratulations.... Mrs. F. E. Stinson is slowly !
gaining and has gone to her cottage with Mrs.
D. A, Lowe as housekeeker.... Earl Carter is
his vacation

nurse

with his
Mr.

parents, Mr.
Carter is a trained

and located in Boston.

Mrs. Ella Mowry entertained at a five-table
auction party last Saturday at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. S. C. Pattee. The prizes were
won by Mrs. Charles E. Adams, Miss Walker

was

beautifully

de-

used in

meeting the groom and best man, Edward Tuttle of Newton, Mass., a cousin oi the
bride, at the altar. The bride was attended by
her cousin. Miss Alveretta Tupper of Jacksonville, Fla., and was given in marriage by her
mother The single ring service was used. The
bride was bewitchingly pretty in a natty suit
of blue taffeta, with a gray hat relieve d with
pink buds. She carried pink sweet-peas. The
bridesmaid wore a white embroidered net with
girdle of pale blue and carried sweet-peas,
Mrs. Hichborn wore white lace. Following
the ceremony a wedding breakfast was served
stairs

Dodge’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Rivers

spending

The house

profusion. Tne wedding inarch
from Lohengrin was played by Mrs. C. N,
Meyers, ar d the bridal party came down the

of

and MrB. Will Carter.

with

re-

George Titcomb ar.d two young

parents, Mr and Mrs L S Titcomb,

her

Sylvan

street.

day’s

boat after

a

by Mon-

brief visit with his mother

j

1

Penobscot Bay Electric

Carrie

greatly

by Miss Margaret Pendleton, in yellow flowered
voile; Miss Katherine Dow. in old rose crepe
de chine; Miss Sallie Dow, in white net; Miss
Violet Meyers, in yellow silk. The bride’s
cake, made by MiBS Katherine Dow, was a

Kenneth Greeley

life

and

port in these trying hours of separation from
their loved

Mr and Mrs Alvah C Treat motored to Sears-

given in the Methodist church by
John R bunker. Master of the Grand Lodge of
address

was

infant son left July
South Sebtc, after being
with her parents, Mr and Mrs J A Flanders,
East Main street, and her husband’s parents,
Capt and Mrs Liden S Shute, Sylvan street,
Mis Liden ii Shute and

for

a

her

home in

few weeks.

John McLaughlin, School street, is
gain suffering seriout ly from chronic troubles which have greatly reduced her strength
Mrs

a

in

former attacks.

Dr G A stevens

was

called

Sunday, and at this writing (Monday) she is
re ported as more comfortable.
Last Saturday Capt Edmund Hichborn, accompanied by his sister, Miss Nellie, Mrs Alber \
Colcord, Capt and Mrs F A Patterson and
Annie JL Harriman, motored to Belfast in
one of
McLaughlin's autos, where they inC

in ice

cream

before the return

trip.

road in the eastern part of Sears
port (through Park) adjoining the Stockton
line, is now nearly finished and will be a great
improvement over former conditions, and the
Griffin Auto Rest and Tea Room has conse
The State

quently

been

re-opened.

and Mrs J F Ryder of Boston arrived by
boat last Saturday morning, accompanied by a
Dr

work for the

Haven, where she wiii do table
summer.

of
Shorey, who was a recent guest
returned to
sister, Mrs. A. D. Moody, has
Bangor.
Miss Effie

her

MonMrs. Elonia Cunningham has gone to
M. Nickerson,
roe to visit| her brother, Fred
son Stanley.
son
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cunningham and
at A. E.
Lloyd Emery of Brooks were guests
Cunningham’s Sunday.
who
Mrs. George Dudley of Waltham, Mass.,
in town
has been visiting relatives and friends

and her

weeks, returned home July 8th.

for several

Charles Libby and son Louis of WinterMrs Emily
port were guests of her mother,
Parsons, Sunday. Miss Louise Libby accomMrs.

panied
Mr.

them home.
Damm

and Mrs. W. E.

Saturday night
had

been

the

Greeley for

a

Hampden,

from

where

they j

D.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. S.
few days.

treasHenry C. Groton of Worcester, Mass.,
who is
of The Groton & Knight Mfg. Co.,
with Dr. F. C. Small in
spending several days
of Dr. Small
Belfast, was the guest Sunday
and Mr. George Hart at Cliff Cottage.

SWANVILLE CEJNTER.
Field strawberries

are

very

plentiful

this

summer.

and Mrs. Arthur Doliber and three chilMass.
dren have returned from Marblehead,
children
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gross and two
motored from Bangor last Friday afternoon
Mr.

The

Warren Seekins returned home from
den

July

5th after

grandmother, Mrs.

days’
Partridge.
a

few

and Mrs. Eugene Gross, son and two
daughters of New York motored to Swanville
to visit his brother, Ed. Gross, whom he had
for 27 years. He is a carpenter by
trade and also a prosperous farmer. His son is
an electrician, his daughters are both school

not

seen

teachers and all three

college graduates.

a

National Park.

Washington, July 10. President Wilson has
signed the papers which convey Mount Desert
and several surrounding properties to the
United States as a National Park Reservation.

Hamp-

visit with his

$100—Reward,-$100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaaed disease
that science has been able to cure in ail its
stages, and that is catarrh. Catarrh being
greatly influenced by constitutional conditions
requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Care is taken internally and acts thru
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, giving the patient strength by building
up the constitution and assisting nature in doing it work. The proprietors have so much
faith in the curative powers of Hall's Catarrh
Cure that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO„ Toiedo,
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

Merchantman.

Baltimore. Md., July 9. The world’s first
submarine merchantman, the German underwater liner Duetschland, anchored below Baltimore to night after voyaging safely across the
Atlantic, passing the allied blockading squadrons
and
eluding enemy cruisers watching for her off the American coast. She carries
mail and a cargo of 750 tons of costly chemicals
and dyestuffs, and is to carry back home a similar amount oPnickel and crude rubber, sorely
needed by the German army.*

recognized

each other.

SHIP NEWS.
AMERICAN

I

PRODUCE MARKET.

PAID

rutiTS.

5

KITCHEN <j

PRODUCER.

00a2 00 Hay,
18 00a22 00
17 j
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
3 75a4 00 Lamb,
13
Beans, pea,
4
00
Lamb
50a75 i
Beans, Y. E„
Skins,
25a27 Mutton,
8
Butter,
9all Oats, 32 lb.,
55
Beef, sides,
9H0
1
00
Potatoes,
Beef, forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
10
Barley, bu,
24 Straw,
8 00
Cheese,
18 Turkey,
26a30
Chicken.
31 Tallow,
2
Galf Skins,
20 Veal,
12al3
Duck,
28
35
unwashed,
Wool,
Eggs,
16 Wood, hard,
5 00
Fowl,
3 50
Geese,
j
18jWood, soft,

\

WANTED

of

-AT-

J

ELLISON
& GREER
Restaurant

RETAIL PRICE.

18
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22
95
Corn,
Cracked Corn,
91
Corn Meal,
91
24
Cheese,
2 00
Cotton Seed,
10
Codfish, dry,
00
Cranberries,
Clover seed,
24j Sugar.
6 57a8 00 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
4 50:Sweet Potatoes,
Lard,
16| Wheat Meal,

e*:

jo
y

B
»

FOUND,

8$

60
5

At Belfast, Maine,
a

valuable

by proving

pin;

L
L

owner can

property. Apt
W. F. J ELLISON. B-

t.

3w27p
Bukin.
Blaisdell
In North Orland, June 22, to
Mr. and Mrs Lorenzo Blaisdell, a son.
Bonney. In Northport, July 9, to Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Bonney, a son.
Doten.
In Winterport, July 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Doten, a son.
Gross. In Rockland, July —, to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald L. Gross, a daughter, Evangeline.
Kerr. In Searsport, July II, to Mr. and
Mrs. William E Kerr, a daughter, 7^ pounds.
Marsh. In Thorndike, July 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Marsh, a eon.
Webster. In Castine, June 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harrison B. Webster, a daughter.
WHITNEY. In Appleton, June 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. B. I. Whitney, a son
WlNSHIP. In Jackson, June 25, to Mr. and

Mrs, Floyd Winship,

a

j

v

For Sale,
7 he grass on the l/<
school lot. Address
W. B. WOOD/lt !.
\Monroe, M.

i

i

i.

ST7;ii
Office14 Main St.,

1<

Residence 17 Church St

daughter.

MARRIED.
Butler-Lermond

«

:

NOTICh

United States Custom
Fort of BellaUnder authority of the Honor*:
RETAIL MARKET.
sioner of Navigation
Departm*-1 10 merce, notice is hereby given thv
Lime,
the
Gas.
Yacht
“VANCLUSE”
Oat Meal,
5
j
7 changed to “ONAW'A.”
Onions,
BANCROFT H
13al4 I
Oil, kerosene,
4w25p
9
Pollock,
Deputy
15
Pork,
1 13
Plaster.
5
Rye Meal,
140,
Shorts,

Sill,

In Thomaston, July 5, by

Rev. Herbert B. Hutchins, Charles A. Butler
of Waterville and Mena E. Lermond of Union
Boynton-Torrey. In Rockland, July I, at
the pastorium, 3i W ater street, by Rev. K. S.
Uli'ord, Andrew W. Boynton and Helen F. Torrey, both of Rockland.
Brown Lawky
In Vinalhaven, July 5, by
D. H. Glidden, J. F., Wilbert O. Brown and
Etta Lawry, both of Vinalhaven.
Burns Bickford. In Vinalhaven, July 1, by
Rev. William Magwood, Luther Burns and
Marie Bickford, both of Vinalhaven.
Delano Reynolds
In Bucksport, June 30,
by O. F. Cunningham, Esq., George H. Delano
and Mrs. Nettie C Reynolds, both of Verona.
Foley-TORREY. In Rockland, July 3, by Rev.
Fr. Flynn, Thomas J. Foley and Miss Anna F.
Torrey, both of Rockland.
Frost-Bird. In Rockland, July 6, Clark
Bradley Frost of Lisbon, N. H., and Nettie
Evelyn Bird of Rockland.
Green-Hichborn. In Searsport, July 6, by
Rev. James Ainsiee, .C harles E. Green and
Emma May Hichborn, both of Searsport.
Larrabee-I eabodv. In Rockland, July I, by
Rev. R. J. Mooney, D D Walter C. Larrabee
of Rockland and Miss Jessie E. Peabody of
Th omaston.
Lindsey-Newborg. In Rockland, July 5, by
Rev. Pliny A. Allen, Fred C. Lindsey, Jr., and
Marion L. Newborg.
In Waterville, July 1:.
Pelletier Berry.
Luke Pelletier of Waterville and Mildred M.
Berry of Unity.
In Dedham, June 28,
Woodbury-MII.LER.
Clarence Woodbury of Wortnport and Miss
of
Dedham.
Muriel
Miller
Edna

Dl Kl

>.

AUSPLUND. In Searsport, July 10, ('apt. Ansel
A. Ausplund, aged 62 years.
Babcock. Ill Belfast, July 10, at the Waldo
County hospital, Mrs. Martha S. Babcock, aged
76 y^ars. 8 months and 16 days.
Carver. In Ltncolnvilie, July t, Lester B.
Carver, aged 50 years.
In Belfast, July 8, Mrs. Mary
Cottrell.
Elizabeth Cottrell, aged 86 years, 2 months

t €. IJ

li

DENTIST,
37 Main Sheet,

Bell

Foreclosure No
William R. GanWHEREAS,
ham, in the County of V\

of

Maine, by his mortgage dee«i
day of April, 1906. and record*
Registry of Deeds, Buok 279, I

veyed

to

me, the

undersigned,

parcel of land situated in said I
ed and described as follows: L<
east by the road leading bv
the south by the road leading
Burnham Village; on the west
of the late Moses Young; and oi
land of said G. J. Dodge; cont
more or less. References may 1
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 147, 1 .g
particular description, and wher
tion of said mortgage has bee
therefore, by reason of the bre
dition thereof I claim a fort,

mortgage.

Pittstield, Maine, July
3w28

b, 191t

ALPHONZt

EMERSON

Indian Remedy.
To the Emerson Co.
This is to certify that I have
with rheumatism and neuritis f
which left a lameness in my
knees. 1 was unable to kneel
stairs without pain.
After taking your remedy 1
all lameness and pain and fe*
Mrs. J V
319 Water St., Gar.:

York, Ju y 6. Ar, sch Julia Frances,
Hangor; 8, ar, sch C B Clark, Stockton; y, ar,
Bch Seguin, St Marc Hayti; 10, ar, sch Martha I
P Small, Buenos Ayres.
Boston, July 7. Ar, schs Clara J, Bangor; and 1 day,
Janies L Maloy, Stockton; Marc a Baily, do;
CURTIS. In Belfast, July 11, Capt. Ezra W.
To the Emerson Co.
Annie and Reuben, Stonington, Me; Catawam
Curtis ot Camden, aged 77 years
Mr Frank Kelley, Gardiner,
teak, Rockport; Herman F Kimball, do; Morris :
Foss. In Hampden, July 5, Hazel Foss, wife
as follows:
and
liff, do; Charlie and Willie, do; 8, ar, sch of Lauranan Foss, aged 23 years.
BelThis
is to certify that I have
Brooksville;
sld,
tug
Neptune,
Catherine,
Holmes'. In Ellsworth, June 28, Roscoe j of the Emerson
Kidney, Indig'
fast, towing barge Waccamaw.
years, 8 months and 27 days.
Holmes,
aged.73
E
sch
Carrie
L'
5
Ar.
matic Remedy, which helped
ok,
Philadelphia, July
Jones. In Camden, July 8, Rev. Henry Jones, i
BiddeE.
will
take
this remedy
sch
others
Klinck,
George
sld,
8,
Kingaton;
pastor of the St. Thomas Episcopal church.
Fkan
ment is true.
ford
JOHNSON. In Camden, July 9, Mrs. Elizasch
8.
8th,
Sld,
Single- beth Johnson, aged 71 years.
Price $1 a bottle. For sale
Newport News, July
ton Palmer, Rio Janeiro.
Sa
D
Waldo
Belfast.
E.
at
the
2
Oak
street,
Kaler. In Belfast, July 11,
1
Norfolk, July 5. Ar, sch William E Pitch- County hospital, Mrs. Carr.e L. Kaler, aged 55
lw28p
P
Melbourne
Smith,
cid.sch
field. New York; 8,
and 6 months.
Paramaribo; sld, sch Wm E Litchfield, St Mich- j years
Littlefield. In Stockton Springs, July 7,
aels.
j
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward I. Littlefield, a son, 10 ;
Bangor, July 6. Ar, sch Lizzie D Small, pounds
W. O. Estes o!
Belfast; 7, sld, sch Florence & Lillian, Bridge- j
In Rockland, June 27, Lizzie B.
Perry.
pjrt.
bounty of Waldo an*i
(Wiggin), widow of Elijah H. Perry, aged 74 »
his
Searsport, July 7. Ar, sch Edith McIntyre, J years, 4 months and 5 days.
by
mortgage deed dated n
light for lumber; 8. ar, stm Mohawk, Boston,
Rankin. In San Francisco, Calif., June 22, of June, A. D. 1915, and .rei
stm
Norfolk;
on
Ruth,
sld
sld,
return);
(and
Registry of Deeds, Book 319, t'>Richard C. Rankin, formerly of Rockland, aged
10, ar, barges Marion and Maple Hill, Philadel- about 65 years.
ed to me, the undersigned, a
phia.
Rich. In Bucksport, June 30. Francis Plais- , cel of land, situated in said Br>
Stockton, July 8. Ar, sch B I Hazard, to
as follows: On thted, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Harris Rich, and describedfrom
load lumber; sld, barge Chenango, New York;
Brooks to M<
read leading
8 months.
aged
j
Haven.
North
H
Jewell,
10, sld, ech William
Savery, In Searsport, July 5, Caroline C j sixty-five feet; on the west by
east by I
on
the
rORTS.
9
Susan
FOREIGN
Lord;
wife of Edward L Savery, aged 53 years,
F’rank Fogg; thence north ah
Ar, sch Alicia B months and 1 day.
Buenos Ayres, July 6.
feet to land owned by Frank K»
Thompson. In Belfast, July 10, Lizzie M.,
Crosby, Gulfport.
as the condition of said mortp
Ar, sch Margaret wife ot Charles B. Thompson, aged 47 years.
Fort De France, July 6.
broken, now, therefore, by reus
Thomas, Philadelphia.
of the condition thereof I clam
MARINE MISCELLANY.
of said mortgage.
Dated this seventh day of I
Newport, R I, July 9. The schooner Mary
JOHN V
Ann McCann, loaded with coal fromSouth Am2w2b
D. & M.
boy for York Harbor, Me., was beached in the j
of household goods.
assortment
A
large
her
sinking. |
Seaconnet river today to prevent
Off Block island the schooner took in water so For particulars apply to
rapidly that the pumps could not keep her
EL0N B. GUCHRtST.
Keep Stomach Sweet Liver Active be**
clear,
New

Messrs. A. E. and F. N. Flye of Brighten
Mass., and Mrs. S. J. Flye and daughter Effie
of Freedom, were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. P. Webb.

Submarine

are

The two brothers would not have

Mr.

Elmer Thompson and Mr. and Mrs. Ferny
Thompson returned from Sebago July lOtu
after spending several days with, their brotner, William Thompson.

of

greatly enjoyed.

Mt. Desert
on

gentlemen

Mr.

Luella and Thomas Rainey of Frankfort returned home July 6th after spending several
days with thcu grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. T. Toothaker.

A

entertained the

was
Grange July 3rd. A tine program
given and they served coffee, sandwiches, cake,
lhe evening
fancy cookies, pineapple whip,

OAK UILl., (Swanville.)
F. J. Webb placed a large monument
Levensellar’s lot in Waldo recently.

ladies

Comet

was

!

CURRENT.

returned last

urer

ones.

Mrs

dulged

in town

PRICE

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

Apples,per bbl,l

Miss

“How strange it seems, with so much gone
Of life and love, to still live on.”

the State.

5th for

was

been very ill,
Emily Parsons, who has
is somewhat better
Doris Nickerson has gone to North

his

and

port Sunday afternoon to attend the annual
memorial service of the Odd Fellows. The

Hampden

of

came*

are

Mrs Edward I Littlefield, Church
receiving congratulations upon the
arrival of a fine. 10-pound boy, July 7th. in
their home, Dr. G. A. Stevens is in attendance and mother and babe are doing well.
Mr

street

BELFAST

|

Mrs.

genial disposition, a aefather, most hospitable
of

•t
li'

_

Sjnday.

until after the fu-

all walks

E

Company

_

SWANVILLE.

citizen, Mr Lancaster will be

missed in

|

J

S

A Gardner, Middle street. His
untimely death be mourned by many friends
wife and her mother, Mrs Adams, remain* d i
a id associates, w'ho extend deepest sympathy
for a longer tarry in town.
to the bereaved widow', son and daughter, and
Mr Edric Coleman, Middle street, at present
other relatives in their irreparable loss. Stocka motorman on the electric cars, Bangor, cime
ton extends a full measure of condolence to
home July 1st to spend our national holiday the widow and family in their hour of deepest
with his wife and little daughter, Amy Gersadness, noping that their abiding faith in
the good Father’s love may comfort and suptrude, returning Thursday to his business.
Mrs

|**

1

Belfast.

uost and reliable

p*
|

;

juiet, though

very
and

jL

At Our Stores, Price $6.50

and two
July 4th Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett
David Winsons of Winterport, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Mary Ford of
gate and son of Monroe and

husband

T

■n

ents, Mr and Mrs E M Lancaster and taking
.hem to Bangor Monday morning to attend
:he burial services in the afternoon. Of a
?oted

Russell O Gardner left for Boston

home

corated by Maurice Doliver and other friends
of the young couple. The color scheme was
green and white,and daisies, locusts and ferns
were

July 5th, a guest of Prof. Frederick R.
Sweetser, and was delighted with the beautitown

ful

his

K

dear if you will
And seek where vou can
For bretze worth a prince’s dower;
We’ll give you your rill
From a ’Iectic fan
For a quarter-ot-a-cent an hour.

Messrs J L Lancaster of

verv

mony was performed in the presence of abuut
25 guests by Rev. James Ainslee ot the Meth-

Iowan of the American-Hawaiian

Carey,

Mr and Mrs

on

daughters, Doris and Phyllis, arrived Saturday
from Springfield, Mass., lor a vacation visit

Savery

Greene-Hichborn.
pretty
wedding took place Thursday, July 6th, at 12
o’clock at the residence of Mrs. Melvena Hichborn, when her only daughter, Emma May,was
united in marriage to Charles Edw in Green of
Searsport, formerly of Old Town. The cere-

Manley H. Lancaster, whose death is anobituary column of The Journal. was the son of the late Capt. Sewell and
Hannah (Park) Lancaster and passed his boyhood days in this town.
nounced in the

er

Aus-

born in Frankfort 53

A very

the end

B
B

flows
thrust of whirling blades.

Pay

Providence, R and called on his lather, Ed. Grose.
and P D Lancaster of Cambridge, Mass,
Nellie
The friends ana relatives of Miss
lepbews of the deceased, came through on
her
Marr recently received cards announcing
Saturday night’s train to Newport, Maine,
lemmarriage in Portland June 28th to George
;aking an auto from there to Bangor tu call
ple. They are to reside in Bath,
lpon their aunt in her corrow, arid motoring
on
Mr. and Mrs, H. P. White entertained
.o Stockton to spend the night with their par-

Mr ar.d Mrs Levi S Grif-

j

Union

Saturday morning

;he stricken sister in-law
leral.

parents,
Maple street, leaving Saturday
turn trip.

and Gordon C.

a

Norman D Griffin, arrived July 1st from
to spei d the week of July

1

fi i,

complication of diseases. She
the daughter of the late Wm. H. and Emma
was

j

4th with his

a

Mason, and

little

A powerful electrical storm visited Stockton
industrious woman, a kind and obliging neigh- j
bor, and a loving wife and mother. The funeral j
sheets, the vivid lightning and the tremendservices were held at her late home Sunday
ously crashing thunder suggesting the striking
E.
the
Ainslee
of
Rev.
James
M,
afternoon,
of the electric current in the near vicinity.
her
is
survived
She
by
church officiating.
Our station agent, M J Goodere, announces
husband, Edward L. Savery; by one daughter,
that beginning with this week the B & A. railMiss Maude E Savery, and one son, Hervey
road on each Thursday for three weeks will
H, .Savery of Searsport. Burial was in the
sell round trip tickets to Bangor for $1 e ch.
family lot in the village cemetery. The bear- j
Remember the time—Thursdays for three
ers were M. F. Parker, Frederick Small, W. D,
weeks.
Smart and Herbert H. Felser.

week.

and

Capt.

Mr.
years ago. In early life she married
has resided here since.
She was

a

Prof. John I. Martin of the

of

(Clark)

home-made

cles,

From the

body was brought to Stockton
ftiesday morning for interment beside the
)ody of their child in the village cemetery,

Cambridge. Mass,

for several years in his

Freeman A.

suddenly, of

mer.

of

sea

and

caster

Para.

C., wife of .Edward L. Savery, died at her
on Mount Ephraim road July 5th, very

L. C.
family of Worcester,
Mass., arrived Sunday morning, making the
trip in their auto, and are at the Pendleton
homestead on West Main street for the sumLadies Aid

the

his home.

Lai

3 o’clock

■

steadily

I

lome, and the

visiting relatives in Stockton and

after

home,

home

4th.

Havener and

The

That

daughter Gertrude left by the morning train vlr and Mrs John E Lancaster motored to
July 5ih to return to their Cambridge, Mass., ! Bangor Saturday afternoon to remain with

the

Ausplund

Harry Lord of Boston, Mrs.
Nina Treworgy of Hallowell, and Mr, and
Mrs. James B. Sweetser, took dinner with Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Lord in Belfast

near

Searsport,
of Rockland, and by one sister,
Mrs. W. A. Bowler of Searsport... Care line

M.

Saturday.

Mrs.

Mr. and

found

days and was owner and commander
schooner Oak Grove, engaged in bay
coasting. After retiring from the sea he engaged in the trucking business, which he continued until his death. He was a member of
Mariners’ Lodge, F. & A. M., of Sears’ Lodge,
He
I. O O. F., and Penobscot Ledge, K. of P.
is survived by his wife and two daughters, Mrs.
Walter Towers of Searsport and Mrs. Charles
Davis of Woodlands; by three brothers, Jacob

College, Manitoba, Canada,

spending her vacation with

is

was

of the

Miss Marguerite E. Butman, assistant music
in

He

and Mrs Peirce D

Mr

younger

summer.

teacher

|

Monday afternoon the funeral services, Rev
\ A bmith officiating, took place at his late

Orono, came down to spend the Fourth with
his wife, returning Thursday to his class work,

residence of the late Oliver Whitcomb, by the
roadside, having fallen trim the team, from
the effects of a shock, by parties who were
living near by. Dr. S, C. Pattee came along in
a few winnles in his auto and took the stricken
man in and started for tne village, but he ex-

Dr.

for the

Capt.

Ansel

it

J

Charles A Snow, who is attending the
summer school at the University of Maine,
Mr

OBITUARY. The sudden death of

summer.

Mrs.

1

SPRINGS.

towTn

Sj

That

>

Mrs Frank H Cousens of Brockton, Mass,
and daughter, Miss Beulah, arrived July 5tk
when
the
and
cut
ring for a
of Bangor, and Mrs. Edward Calderwood of wonderful creation,
fortnight’s visit with relatives and
Roxbury, Mass., who received pieces of china, went to Mrs. Elizabeth Allen; the button to friends. Mrs Cousens is with Mrs Elmer E
a handkerchief and an
Capt. Edmund Hichborn, and the thimble to Thompson, Church street, and Miss Beulah is
emery, respectively.
Iced tea, sandwiches, ice cream and cake were Miss Dow. The bride and groom tried to make the guest of Miss Maud Merrithew, Church
served by Mrs. Pattee, assisted by Mrs. Oliver a get-away* but not before their car was de- street. Old friends are glad to welcome them
C. Atwood and Miss Harriet Erskine, The luged with confetti and fun-loving friends gave again.
guests were Mrs. E. D. Nichols, Miss Lida them a chase for several miles. They managed
and
ten ItSunday gave us a delightful day—bright
Curtis, Miss Griffin, Mrs. Andrew McGown. to escape, however, and will spend about
without intense heat—and the whir
beautiful,
is
a
Hichborn
Miss
Mrs. A, M. Ross, Mrs. B. F. Golcord, Mrs. Ellen days on their honeymoon.
of the auto indicated that everyone who owned
school and is
Leib, Miss Leib, Mrs. J. W. Black, Mrs. W. H. graduate of the Roxbury high
or couid hire a machine was improving the time
The
Goodell, Mrs. C. N. Meyers, Mrs. Fred B. popular with a large number of friends.
riding. One neighbor counted 250 cars passing
some years
Smith, Miss Bush, Miss Roulestone, Mrs. H. G. i groom, since coming to Searsoort
her Church street home (some going north
He is
himself.
for
has
a
made
place
ago,
John
Davis.
Mrs.
Curtis,
and other south) during the day.
station agent for the Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
The Auto Rest and Tea Room which is
Hon and Mrs Edward M Lawrence of Lubec,
For the present Mr. and Mrs, Greene will live
charmingly located about halfway between the at the home of the biide’s mother. Mrs. Greene with two maids, are occupying the Maria Grifvillages of Searsport and Stockton Springs received some beautiful gilts, including silver, fin cottage. Maple street, for the summer.
The
was opened for the summer uuly 4th.
Members of their family will join them later.
china and cut glass, linen etc. Others present
Tea House has been completely renovated and at
the wedding were Mr. and Mrs Edward Tut- July 4th they entertained very pleasantly, a
made attractive both inside and oui and is nowtle of Newton, Mrs. William Tupper of Jackson- tea party, consisting of the following persons:
prepared to serve, at a moment’s notice, the ville, Miss Emma Hichborn of Belfast, Miss j Mr and Mrs Wm Avery and son, Mrs Carrie A
usual good things for w’hich the place is alNellie Hichborn of Stockton, Mrs. Martha Gardner, Mrs Kussell O Gardner, her mother,
ready famous. This Tea House olfers a ser- Eaton, Boston, Mrs. Cora Dow, Capt and Mrs. j Mrs Adams, Mr and Mrs L A Gardner, and Mr
j
with
vice and a cuisine in generous keeping
A. B. Pendleton, Mrs. Ella Doliver, Daniel De- j and Mrs Charles H Finery.
the demands of the times and is conducted in h
Ainslee.
The numerous fiierids of Capt. Charles P
vereaux, Burton Bailey, Mrs. James
manner that appeals to the tastes of all, with
Staples of New York in his native town will
the true “home” element in surroundings and
hear with much satisfaction that he is sufficiSTOCKTON
offerings. The gift counter, which has been so
ently recuperated from his recent attack of
also
will
be
continued;
liberally patronized,
blood poisoning due to a scratch of a pin upon
the Annex for the accommodation of motorists
motorMr and Mrs A P Good! ue of Belfast
the hand, which became infected, while
upon
wishing to stop over night or to spend a vaca- ed to Stoekton last Sunday and called upon j
one of his st- anier
voyages, to be considered
State
of
the
construction
tion. Owing to the
friends in town.
otA of danger, although still carefully watched
1
road in that locality last season it was found
Misses Blanche Doe and Josie La Fur ley re- by his physician
He is hoping to be able to
necessary to close the tea room for a part of turned
N_*ttie
; take his steamer on the next regular voy age.
recently from a visit with Mrs
the season, so the opening this year will, no
Bishop in Bhcksport.
Sympathy to him in his suffering and his wife
doubt, be doubly appreciated by its patrons as
Mrs Stella C Young arrived from Winter- in her great anxiety.
the halt for luncheon or dinner at this littie
port Sunday and will remain with Mfrs Angie
Our community was greatly shocked on Satwayside resort is very refreshing.
G Mudgett through the summer.
urday morning to learn by telephone message
Pastor's Reception. Rev. Thomas H. MarJewett Ginn, an aged citizen of Sandypoint* (received by Mr J E
Lancaster) of the sudden
tin, whose pastoral relations with the Cong’l was buried from his house.
July 5lh. Sym- death of his brother, Mr Manley H Lane, ster,
was
church began June first,
formally presentto
all
relatives.
is
extended
from cerebral hemorrhage at his home in Ban
pathy
ed to his people at a delighful reception tendMrs S J Stevens of Troy arrived July blh for j gor. The deceased was 49 years of age, the
ered him by the young women of the parish last
a
youngest chihl of the late CapiantfMrs Sewell
visit of indefinite length with her son and
Monday evening. Mr. Martin was assisted in
Lancaster of Park, and as a house carpenter,
wife. Dr. and MrsG A Stevens, Church street.
receiving by Prof, and Mrs. John J. Martin of
and for several years as a contractor, had been
of
Jones
Ellsworth
Mrs.
and
Bangor,
at
Mr.
who
with
their
children
are
Bangor,
guests
Mrs Fannie Bridges, very successful in his business in the city.
were dinner guests of
the parsonage. The right hand of fellowship
Early in life he married Miss Carrie Snow of
Middle street, July 4th, returning by afternoon
was extended in the name of both church s by
this village, who survives him. Three chiltrain.
Kev. James Ainslie of the M. E. church,followdren were born to them, two of whom, a son
ed by greetings from Mr. Joseph Clement and
Miss Blanche Doe. West Mam street, was
and daughter, are living. Mrs Lancaster has
Mr. James MacDougal, Mr. Martin responding the guest of her friei.d Miss Gladys Heath in
been very active in the UniversaliSt parish of
in an equally hearty manner. Prof. Martin Sandy point for July 4th, returning home the !
Bangor, and from pastor and parishioners, wil
then expressed his appreciation of Searsport night of the 5th.
receive deepest sympathy in this wholly unof
bond
cemented
the
and
further
hospitality
Misses Lillian A and Mabel F Simmons,
expected decease of her husband, who, sitting
affection already existine between the new
|
school street, left Monday lor Castine to at- with his family at tea on Friday p m in
apthe
for
Music
pastor, his family and parish.
| tend the Superintendents Conference in ses- parently good health, after the meal went to
occasion was furnished by Mrs. Pattee, violin,
sion there the present week.
bis garage to clean his automobile, returning
Miss Koulstone, piano, and Mr. Giikey, clarinet
to the house before long, very ill, and saying
Mr ar.d Mrs Allan Burse and little son NorDelicious refreshments were served from a
arrived July 1st to visit her to his wife, “I am terribly sick. I thought I
nibble table presided over by Mrs. Fairchild, man of Costigan
Mr and Mis John McLaughlin, School
should die before I got into the house!” PhyMrs. Bailey, Miss Colcord and Miss Erskine. parents,
sician ana nurse were immediately summoned,
Mrs. Atwood, Mrs. Sawyer, Mrs. Duncan anil street, they left for home on Thursday.
:he doctor on arrival pronouncing it an apopleMiss Jessie Myrick returned recently from
Miss Ross acted as ushers. The pleasant even:ic shock and placing him in Led under care
ing was in every way an expression of good will a two weeks’ absence, called home by the
>f a nurse. In spite of all medical treatment
and the eprnest desire on the p'art of Mr. Mar- sickness and death of her sister-in-law, and is
mother shock occurred during the night and
tin to minister and on the part of his people to again with Mrs John McLaughlin, School treer.

summer.

Rufus E.

HALL, BELFAST

SOLD BY W. A.

Mi66 Henrietta Gilkey, who had been teaching school in Deer Isle, arrived home Tuesday

Capt.

recollect the time of the “Sale” is drawing
near.
August 3rd was the date fixed upon at
the last meeting.

E*'!WJhcd Eangor, Maine

W

Why sigh for the breeze
wavering blows
Thro’ the trees and leafy glades?
We’ll give you the breeze

!

The Ladies’ Aid society of the UniversalisI
parish will meet for work this, Thursday
afternoon with Mrs Harry K Hichborn, East
Main street.
interested member!
Let all

any Clarion dealer will tell you.

CO.

to call

--

Mr. and Mrs. Amos Nichols of Lynn, Mass.,
are at the
Billings cottage on Main street for

for the

made

~

Saturday.
£ A. E. Trundy & Son loaded echooner L. A.

the

are

WOOD & BISHOP

James Richards, who has been employed in
the cooper shops here, moved to Lincolnville

for

upon her aged father. Mi
John Baker, returning Friday, accompanied by
her sister-in-law, Mrs Percy Baker, and twc
little children, who are the guests of her grandmother, Mrs John C Rendell, Cross street, foi
a few weeks.

Thursday

Breel

The! ectric

cousin, Mrs Horace Emerson, who has lately
arrived from Colorado.
Mrs M J Goodere went to Fort Fairfield laal

Whatever your cooking or heating problem is a Clarion will solve
it for you.

Belfast spent the week-end
with Henry uoodwin on Main street.

week

Mr and Mrs Alvah C Treat, accompanied by
Mrs Annie K Harriman, motored to Winterport Tuesday to attend the dinner party given
by Mr and Mrs James Freeman in honor of her

sizes, styles and equipments of
great variety.

Mr. Johnson of

Rice

returned,Tuesday,

cooking and heating include

in

Mrp. L. A. Colcord arrived last week from
New York to spend the summer.
M. A. Cook has been appointed local agent
for the Mutual Life Insurance Co.

Stetson with lumber last
Lumber Co.

I

CLARIONS FOR EVERY PURPOSE

busi-

ness

Mrs. B.

of Cambridge. The doctor
leaving Mrs Ryder and
friend for the summer at the home of her parents, the late Capt and Mrs J F Hichborn.

friend. Miss

SKARSPORT.

Foreclosure Mi>
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For Sale

FOLEY CMHAlTu.
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